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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY

NATHAN KAItP
P, O. BoK ][70lBj P^P AiAo. CaHioniJa fi43i>4 TftL: (415') DSO'EStT

PROCEEDINdS OP THE

agth NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE

SOCIALIST UBOR PARTy

February T - 11> 1976

Stoufrer'fl Horthland Inn> SputhTleia, HlGhisan

Morning _5eBBlonj__5otur^9yj Pebrua r-y 7j 1976

Prior to for^nally convening the conventlonj National

Secretary Nathan Karp addlressed the aaaembled delegates and

Vl^itoi^a aa followa ^

ODmra^es

;

It la With profound regret that I convey to you the aad

news that on Thuraday, February 5j in mid afternoon. Comrade

Arnold Feteraen Sled, He wcsuld have been 91 yeara old this

coining April*

I learnad of thia aorrowful event Juat a few mlnutea af-

ter I arrived here Thuroday evening. As I wfite, my infor-

niation regarding details Is spari&e, T underatand that at

Comrade Peteraan'a request no funeral Servite^ were held.

It la difficult to express our feeling of lo&a and Im

poaaible to pay Comrade Feteraen the tribute he deservsa at

this time. The OppOPtuillty for doing ao will eome at a meni-

oi*ial meeting which the F4rty 1b preparing to hold. Arrange-
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:r«tttft for *u<sh a Biemorlal are yet to be cnade and all Party

membflra will hav* fl chance to pay thalr laat reflpscta.

But even after Mft havo paW our laat reapectst and held

our r»emorlal me^tlns, it "in remain Tor history to take the

measure of a man whose lifa and work are inseparably bound

with the SLP and the cauae of aociallsm,

Comrflde Petersen'D nvembflrBhip In the StP opanned nearly

seven deeadsD. He Joined the Pst-ty in 1907, end Just aeven

yeara lator was elected to the Important post of Rational

secretai'y, a podt which ho wae to fill for more than half a

century.

Thirteen tii^s tN? members of the SLF re-elected Comrade

Petersen to the ofrieo of Matiohal Secretary. The laat tims,

m 196S^ he waa forced to aecept with the provialon thait ha

be fs'ee to leave after the national caffipalgn.

on February ^t 19^9 > Comrade Petersen subndtted hie i^es-

Ignatlon and, in April of that year, he stepped doi^n, 55 yeare

pnd tifo months after ha had firot aeaaiiied that office.

Many of ua hei'e know how full thoae years were-- laden

i*lth fflonujnental evanta, not only for our Party, but for the

nation and the «orld a a well. The active role Comrade Petersen

played dwrine these turbulent and hiBtori<i tinwa la amply re-

corded in the history of our Party.

In iBOSt cflse^ the recognition and tr-lbutea that men and

^omen earn thrQ^gh their life's i^ork are paid thaoi only after

they are no longer with ua, Perhaps «a oan take aoma amall

neaaui-e of comfort in the fact that the Party took note of

Comrade Petersen's important contribution Mhile he waa 3tlH

alive.

lA 1939 J in the S5th year of Conrada Pateraen^a tenure

as National Secretary, ho waa honored at the "annual winter

social" conducted by the Mew York sectlonDj a inamorable event

that in fact turned out to be a well -organized aUrprlse party,

in 19^t on the ^csth anniversary of" hla service as Na-

tional Secretary, the Party again had occasion to show its

recognition of Comrade Petersen'^ many yenra of devoted w&rk.

Shortly after hie realgnatlon, the 19^9 NEC banquet wished

him well in hie well-aarnad retirement. And Juat laet year,

on hla 90th blrthday> we again had ocaaaion to offer a tribute.

And though we win honor Comrade Petersen again at a

memorial meeting, we would do lees than Justice to his mem-

ory If He were to overlook the critical problem^ and Serious

threata that confront our Party today. If there was one

dominant theffle running through Arnold Petersenie work In the

socialist movamentr it waa a determination to preaarve the

organisational integrity of the Sociallat Labor Party. He^

llks all of tiSj believed that the SLP had an indispenaible

POla to play in the inevitable struggle for soolallst freedom.

And QO we must do aa he would have wlahad, in fact, as

he himself did Whan aftsr Just a few months in offies the

SLP waa struck with the Iobb of Daniel Da Leon^ Like Com-

rade Petersen himself, we must grapple with and solve the

praaalng probleeiB which today confront the Socialiat Labor

Party*



Let ue pay m really meniorablfl tribute to Arnold Petersen

Let us rlae In a moment of alienee—then let ua go to work.

The entire aoserablage rose and stood for a tnlnute of

allant tpltjuta to Ai^nold Peterseii.

The Nat lone 1 Seoratary th«n oailed the 29th National

Convention of the Socialist Labop Party to order at 10:10 a.m,

with tM following opening addreas;

Every nediiUfl of coi^unleatlon and information in the

nation, oa W&H aa a host of eommerclal opp^rtunlat© and

their public relations oi* advertising repreaantatlveB, la

letting US know daily that 1976 la a special year in American

hifltory—the bl^sentermial of the Anwrlcan revolution. We ray

be assured that the capitalist class will eitplolt that mile-

stone in tha net ton *a history for all it Is worth, while sup-

preflSlng or aiatortlng whatever alsnlficant historic leaaohS

its revolution of aoO yesra ago may have for the pr&aent g^n^

era t Ion,

The year 1976 also is a wlleatone of aorta In the his-

tory of the socialist Labor Party, For it wa^ one hundred

years a80--ahy a few months--that representatives of the

North American Federation of the Plret international, the

Labor Pfirty of lllinola, the Social Political wopkinemen'a

Society Of Cincinnati and the Social Democratic Party nst in

Philadelphia for four daya—July 19-2S--ln what we© tcnown aa

the Union Consreaa. Tha result waa the orsanlzatlop of a new

party- -the Worklngmen's Party of the United Statea. Philip

Van Patten, described as "an active member of the ICnights of

Labor, '^ was electad national secretary. The organization laid

primary eoiphaeiij on trade union activities as oppoee-d to po-

litical action.

The next convention of the Workln^en<a Party of the

United States was held in Newark, New Jersey, on December 26,

1877. According to reports, the delegates to that convention

deoided to give greater emphasis to the need for Working-claaa

politiGal action. The name of the party waa changad to the

SooialiBtic Labor Party. Ita preamble, declared in part:

"The industrial emancipation Of labor j Which must ba

achieved by the working classea thamaelvea. Independent of

all political parties but their own, is... the great end to

Which &ve^^ political [TLovement should be Bubordlnate a& a

meana ,"

Thus the Worklngmenia Party of the United States, set on

foot one hundred years ago, was the pt^ecuraor of the Bociaiiat

labor Party of America, whoee S9th national convention we are

about to convene. It is a convention that Will be meeting

not only during a moat crltloal pariod in the hlstor^y ^f the

nation and the MOrldd but at a critical point in our Party's

hlatory.

It la no routine convention that ue are about to begin*

We hava Important matters and difficult problems to conal^Ser

and far-reaching decisions to make after the Eiioat thorough

and careful deliberations. So that we can get down to the

weighty buaineaa that deiflands our attention, I now call this



a9th national convention of the Socialist labor Party Into

acorge S. Taylor (Pennaylvania) was .ileot&d te»poj*ary

chalrpei^son.

flftrbert Sfcalner {Callfoi'nlfl) was elsated tflniporary vlfle

chairperson.

Elizflbftth Starilch (California) Mas aleeted temporary

recording secretary.

The following Mere elected a Credentials Committee:

Umell Miller (Michigan). Alan Karp (Calirornia), Paiai Barnea

{Fennaylvanla).

The following were elected a COHimlttee on Agenda! H.

Cleitent (Me^ Jersey) and E. Reltees (New Yof^k).

A 20-niinuto r&cefla was declared to permit tJw Credentials

and Amanda Conmltteea to do their work.

The Credentials Coinraitte'a reported 31 delegates present

repreaentlng the following atatea :

California, 4 deiegateB: Elizabeth Stanich, Edward

Wlzekj Alan Karp, Herbert Stelner; Floridsj £ delegatee;

VltO DeLisi. Mattiew Kovachj Illinois, 2 delegates: Louis

Plaher, Bdward C, GrosBj Indiana^ 1 delegate: John Morrle;

Hassachuaetts* l delegate: Constance Blcanen; mchlg&n, J* dele-

gateas Jamea G. Horvath, Prank Olrard, Lowell Mlllef^ Janes

Sim; Klnnesota^ 1 delegate: Karl H, Heck; Missouri, 1 dele-

Sate: Bernard Bortnlekj New Jersey^ 2 delesates: Hotert Clement

Julius Iftvln; ftew Yorkj k delesatesf Arnold Babel j Walter

Stelnhllber (alternate serving in place of John Emanuel), Robert
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Maaal, Bernard ^Itzos; Ohio, 3 delegatas; Feter Kapits,

John OTNeill* Joeeph Plrinclnj Oregon, 1 delegate: Sid Plnkj

Pennsylvania, 3 delegates: Paul Barnes, Joseph Sabato^ ffeorge

S, Taylor, Connecticut, no delegate elected.

The Credentlela Committee recommended thes^e delegatea

be eeatec?^ On motion, eoncurrod tn.

The Credentials Goffunlttee reported the receipt of two

letters, one dated Feb. 7 addressed to the ?5th National Con^

vantlon from the National Secretary ateting that an invita-

tion had been extended to the SLP of Canada to send a fra-

ternal delegate to this convention and to be our Party**

guest at tho convention banquet. Conald R. Chamberlain had

been appointed by the Canadian SLPts MEC Subownmlttee to re£^

resent the Canadian organi2ation. )3e was present and bad pre-

sented his credentials. On motion Chamberlain was seated and

his expense* Ordered paid ,

The second letter dated January 9 stated that ordinarily

thfl Editor Of the Party's official organ would represent the

editorial department at a national convention. In the ab-

sence of an Editor, the NEC Subcormittee, at Its regular meet-

ing of January 9, 1976, had appointed Stanley Karp, who was

the Choice of the Weekly People staff, to represent the edltp

orlal department at this national convention. On motion Stan-

ley Karp waa seated as a nonvoting delegate.

Comrade Bernard Reltzes f^eporting for the Agenda Coiimlt.

tee recoDiDtended adoption of the following Ord&i* of Business

and fiulea:
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A. 1. Opganizatlcn.

a. Ele&tion of Par-iranent Chairp&rson and Vice Oimir-

psreon

b. Election of Permanent Record Ir^ Sacretary

C, Appointment of Permanent Sergeant -at -ama

2. Report to the a$th National Convention.

3. Election of Comulttaea.

5. On State of Organisation

b. On Pai-ty Preas en^ Literature

c. on Availability of National Offlcera

6. On Availability Of National Candidates

e. On National Csmpaign airf Reietsrd Matters

f . on Constitution and Matters Pertaining Thereto

g. On R^aolutlona

h. On Platform

J . othei*3

h. Roll call of Deiagatea for the Introduction of Heso^

lutJ-ona (for referral to Appropriate GoraraltteaH .

)

5. Adjourran&nt firHt day no later th&n ^:30 PhHi.

B. The following Order of Buainaae for gaoh day after the

first

,

1. Election of Chairperson and Vice Chairperaon

2. Roll Call

3. Heading of minutea of previous aeaslon

4. Unfinished Bualnesa

^, RepOPta of Committees

6, LBst half hour of each afternoon session (eJ^^^ept

on final day); New Bualnesa an^ introduction of reso-

lutions u

On notion the propoasd Oi^er Of Business and Rules i*rere

adopted

.

On motion, the following officer* were ffiade permanent for

the day: George S. Taylor (Pa.) cheirperson; Herb&rt Steiner

(Calif.) vice chelpperaon.

On motion, Elizabeth StanlDh (Calif.) waa elected per-

manent recording secretary.

Kenneth KlllSj Robert Beaudette and Josephine Clement were

appointed sergeants-at-arnis

.

On motion J Genevieve OlUiderson and Doris Ballantyne were

elected to serve as Mileage CoQunlttee. The oOHitllttee was

euthorlEed to pay all Justified expenses end Instructed to

submilt a complete report to the convention In due course.

On inotionj the convention reoeaaed at llilS a. si. to recon-

vene at 12:30 p.m. in axacut^ve session to hear the entire

report of the National Secretary to the 29th National Conven-

tion.

Afternoon gasBlorij Saturday, February 7

The convention wa& called to order by chairperson Taylor

it I2i33 p.m.,

On roll caiij all present.

The National Secretary Ha« called upon to read his re-

port at l^[5*^ p.m.

[Note: A copy of the report and the appendix uas handed

to aaoh delegate with the explanation that the report did not

e



1iic1ue39 those Baationn that ha4 i>eeii written after January SO

and the ippent^lr. did not Include letters received fro™ or writ-

ten to MO mein'beE's betwaan January £0 and Pebruary ^> but that

al3l (tagh additional r^terial was available for srvy conmittee

that vo\xl6 requll'e it and would te includad 1a tha printed pro^

oeadlnga of the convention that t^ould te sent to the member-

ahipj

%
NATHAN KAJtP
l^itlervtl Stcmirr

MATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY

P. 0, Bqk ICW]^ P^O AltQ, CiUfonkU 94304

REPORT TO THE
E9th MATIOMAL COMVEHTIOH
SOCIALIST LABOR PAFfTY

FabrLiary 7f 197^

10

Comrade D«l$^t«s--ap«etin^ ±

The four yaarB ninca our laat natioifial convention have

ba«n Marked l)y historic developments and e^antb that alflarly

testify to the revolutionary era in -wliioh we live. Without

exaggaratlon He oan flaifeljr &ay that U.S. ctpitalian and U.S.

lenp«rlQLlani ire demonatr^My i«eakflr and four years oiloiieF to

oollapae than when we net In 197^,

Iji Southeast Aaia> U.S. inperialisn has flufferad ite

loat visible defeat in history. Over the long course of the

Vietnam war J the direct csOhnectlon bet>feen the retreat of U.9

inperialiam abroad and the deoay of U.S. aapitallBn at home

became oiearer than evep—BO ale«r it has even been driven in-

to the heads of the V.B^ ruling alaBD> HhlQh dally pondepa

strateglea to reverse thia hlAtorloal proaesfi.

While thie puroh toward retreat abroad and csollapse at

hone Is by no meana near completion- -and l?i faot hae only be-

giai--we majr well be witneaftlng a real turning point, The la-

parlallBt expansion and the imperialist proaperity of ths

post-World War XE era is finally coming to sn end. Though

the 'bourgaoiQla has many labala for the varloue aapecte of

11



thlH gr^at hiHtorlcal KOV&Etent, from the "Decline of the We&tj"

to a "orlgia of confidence/ none of Its labels can hide what

for the oppre&aed claaaas or the viOTld Is a proisreBelve niarcJi

toward oblivion for capltaliat olasa 3*ul&t

A century ago, when Marx Hurv#yed the prospects foi* so-

cialist revolution in Europa, he posed a problem in a letter

to SneelH, "The difficult queatlon for us i3 this," he Hrotej

"on the Continent the revolution Is Imminent and will iranedlate-

ly asHUJoa a aociallst character. Is it not boxmd to be crushed

in this llttls cornerj aoneiderirbg that in a far greatar ter-

i'ltory the movecaent of botirsaola aoclety is atill in the

ascendant?" (Oet. 8, IB5B.)

Here we sea that even then Kapx could perc^eive how tha

onaat of tha imperialist phase of capltaliam would affect tba

coupBe of proletarian revolution In the dominant capitalist

count rlea I and how imparlallat expansion around the entire globe

would open up naw frontiers for the bourgeois class + In line

with Karx'fl dictum that "NO social order ffver disappears be-

fOPa all the productivB forcea for Which there 1b room In it,

have been davalopedj" thia expansion oould only mean a pro-

longed life for the bourgeolB system . And tha imperialiat ex-

pansion of the last oentory, and BpeGlfloally the U.S. Ijnper-

lallst expansion of the Iflflt foisr decadeej has indeed carved

out rOoffL foi^ a bourseola gIsbb dsatined to exploit the Mholo

world p

It la thla prooasBj hOMeverj whos« and may now be in

eight. The most arrogant imperlallat would have a hard time

finding an area where "the movement Of bourgeois Boclaty la

Btlll In the aecendant." Unlike tha republican revolutions

12

of the iSth and l^th centuriea, which atrangthened a growing

world bourg&oiale, the national revolutions of the 20th cen-

tury have failed to take on a fully bourgeois character, in

faeti they tend to take on a character that plaaea thecn In op-

position to the Interesta of Weatenrt imperlaligm. Aa one writer

put It, the bourgeoisie haa made tlie entire world into the

workahop of Its ovei'thfow^

Beglimlne with the Russian revolution, these movainents

often aeaumaf! a "eoclaliat charecter," though lasklng a large

iTLduHtrlal proletariat an(3 a developed productive system^ they

^ere unable to bring these soclallat aapirationB to fruition.

But Hhlla they have not uahered in the soaialist era, nor es-

t^bllBhed a ^'aoclaliat camp," they have circumscribed the relsn

of the Wentern bourgeoisie and raided a resistance to Waatern

imptriallst expansion that Is shaking the capitalist foundatlona

In the InduBtriailzad cotuitrlea, The anti-capitaiiBt, antl-

imperlallBt revolutiona of the £(Jth century are among the most

significant developments of our time, and have had a conaid-

arabls impact on the cour&e of recant history

»

That the revolutiona diaouased above, however signifi-

cant^ have not yet inatituted the soclallat era Is of course

beat ahoMn by the Soviet EJnionj whera the flrat victory of a

working-class government degenerated into the world's number

two ImperlallHt auperpower. The U.3.S,R, continues to commit

the moat brutal Imperiallat crimes and shore up the moat re-

preHBive class rule all in the name of '^B&clallam/'

Durinfi the past four years^ the proapacts for world

war have also beooma more ominous. In conjunotion> tha two

maj^or Impariallst superpower&j the U.S# and U.£«S*Ri-, have

13



declared an era of "d*tente/' one af the moat hypocritical and

arrogant policies two impariall^t ruling clasaee bava avar per-

petrated on the worW. As if they had an ordained right to

ahape and divide the entire glc»be, these two Imperialist gl^nta

have deigned to "negotiate" their varlotia Imperialist claiirjs

to the mfiFk&tSj resources and peoples of the world* While

both Gontijn.ue to amass new gtockpllea of nuclear terror, they

proceed, like th& unprincipled opportunlata th&y are, to make

cannion cause wherever their Imperlallat alma converge.

^t thla facade of negotiation Is nothing more than the

aafn« kind of linperiallst maneuvering trhlch precec?ed two MorW

wara In this century, and which holds the terrible prospect

Of atlll another impepiallat world war, only thin time an an

advanstd nuclear superpower level « While some may be lulled

by the apparent "rela?cation of tenaiona^" soclallsb^ would do

well to Btep up their retfllndera that nothing JJhcrt of soGlal-

ist revolution In the Imperialist c3ountrlefl will prevent the

advans^e of the coming vat.

At home, the capitalist eoonomy hajj entered a aevere

orlBlB. On the one hand* thin erlala hae defttonatrated the

continued sickening fflovement of capltHllHm^a oyclleal criaea,

in th# prooesa oonfirming the esBentlal validity of the Marxist

economic enalyalo. On the other hand, the current economic

crisis haa exploded as never before the bourgeolale'a refortfr

let and Keyneaian alchemy for containing thoae criaee and their

oontradlotlona. Like imperialist expansion^ inflationary patch-

work la running up again^at ita llmitatlona* This development

14

could hav& omlnoua political Impllcationa, for a bDurgeolsle

Whose flacal l»aalB for reformism is more tenuous than ever

will increasingly move toward reaction.

In addition, the farce of oapltaUat polltloa reached

new heighta in the paat four years < A ruling cIbbh which

traditiOfially speaka out of both the Republican and Democrat-

ic aides of its mouth has found rne Americen people thoroughly

dlBgiiQtcd with Itfl two-party doubletalk. American workers

etay home from the polls in droves* realising there is no choice

between Republican capitalists and Democratio oapltallsts^ and

not yet seeing the aoolallst alternative.

In 1972* tha bourgeoisie found unprecedented unity in

auppoFtlng Richard Hlxon against C^orge McOovam> choosing

reaction over reform to deal with the problemg of the day.

Yet the arrogance, corruption and particular brand of reaction

represented by the Nixon adirrJinistration, coupled with ita in-

credible ineptitude, aplit tha ruling claaa and for the first

tlRVB forced it to oust its chief executive, simultaneously

tha endemic corruption of bourgeois politics claimed the <iar«flr

of the up end coining reactionary demagogue > Spiro Agnew.

In the person of Richard Hlxon, the bourgeolBle had

bared its real aoul> its real moral atature and intellectual

level, Yet thla accurate reflection of itself wea ho revolli-

ing that the bourgeoiaia waa forced to diaown ita own oreatlonf

and when Richard l^ixon destroyed his usefulneaa, he waa re-

placed, leaving a ataln of corruption that won't be taally

removed

.

But the underlyine material foraeo that created Water-

IB



gatfrj namely the tendency of monopoly ospltall^n tewari^ con-

centrated Btdte powsr and tihe IncOhipatiblllty of boupg&ois

democi^acy with decaying mooiopDly capltaliann, could not be re-

v^Fsec). And thdugh Nixon was pensioned cCC to Son Cl&nifrnte,

nothing substantial changed. HIb r&sctlonary policy 1^3 H&r$

reincarnated In the administration of Gerald Ford, a flo-called

"decent inan" who is a react ionai^y imenace with a neanderthal

mentality. His £5]*eateet aehievement up to the lEonent has been

hla ability to eaoapa iitdictment

.

The ]^lxon peaotictn ai>d lt& legacy sre moHt ciaariy re-

flected in the unbridled assault on democratic rights Hit-

n^as^d ovsiy the past few yeai*a . This wave of repreaaion was

unl«ash«d l&y the x'ullng class to counter the "upri&inga and

anarchy" of the igS'O^a. It haa taken any number of forriis^^

legislative^ Judicial andj not tha leaat^ militapyj in tha

creation of more deadly^ n&o-fGSCist police units throughout

the country.

Pre« ^l^dtiona have come under 3uch pei^aiatent and in-

sidious asaault that they can acarc^ely be aeld to exist any

longer. Endless ^x^poauraa of the foreign end domestic secret

police of U.3- capita liana have ripped away the mask of "pro-"

teOtOrfi" and exposed the FBI, CIA 9rv^ their namy counterparts

as enemiea of democracy wherever they're found. And Senate

Bill S,l-"-a recycled and codified version of every reeetlonary

tendency exhibited tay both the right-wing and the liberal

bourgeoisie—ia the moat ccmpF^heneive attack on the Bill of

Rights in this oountry*B history. The recent period has dem-

onstrated j with crystal olarity^ that only the working class
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in eener&l, arrf the flociallst movement in particular, can put

up a consistent J principled defense of demccratlo rights.

Equally evident in the recent period haa been the

treaoheroua response of the claea-collaborationiat labor move-

ment to the ferocious att&cka on the living standard a, security

and safety of American workers. While the rank and file haa

shown cojisiderable ai$ns of militancy^ wlUingneBa to fight

and instinctive aolldarity^ the labor lieutenants have worked

overtime to contain unreat and channel discontent into empty

raformiajn. Wjille capita liam entered its worst econoralc crisia

in four dacades and sought to make workers pay the price, the

labor bureaucrats did absolutely nothing but capitulate^ cocjt-

promise an^ aell out. As a consequence, the gap between the

rank and file and the labor lieutenants Is widening- A.t the

^atne time, 75 percent of American workers remain Qompletely

unorganized* At no time haa the working alaas as a whole neede

claaaconeciou3 socialist unionism more, and only the SLP offers

such a program.

The llat of momentous cJevelopmenta since our last aoin-

ventlon la nearly endlaaa : war and Imperlallat diplomacy in
superpower

the Wldeaat, perha^a the most complex and crucial focua of^con-

tention now in the world j class atrugglea and profound revo-

lutionary lessons from Portugal; anti-imperialist and nation-

alist upheaval in Asia and Africa? political and economic

crises in Britain and Italy; fiscal collapse in Hew York City;

racial atrife in Boaton and other areas where reactionary

"antl-buaing" movementa have been active; thfi growth of the

wcHnenia Biovement, which like all othara has shown the stamp
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of the classes active in it; continued environmental aulclde,

energy crlaaa, and moi'e. (km nuat stop arbitrarily.

And yet despite th^se monumental devflopTnentSj every dele-

gate to this convention toiowa that during this period our

Party has been largely pr^occiipled with tha eonaumliog problems

or our organization. We sh&uld havfl no Illusions on this

aoore.

We ara In a pre-revolutionary period that has deepened

over the paat four years. We should be expanding our afforta

and tulldlng our rartks . We ahouid be turning outward to reach

DK>re morkerfif in new and more effective ways with tha revolu-

tlonary Marxlafc-De l>eonl5t program for replacing cepiteiist

chaos with socialist society, Everyon^j both in and out of the

Party, Should know the SLP'a position on each of the important

questiona presenting thanaelviea to the working alass. Yet It

la no secret that our many-sided orsanlz^tlonal dlffiaultiea

Pi-event ua from responding to the current situation and the

current opportunities In the way we Bhould

.

The dimenaionfl of thla Party erlals have been detailed be-

fore, and they will no doiibt floma up again here. But almply

degcrlblne the problem is no longer Sufficient. This conven-

tion must addres-S Itself to nothing leas than the goal of meet-

ing our crisis In sueh a manner th&t our effectiveness and ability

to grow aa a revolutionary aocialiat party is restored . It la

toward this goal that all our efforts at addreaalng apeciflc»

must be tied. It la toward this ultimate al£n--revltalizing

and rebuilding a vibrant Socialist l^bor Party-- that all our

efforts myat be directed,
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The Job of this conventton le encrmoua. It is cruelel to

the organisational survival of the Socialiat Labor Party. Let

ue advance to the taalca at hand.

At the risk of being presuinptuoua« we hope that in the

course of our dellberaticjriB no one will seek refuge In any of

the following

:

The SLF hfie aii<aye had problen^ and always will.

• The SLF^a problema stem from Ito UilOOrnprHsmlslns revolution-

ary atance»

« We should refer this matter to the KEC, the Subcomenitte^j

the national Secretary or anyone else.

« We triad, this years ago and it didn't iforic.

4 We've nevsr dona It thla way.

The national GonventlOn la our Party 'a highest body. It

la here that members of the SLP nvtet deal fiollectlvaly with the

problems confronting our organize tlotl and our movement. It

is here that all basic orsanlzational and pollay diractiona ahould

ultimately be aet. If this hasn't always been the caae In the

paatj and admittedly It hasn't, this has only been part of the

problem.

Before proeeeding further, a brief word about the context

In Mhloh thla report Is preaented. The vleifS expressed in it

do not necessarily represent those of the HBCj sb will be made

clear. Phay definitely represent the views of the National

Secretary and the headquarters staff. It la naceaeary to state

thle clearly because the vlewB of those charged with carrying

on the day-to-day operations of the Party, including the pub-
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llcat^on of the Weekly People, should be kno«in to the Party

flB a vjhole^ especially in e situation whare the normal execu-

tlve machinery is not funetlonln^ efficiently.

In the proceas of wreutlln^f Mlth this difficult period

^

it hae beoome our colleotivi^ conviction that our Party ae a

whole hsa not sfrectLveiy made use of th* tcoio of criticism

and aalf-critloiera in a construatlvej norvSivisive manner. Yet

this l9 exactly v*hat our pr«e-ant Bltustlon 3:>«qulrflB, for In

our judgment the problems we t&ce are, in large nteasurfl^ of

CUP own cjceatlon*

By thst wa raeari only this? A revolutionary party, such ea

oura, can experience a profo^ihd decline for aeveral reasons:

IJ It ifl viciously repressed arrf damagfed by its class enemies.

2) It passes through a nonrevolutlonsry period when the ciaaa

Mhoas Intsrests it r>9pre&enta cannot be e:cpacted< to reflpond

euffioiently to ensure its survival. 3) it adopta, and fails

to correct, methods of theoretical and practical work which

destroy its effectiveneaa.

Ws bslievs the third reason comes closeat to explaining

our currant situation. It is slao our conviction that the

sole tnathod by which a revolutionary party oorracts its mia^

takAft IS to eneage In self-criticism an^S the collectiva correc-

tion of errors

.

Cflrtainly, thsr?: are thoas who may disagree with this assess

went and we are prepared to be corrected ouirsaivaa. But those

who do not 3ee our problems aa largely the result of our &wn

mistakes should be prepared to offer other explanations for

how, sftsr over eighty yeara of wortc, we have arrived at thla
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critical Juncturs.

We cannot smphsslse too atrongly that we are not Inviting

an exei?cl&e in aelf-flagellation. Nor do we wlah to dig up

and refight battles of the past. However, st this point it is

not enough to slru>ly list otar problems ^ We must get to thsir

sources. It is not enough to stat^ a problem and go on to ssk,

"What is the soiutiom"- -until and unleaa we have first soksd,

"Whet la the cause ?" This la how Marxists analyze society.

We must use the same method to analyze our own organization.

The importance of our Party and OUT movement demand no less.

Since 1973* >!hen the editorship waa vsoeted and the head-

quartara aituatlon becaiAe ao precsriouft that the drastic do-

clslon was made to move scross country ^ our Party haa baen in

a atste of scute crlsia. In two reports to the HEC, in numer-

ous circular letters^ through oountlesa' dlBcuaaions snd s num-

ber of membership meetings, the }4Btionsl Secrstary has attertpt-

ed to explain the nature and extent of this altustlon as he

and the head quart ere staff see it.

In the process we bacame convinced that the Party faced a

crisis not Just at ths headquarters level and in tha editorial

dspartment^ but at all levela includlnfi the local. It became

painfully obvious, to soma mora quickly than otheraj that we

did not hava the literature, ths speaksra^ the writers, the

organisers, ths candidataa, nor even the functioning educational

and policy-making apparatus that we needed to meet the minimum

dsmanda of the tlme&n It also became clear that thoae Party

iHembsrfl trying to fulfill these taska were often being spread
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BD thin th&lP effectiveness wfia aeriously urrfeamlned.

Through thfr v&rlcus channels mentioned a1>OVe. the ftttempt

vaE nade to op&n broS[^ dlscuBalon of this Situation. At best,

this effort met with partial succesB. On the one handj the

Party's executive bodies offered little ^ if any, direction In

tills crisis F On the other, there uaa a paucity of i^esponse

from sections and Eoembers to the Party*e situation that was

frankly alarming*

What^a moi^e, those mho did reapond, by and large j did not

i^epFSBent the veteran SLF membership, that experienced hard

<jore of dedicated SLP members. Rather, they came from rela-

tive nevjcomers to cmr movement. Afjd nvost of theiq came to the

National Headquarters aolely on the strength of tha rJatlonal

Secretary's efforts, rtore^veri at least two of those memherB

Were recruited on the basis of tjie N&tlOnai Secretary's antici-

pation that a full and competent staff would aoon be Installed

at the National Headquarters, an anticipation which proved un-

warranted^ The important point to be drawn from thia, we be-

lie ve^ IS that the ability to restaff the National Headquarters,

to the extent that It has bean done^ did not In any real sense

represent a trend or apontaneCUS response from within the Party.

This lack of response to the general situation has finally

led UB to several conclusions

:

Ox^f that our problems cannot be adequately deBoribed as

^manpower" or "^help" problems. They go riuc5h deeper and call

Into question our integrity and vlahlllty SB a revolutionary

organization ^

2S

r.i^f v^s^siAiakMSkuvtM .-w

Ti<o^ that not enough SLP members fully csomprehend the

nature and aeope of our current ppohiems, understand the in-

terr&latinan of both our local arw3 national problems, and fur-

ther, understand the sources of these problems.

Three^i that only by bringing the i^iscuaaion of this situa-

tion to the membership in a Byatematic way could we even hope

to turn it around.

^heae conclusions have, of necessity, risked opening up

painful areas, forcing the Issue and perhaps further burdening

an already bttrdened Party wlth^debate that in all honesty we felt ne

could no longer avoid. It is a debate that may tax the re-

sources and energies of wahy SLP raembera who In good oonsoience

have given yaara of hard work to the Party. It queatlons any

number of aasunptlona end premises wpOn which we have operated

for years. It Challenges the cc^mDltnent of those who contend

they are revolutionary soelaliats, yet have fallen into* or

never e Heaped, nonrevolutionary styles of thinking and working,

or have almply abandoned their revolutionary resp<>nslbllltleQ

,

In the ease of the Party's executive body^ as we will detail

in thla report. Me believe its failure to provide direction has

been largely an abdication of taaks that are constitutionally

it5 responaiblllty. The NEC, which Is the Party^s governing

body between conventions, simply doea not have the option of

leaving problerns put before them unresolved, It is its re3-

ponsiblllty to make appropriate efforts at solving such prob-

lema, or to take steps toward bringing those problems to the

meraberahip, or in the final onalySliS^ to advance some systematic
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explanation for why these problems cannot be solved that

amounts to more than Its members* Individual Inability to

"come up with anything."

This the NEC haa not done. The complete lack of direc-

tion at this level has contributed materially to the dlfflcul-

tiea we have had in maintaining a National Headquarters and

an official organ for the past four years.

But though we are critical of the ^R3G*s role, our problems

cannot be laid solely at its doorstep. The responsibilities

of the NEC and of the National Headquarters, in the final anal-

ysiSi go back to the membership- If mistakes have been made

at any level* if reaponaibillties have gone unfulfilled^ it is

ultimately the membership that must take reaponslblllty and

action 4 In factj a more active participation by the member-

ship aa a whole In the Internal organizational life of the

Party, and in the political debate and education needed to keep

a Marxist party healthyj is essential if we are to find a way

out of the current dilemma*

One manifestation of our crisis is the small size and de-

clining number of our membership. While there are still some

who believe that our sise is the cause of our problems rather

than a sign of them, there are others who are rather fatalistic

about it . Both these views should be corrected

.

The SLP haa always had a realistic perspective on the ques-

tion of size, but the arguments used to discuss the potential

of a highly dlaclplined, organized and skilled Marxist party

in a revolutionary crisis are not germane to the present prob-

lem of critically low numbers. We are not now talking about
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organizing the working class and making a socialist revolu-

tion, but of keeping the Socialist Labor Party alive and vital.

At present we are not recruiting nearly the numbers that the

times and the nature of our Party should make possible. Nor

are what younger members we have always ready to take over imr

portant organizational responsibilities^ a process which is

essential If we are to maintain the continuity of our Party.

This "crisis of numbers" haa two aspects. One is the

small size of the actual membership- The other is the even

smaller percentage of those on the rolls who can fairly be

characterised as active Party members contributing what they

can.

For many years the Party has allowed petty-bourgeois out-

looks and styles of living to go largely uncritlcized .
It did

not wish to put everyone through a "revolutionary wringer" and

have them coming out as miniature caricatures of Marx, Engels,

De Leon or Lenin. This kind of fanaticism is best left to any

number of groups in which people burn themselves out in a

flash of revolutionary fervor.

Nevertheless we seem to have moved too far in the other

direction. The SLP has perhaps been tolerant for too long of

those in, its ranks who neglect their revolutionary socialist

obligations in order to pursue illusions of security. This

problem becomes more acute and less tolerable as the Party's

situation worsens and the strength of the still involved, still

active members becomes less able to carry along those who

merely pay their dues. We must. If we are to reconstitute our
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strength, bring pressure on those who have not been active to

give substance to their- commitment. We cannot afford "Marxists"

who don<t want to study, "revolutionaries" who don't want to

fight J and "socialists" who carefully ration their revolution-

ary commitments.

The amallness of the number of those acting as Party spokes-

persons, writers^ etc., and the reluctance on the part of others

to prepare themselves for the roles of speaker^ candidate,

writer, organizer, or even to do contact work, leaflet and

ballot work, etc., has placed an Intolerable burden on a few,

both at the National Headquarters and in the field. It has also

nourished a tendency to be less critical and less rigorous in

the application of the standards of revolutionary Marxism, es-

pecially on questions of theory and analysis. This was clearly

reflected In the case of the Weekly People from 1969 to 1973

when the paper went uncriticlzed because--

• Members who themselves could have helped the situation were

afraid to raise the question for fear they would be called upon

to do Just thatj

• Members substituted "willingness to do the Job" and ^'good

will" for the need to accurately and correctly represent the

Party^s position and Marxism;

• Members had apparently become so lax in their own understand-

ing, they failed to recognise glaring errors of Marxism and

Party policy.

This relaxation of a really thorough scientific spirit of

Marxism la highly dangerous. It manifests Itself In any number
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of ways. On the one hand, dogmatism, cliches, rigid formula-

tlons and simplistic rhetoric are substituted for Marxist science

and dialectical analysis. On the other hand, half-truths, su-

perficial analyses an<3 generalisations become all that's absorb-

ed. Basic socialist premises are substituted for a substantive

analysis of specific questions. In fact, many of these ques-

tions are simply liquidated if they do not fit neatly into

commonplaces about there being only two classes^ about the

law of value and surplus value, about what determines wages,

etc., etc. The tight unity, common understanding and common

agreement that was once one of the SLP»s strongest points, gives

way to all kinds of Inconsistencies and misunderstandings within

the Party regarding its position on vital questions. It also

feeds a timidity about dealing with unresolved issues and even

an erosion of elementary principles of Marxism-De Leoniam.

Comrades, it is imperative that our education and contin-

ued study not end with our admission to the Party, but be

carried on In an uninterrupted, organized way. Our entire

Party must be brought into the dlsouaslon and study of impor-

tant questions. We must discard such sectarian roadblocks as

there is no Marxist thought on anything outside the literature
,

of the 3LP. We must not assume that all Issues have been set-

tled and summed up long ago, and that our task is merely to

spread an already fully formulated analysis of the entire world.

Membership study classes, state and national convention

debate, internal discussion of all sorts should be rekindled.

To borrow Lenin's words, "We must at all costs set out, first.
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to learn, secondlyj to learn, and thirdly, to learn, and then

see to it that learning shall not remain a dead letter, or a

fashionable catch-phraae (and we should admit In all frankness

that this happens very often with us)^ that learning shall

really become part of our very beings that It shall actually

and fully become a constituent element of our aocial life."

In this regard we suggest neither interminable discussion

and vacillation with no conclusion or advance^ nor the sterile

dosmatlsm that memorizes Marxist works and misses their essence.

We seek the continued study of Marxlsm-De Leonism and the real-

ization at all times that It is a science and a method that

must be mastered and applied*

That the above considerations are really the problems lying

at the bottom of our present difficulties is something we hope

to prove with the rest of this report. But we have felt It

necessary to get to the point as we saw it as quickly and

sharply as possible, without the gentle progression and cushion-

ing that more time might have permitted, or even the tact which

four very difficult years may have worn away.

On every front > and with every problem we have faced, we

have tried to turn to the membership for their advice and their

help. We do so here. For the solution to these critical Party

problems depends on the collective efforts of all of us who are

committed to the survival of the SLP.

If the convention sees in this Introduction and the report

that follows nothing but a hopeless picture, we will have failed

and they will have misread our purpose . If it wishes to dispute
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our evaluation of the mistakes we have made--the tendency toward

a dogmatic approach to theory and analysis, toward complacency

and even conservatism in our practical work, toward insufficient

self-criticism which has been so lacking in our Party and at

Which we are so unpractlced that it is even difficult to begin

the process anew—then you will have to give us other reasons

for our problems. For the next steps, the steps toward meet-

ing these problems, depend on first reaching a common under-

standing of their cause. It is first absolutely necessary to

agree on the nature of the situation we confront.

And lastly, we believe that in the past four years or more,

we at National Headquarters have demonstrated, our commitment

to building, preserving and defending the Socialist Labor Party.

We have not stopped. In fact, we see this report and this con-

vention as crucial steps in that process.
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The HEC

Past reports to the national conventions of the Socialist

Labor Party have generally been presented as reports of the

National Executive Committee » For the most part^ however,

they have not really been reports made by the NEC. In essence^

they have been the reports of the National Secretary who pre-

pared them. With rare and partial exceptions^ those reports

received no prior reading, review or discussion by any Party

body. They received their first consideration when they were

presented by the National Secretary to the national convention.

In the report to the Party's 28th national convention in

1972j specific reference was made to the section on the "help

problem" at National Headquarters^ noting that it could not

properly be considered a part of the NEC's report; that it

was the National Secretary's siunmary of the problem and its

possible consequences. It was clearly stated that "the views

and opinions expressed are the National Secretary's," Basic-

ally, that was true of the rest of that report as well. How-

ever, since it was really the first report to a national con-

vention prepared by me, I followed the long-standing tradition

of presenting it as the Report of the NEC, with the one excep-

tion noted

.

In light of that tradition, I think it important to em-

phasise that this report is less than ever the report of the

National Executive Committee, It is primarily the report of

the National Secretary and the National Headquarters staff.
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(The NEC's views, to the extent they are available, are expressed

In the correspondence that passed among its members since the

last NEC session and which appears as an appendix to this re-

port. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, I shall make it

clear, whenever there appears to be the possibility of doubt

j

Whose views are being expressed in the various sections of this

report *

)

We believe, and we believe very strongly, that this Party

administration and staff have both the moral and organizational

obligation to make as clear as possible to this convention,

and through it to the Party membership, their views on many

pressing problems and matters that vitally affect the Party*s

present and future welfare.

In doing so we seek neither easy answers nor scapegoats

for our problems. However, we do not believe we shall be meet-

ing our collective and individual Party obligations and res-

ponsibilities if we suppress our feelings--and they are strong

feelings— or hide our beliefs that all have not faced up fully

to their Party and revolutionary responsibilities and have not

made the kind of determined, persistent efforts required to

bare the cause of, and seek answers to, our many Party prob-

lems. Consequently, If in addressing ourselves to what we

view to be our primary problems, we appear to speak bluntly

and emphatically. It is because we feel strongly that our Party

la in desperate straits.

In the past, I have dealt with these matters in terms that

I hoped would clarify them, stress their importance and arouse
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a sense of urgency regarding the need to deal with them, yet

I did so with moderation and in generalities so as to avoid

the risk of offending anyone. That approachj I have come to

believe J is a luxury that the Party can no longer afford, if,

in fact, it could have afforded it before. For the simple

truth is, that approach has not worked.

The time has come to speak with absolute frankness; to

point out what we see as deficiencies wherever they may lie;

to cite examples that In our judgment demonstrate the need for

a change in approach, in form or even in personnel. For If

there is one thing that has been impressed upon us at National

Headquarters these past 32 monthSj it is that intolerable

situations that are permitted to go unresolved for prolonged

periods finally achieve the status of normalcy; they are ac-

cepted as existing facta to be tolerated and lived with until

some "miracle" or "someone else" resolves them.

In entering now into a more direct discussion of the nature

of our difficulties and their possible source or sourcesj I

shall try not to repeat what has been said in previous reports,

particularly In the reports to the two NEC sessions that were

held during 1975^ the NEC session that was held in 1973 and

the national convention In 1972. This seems unnecessary for

two reasons

;

First, you have all been requested to reread the published

proceedings of those events and I have no doubt all of you have

done 30.

Second, as Indicated, we no longer believe that our diffi-
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cultles stem from what can be adequately summed up as a "help"

or "headquarters" problem. At this point, we believe that the

"help" or "headquarters" problem is a consequence of a more

basic problem-iohat we refer to as a "political problem," one

that embraces our understanding and attitude as revolutionists

and our concept of the role of our Party and the individuals

^"
^Needless to say, despite my resolve to try not to repeat

what has been said before, some repetition no doubt will occur-

in fact, is a necessary frame of reference for this report.

In 1971, I told the NEC in session that we had "entered a

very critical period in our Party«s history." And X expressed

the view that what we did during the next two years "might

determine the future of our Party."

In 1972, after again reviewing the situation confronting

the Party, I expressed the fear that it threatened our very

existence as a functioning organization.

In 1973. I urged the NEC to objectively evaluate every

possibility to find "practical, workable sensible solutions/'

or the Party would "face dire consequences."

In 1974, there was no NEC session as you know. On Decem-

ber 16, 197^^, however, I wrote the NEC a lengthy letter review

mg the situation, stating in part, '^There is In my Judgment

a definite need for «new thinklngt about our problems." And

I added that "there must be a clear and oomnonly-shared under-

standing of the nature and scope of our problems. There must

be a thorough examination of their possible causes and a free

and uninhibited exchange of views on how to attempt to solve

them."



I went on to suggest that the NEC was not only the loelcal

body to make such an exatninatlon, it was the body that was "ob~

llgated to do so between national conventions." And I concluded

that the situation demands "that it be dene soon."

That letter led to the decision to hold the special NEC

session in San Francisco, March 7-11, 1975. In turn, that was

followed by a regular NEC session less than three months later

In New York City (May 31-June 2).

I need hardly tell you that the 1972 national convention

came up with no solutions. That was reported to the I973 NEC

session in explicit terms.

The 1973 session did not come up with any solutions either.

In fact, when it adjourned it left unresolved a new problem

of massive proportions and of the most serious implications,

a vacancy in the edltorTs post--a post that remains vacant to

this day^

In 197I;, the Party^s headquarters were moved to the West

Coast. The NEC decided not to meet that year.

Nor were any major steps forward taken In 1975 at either

the special session in March, or at the regular session that

convened on May 31. And I refer not Just to an absence of

concrete progress, but the absence of progress toward a "com-

monly-shared understanding of the nature and scope of our

problems," as well as an absence of any "thorough examination

of their possible causes" and of any truly "free and uninhibited

exchange of views .

"

Since the last regular session, the NEC as a body seems
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further removed from a realization of the nature and cause of

problems and the extent to which it is responsible for
our

attempting to deal with them persistently until a solution la

found. Iri fact, we believe it Is fair to say that the NEC's

approach to Party problems and its concept of its responsibil-

ity in connection with those problems, are really additional

reflections of the Party's overall problems. Just as is the

"help and headquarters" problem.

Or put another way, we believe that the ineffectiveness

of the NEC has been, and is, an important symptom of the Party^s

crisis. It has been confronted with various aspects of this

crisis at two NEC sessions and come up with few suggestions

and even fewer solutions. More disturbing, however, la its

failure as a body to grasp the nature of the problems^ the

difficulty it has shown in delegating consideration of them

to appropriate and competent committees and its apparent in-

ability to distinguish between effects and causes or other-

wise deal with those problems objectively and effectively.

This is true not only of major problems like the editorship

problem, 1976 campaign problems, problems involving Party pol-

icy, etc., but also of relatively minor problems like the ques-

tion of a correspondence study course^ or the release of Party

files at the Wisconsin Historical Society.

Following the special session in March, at which Comrade

Joseph Pirlncin had introduced for discussion "the matter of

the serious decline in Party activity around the country," he

wrote me expressing concern at the "uncalled for optimism on

the part of some" during the discussion, "it seems to say/'
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he wrote, "'we've always had problems^ but things came out

O.K,,i and implies that the problems will 'take care of them-

selves'.*." In response I wrote Comrade Pirincln that In my

view the attitude of some waa not merely "uncalled for optim-

ism/' it was serious self-delusion. And as we shall see a bit

lafcei-. It is persistent, serious self -delusion- -reflecting a

political attitude and perspective that we believe must be

challenged and changed

.

But if the special session of the NEC was not nearly as

productive as we at National Headquarters had hoped it would

be, the regular aeaaion and what followed has been little

short of an organizational disaster. In this connection,

speaking strictly for myself, I had to muster all my SLP con-

victions, and revolutionary determination to keep from being

overwhelmed by frustration or demoralised by the growing fear

that perhaps the situation waa beyond salvation.

While the published proceedings of the May 31-June 2

session give some indication of the actions taken, they can

hardly convey a complete or even illuminating picture of the

session, and particularly of the actions not taken, the dis-

cussions not engaged in, the Important problems left hanging.

During consideration of some of the most serious problems,

some NEC members said nothing, others offered the most unsub-

stantial generalizations, still others declared they had noth-

ing constructive to offer.

Discussion generally was in inverse ratio to the impor-

tance of the matter under consideration. For example--
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• Only the moat limited effort was made to air the important

questions raised in the National Secretary's report about the

1976 campaign, and that effort came only after the National

Secretary raised strenuous objections to the first committee

report on the 1976 campaign- -a report which obviously had been

prepared without taking those important questions Into account,

despite the National Secretary's emphasis on the need for the

"most careful thought, the most detailed analysis, the most

thorough airing'* of them before making decisions that could

"have a vltal--perhaps determining- -effect on our Party,"

« No consideration was given to the matter of the availability

of national candidates, or to the radio/TV problem, though

these were listed among the "very important" protilems confront-

ing us

.

« There waa no comment on the resolution adopted by the Calif-

ornia state convention which had been included in the National

Secretary's report as one that "summarizes our problems and

what ought to be our attitude toward them individually and

collectively. .

."

• There was silence when the chair called for discussion fol-

lowing the report of the Party Press and Literature Committee

on the matter of the May 10, 1975 Weekly People editorial,

"The Vietnamese Victory." Only after the chair's call for the

vote had been interrupted by the National Secretary's expres-

sion of amazement that a matter of such importance and impli-

cation was about to be acted upon without any discussion, was

it decided to act on the report seriatim. That resulted in
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some rather perfunctory discussion^ in which only half the

NEC participated,

•Even in the face of the National Secretary's blunt and spe-

cific statements that the Weekly People editorial of May 10

and the letter to Section St. Louis of May 23 represented a

change in the Party's view of the Vietnam war^ the NBC dealt

with the matter as though In eVery respect the position ad-

vanced by the National Secretary and the editorial staff ex-

pressed what had been the Party's Vietnam position all along.

There was no effort on the part of anyone other than the Na-

tiofial Secretary^ to either explain their support, silent or

otherwise, of the "new view" or to contest it. (There will

be more on this point later.)

In sharp contrast was a 12-minute discussion at one point

whether to declare a 15 or 30-minute recess. The decision

finally was to declare a 15-minute recess, which then lasted

33 minutes before the NEC was called back into session.

And the fact remains that the NEC again failed to take

any steps to try to fulfill its constitutional responsibility

vis-a-vis an editor. Except for the references (in two para-

graphs) in the report of the Committee on State of Organiza-

tion, there was no consideration given the matter in open dis-

cussion on the floor during the session.

The committee collectively demonstrated a complete lack

of competence- -even to the point of being unable to allocate

matters in the report requiring action to the appropriate

conunittees

.
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Since that regular 1975 NEC session ended, some corres-

pondence has taken place among the NEC members that not only

further demonstrates some of the unfortunate prevailing atti-

tudes toward our problems but also attests to a serious de-
ficiency within our Party in its capacityfbr objective self-
criticism. The correspondence, all of which is included as
an' appendix to this report, started with a letter from Com-
rade Georgia Coz^li^i, NEC Member from Region Wo. 6, written
the day after the regular 1973 nec session ended. (if m the
following relatively brief discussion of that correspondence
it appears to any of you that a letter has been unfairly

characterized, I invite you to refer to the entire text of

that letter in the appendix.)

Comrade Cozzini wrote that she was deeply disturbed at
the manner in which things were handled at the session. She

susiLested that "each and every member of the NEC honestly r^
view his conduct and his contribution to the Party, while in
session and throughout the year/' and that they make such
"honest self^assessment before the next year-s nominations
take place."

Among other things she stated that she would like to
see the NEC Vore in harmony with the youth and vigor repre-
sented by the total National Headquarters staff." She added
that the "essence" of what was disturbing her "were signs in
the conduct of the 1975 NEC session of a non-recognition of
reality."

As soon as circumstances permitted, copies were made of
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Comi-acle Goszinl«B letter and sent to all members of the NEC,

without any comment on my part as National Secretary. It was

my hope that at long last, a& a result of an urging from one

of its own members, the NEC would now engage in a fruitful

discussion that might go to the heart of the cause of our

problems

.

The discussion has in a sense proven fruitful, not in

the manner hoped for but In what it revealed. Two agreed in

substance with Cotnrade Cozzlni . One agreed in some respects

and disagreed in others. Three apparently didn't think her

letter warranted any comment. They ignored it, though one

did send a postcard acknowledging it. The three remaining

members promptly came to the defense of the NEC,

Comrade A.M. Orange cited the NEC's unanimous endorse-

ment of the proposals to give up the Party plant and move the

National Headquarters to the West Coast as proof that the

Party was not "traditional," as Comrade Coazini had stated .-

Comrade J.C. Horvath responded with considerable sarcasm,

dlsparagins the suggestion for "self-assessment" as utterly

outlandish. "Is it possible she wants us to go through a

self-purification process as they do in China?" he asked.

"Maybe we could set up a special committee for confessions,"

he added. But Comrade Horvath was not entirely negative. He

made some positive claims.

"First/' he wrote, "The NEC did act, so they could not

have been inactive." He did not say how the NSC had acted.

"Second," he said, "Things were accomplished at the NEC
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Session." He did not say what.

Then he concluded that if the Party implemented the un-

specified acts of the NEC, the Party would be much better off.

It was a perfect example of the all too common tactic of offer-

ing assertions instead of arguments.

He contended that the NEC members could not be expected

to digest a report that takes 4 to 6 hours to read. That,

he said, ''is asking a little bit too much/' For the record,

the report to the special NEC session had been read In one

hour and 10 minutes. The report at the regular session took

approximately 2 hours and 35 minutes to read, and it dealt

with substantially the same matters as came before the special

session, so that the NEC had three months to think about them*

That may still be a lot for some to digest, but it's a long

way from 4 to 6 hours

.

Comrade H. Stelner also took issue with Comrade Cozzlnl*s

letter. He contended that the Party had kept pace with the

"changing times" or it could not have survived. Such circu-

lar logic misses the point entirely. Certainly, it is tech-

nically true that the Party has survived. But the important

question is: In what condition has It survived?

Is it capable of functioning in an effective fashion?

Is it organisationally viable with all its essential

posta adequately manned?

Are the lines of communication between the National Office

and the state and local organizations open and operative?

Is the Weekly People staff adequate to the demands of
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today's rapidly occurring events?

Is our literature up to date?

Is a steady level of activity being maintained?

Are we participating In local and state elections wherever

We have subdivisions?

Are we showing an acceptable^ reasonable degree of steady

growth, or at least holding our own?

Are we training and preparing a new generation of Marxlgt-

De Leonlst revolutionists?

Are our executive bodies meetlne their organizational

and constitutional obligations and responsibilities?

How many of these, to us, relevant questions is Comrade

Steiner prepared to answer in the affirmative and substantiate

the answer with evidence? Or doesn't he think those questions

are relevant? What are the standards by which he judges the

Party to have "kept pace"?

Comrade Steiner asks what could an NEC "composed of

»young» members" do? In the first place, none of these Im-

portant questions are questions of age per se. Nor did Com-

rade Gozzini propose an NEC of "young" members. She said she

would like to see an NEC "more in harmony with the youth and

vigor represented by the total JJatlonal Headquarters staff."

That's quite different. It was not age, but attitude and

approach she was talking about. And she clearly Indicated

that in the context of her letter. In which among other things

she observed that she "wondered for years why the NEC is so

•traditional' as to be almost ritualistic." To reduce these
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points to a question of age Is a convenient but unproductive

way of avoiding them.

Comrade Steiner claimed that the 1972 convention and the

NEC at its 1973 session made some "radical" decisions to solve

the help problem. It would have been a great help If he had

spelled them out. The most "radical" decision of the 1973

WEC se3Slon--one that I can't forget—was its decision to ad-

journ and go home and leave the problem oV getting out the

Weekly People with the National Secretary. And It has met

and adjourned at least twice more since, leaving that problem

unresolved

,

Commenting on Comrade Coz2inl»s tentative suggestion that

"maybe" membership on the NEC should be limited to four con-

secutive terms. Comrade Steiner recalled the I968 proposal to

limit the age beyond which a National Secretary could serve

to 65 and then suggested the reasons for the two proposals

were "probably. . .analogous .'* While I do not agree with Com-

rade Cozzlni<s tentative suggestion, I find Comrade Steineris

charge highly objectionable on two counts

:

First of allj the record is clear that the 1968 proposal

to limit the age beyond which a National Secretary could serve

was discriminatory^ deliberately aimed at a specific indivi-

dual. It was the product of a disruptive situation and was

in no way analogous to the motives of Comrade Coazlni nor the

circumstances under which she made her proposal. Secondly,

even If the above were not inoontestably so> such an argument

substitutes precedent for reason—an all too common practice.
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Finally, Comrade Steiner advanced an Interesting explan-

ation as to why the National Secretary has a voice In NEC pro-

oeedings, namely^ "so he can call attention to an Important

Item overlopked." It is a most interesting bit of reasoning.

IB It the National Secretary who is to blame for the NEC's

having "overlooked" such "important Items" as its constitu-

tional obligation vls-a-vls the editorship, the matter of

looking into the availability of national candidates and the

like?

Comrade J. Pirlncin, whose physical limitations prevent

him from writing at any length, expressed his agreement "in

substance" with Comrade Coasinl, though he cautioned against

making age the basis for Judging qualifications. What he did

stress was the need for NEC members to be ooncerned with

Party problems on a continuous, year-round basis, Thatj to

my recollection, elicited no comment from anyone.

It was Comrade B, Bortnlck who expressed the greatest

degree of agreement with Comrade Cosslnl's views. He> in

turn, raised additional questions, made some suggestions and

offered a motion.

Comrade A. A. Albaugh wrote that he agreed with parts of

Comrade Cozzinl»s letter and questioned others. One point

he made deserves comment. He wrote: "I personally favor

the opinions of elder statesmen providing that their men-

tality hasn*t become fossilized. Theresa something which

elder statesmen have in their possession which younger states-

men lack and that is living history. Younger members must
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acquaint themselves with reading NEC reports for the past

fifty years to understand how and why we arrived at our pres-

ent state of organization. lElder statesmen' could give us

first-hand accounts."

I can't help wishing that Comrade Albaugh had told us

why the "^elder statesmen" he had in mind have not told us to

date "how and why we arrived at our present state of organ^

iaation." That's the answer or explanation we've been looking

for, particularly at the last two NEC sessions. The truth

Is, this is another of those platitudes without substance.

Copies of the six replies to Comrade Goz^inl's letter of

June 3 were sent to all NEC members. The responses (or lack

of them) further illustrated the attitudes of the members of

the NEC. Only one NEC member responded to them- -Comrade

Bortnlck, under date of August 29. In that letter he com-

mented on the contents of the various letters, raised some

questions^ made some suggestions and offered a motion.

Copies of Comrade Bortnlck's letter went to all the NEC

members but elicited responses from only two of them--Com-

rades Steiner and Albaugh. In the meantime Comrade Bortnlck

wrote again xmder date of October 13. Copies of the three

letters were sent to all the NEC members. This time five mem-

bers responded --Comrades Horvath, Cozslnl, Steiner, Braunstein

and Albaugh.

Since all the correspondence mentioned here is Included

in the appendix, I shall make no effort at a detailed dlscua-

alon of the contents of each letter, though the temptation to
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do so Is great. In fact, I very much regret that circumstances

^* National Headquarters prevented me from commenting on most

of the contents of those letters before copies of them were

forwarded to all the NEC members.

Since all the correspondence is appended, the delegates

an<5 subsequently the membership will have the opportunity to

J^dge for themselves its relative merits and implications.

And that Includes also the implications of the failure of some

NEC members to participate In the correspondence at all--oi^

only to a limited degree.

There are, however, some aspects of the correspondence

on Which X am Impelled to comment here.

In has August 29 letter. Comrade Bortnick said he would

be 'interested in hearing" what the NEC members considered to

be the qualifications for serving on the NEC--other than the

technical qualifications set forth in the Partyts Constitution.

Comrade Albaugh agreed it was an important question, but did

"ot knov) how to resolve it. "Even with IQ and lie detector

tests/* he wrote, "members with all 'A's' could be uncovered
as disrupters and even agents provocateurs." We find it abso-

lutely Incredible that an NEC member could consider such com-

ments responsive to the serious question raised.

J^n his comments on Comrade Eortnlck's August 29 letter.

Comrade stelner declaims: "it [the Party] called the shots

[on historical events] with unerring accuracy." Such self-

crltlcism is truly overwhelming. Wasn't there a single miss

somewhe]:^e along the way? Not even a near miss? What about
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Vietnam? Didn't the NEC, including Comrade Stelner, unani-

mously endorse the staff *s reply to Section St. Louis? And

didn't the staff's reply record something less than "unerring

accuracy" in the Party's earlier position on Vietnam? And even

if it could be proven beyond a doubt that every "shot" the

Party "called '' was unerringly correct, would that prove that

the Party had "called the shots" on every important event that

has occurred? Does It include having "called the shots" on

all the conflicting factors in the Mideast, the FLO, the Third

World, etc., etc.? It is this kind of rhetorical overstate-

ment Comrade Stelner indulges in that has done us no good and

continues to do us no good, not only because it is Inaccurate,

but because it builds an illusion of infallibility that erodes

the Marxist spirit of analysis. It is simple dogmatism.

Comrade Bortnick had also made the following points:

that "the critique" of the former editor had fallen "exclusive-

ly" on the National Secretary; and "that the move to the West

Coast was not an idea that sprang from the NEC, as Comrade

Stelner seemed to imply..."

In response to the second point. Comrade Stelner cava-

lierly dismisses the import of how or where the idea to move

originated or developed. "The important thing/' he states,

"is that the NEC made the decision that culminated in the

move." This is an evasive rationalization. The fact Is

that the NEC endorsed a Subcommittee recommendation from

which there was no turning back, And no one has ever accused

the NEC of not being an endorsing body.
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Commenting on the first pointy Comrade Stelner states:

"Suppose the NEC had written the *crltique» [on the former

editor]
J the end result viould have been the same." Not only

does this response misa Comrade Bortnlck^s point--whlch turned

on the failure of the NEC to exercise its responsiblHty--but

it Is quite a supposition we are asked to make. Was there

any Indication that the NEC had the remotest intention of

doing anything about the Weekly People in 1973? Not In the

slightest J and every member of the NEC knows it, including

Comrade Steiner.

Comrade Steiner argues that If the Party had not kept

pace with changing times^ "it would have been sucked into the

vortex of reformism and compromise." Whether Comrade Steiner

Is ready to admit it or notj he has not presented the only

possible consequence of a failure on the part of the Party to

keep pace with changing times. It could have disappeared from

the scene entirely. Or it could have been reduced to a totally

ineffective and inactive theory-spouting sect. Or it could

have found itself confronted with serious difficulties as it

finds itself today . And I dare say we can think of a few

more alternatives

.

In discussing China, regarding which Comrade Bortnick

had raised some questions. Comrade Steiner contends in effect,

that whatever we have said about Russian Stalinism applies,

or in time will apply^ to China. In support of his view, he

states

:

"In Capital Marx wrote: 'The country that Is more devel-
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oped industrially only shows to the less developed, the image

of its own future.' This with appropriate changes can be ap-

plied to China."

Here Is a perfect example of the same lack of insight

into our Party problems, only in this case applied to an in-

ternational question. The entire history of a unique revo-

lution in a unique country involving one-fourth of the human

race is dismissed by citing a quote and saying. "This with

appropriate changes can be applied to China." Not only are

these "appropriate changes" not even suggested, not only does

this completely fail to address the question raised by Comrade

Bortnick, but the quote is used completely out of context.

Marx made the statement (in his preface to the first

German edition of Capital) in relation to the "natural laws

of capitalist production" and their "working with iron neces-

sity towards inevitable results." Comrade Steiner makes no

effort to explain how thla quote (vJhich incidentally was fol-

lowed by the most monumental work clearly delineating those

laws)-how this quote, made before anything -reBembling the

Chinese or Russian revolution was even conceived of, is applic-

able here. Maybe it is, but if this argument is to be raised,

its legitimacy would turn precisely on the "appropriate changes

which are absent.

As a matter of fact, on the very next page of the same

preface Marx wrote. "One nation can and should learn from

others" and while a society "can neither clear by bold leaps

nor remove by legal enactments the obstacles offered by the
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successive p.ase. of It. normal development .. at can lessen
and Shorten the bi.th-pa.g. .

• Pe.,,p, ,^,3 ,,,, ...pp^.p,,,,.
Change." can be applied to China. The point Is not that
comrade Stelner failed to p.ovl.e an exhaustive analysis of
the Chinese revolution, but that through the citation of a
quote and a simplistic application of it, he tried to deny
that there was any need fo. a st^dy of development, m China
or even that ther. could b. the slightest question of a gapm a Party position. Such an approach is all too familiar.

incidentally, m hi. October 13 letter. Comrade Bortnlc.
after asking .hy it is that motions are neither acted nor
commented on; after noting that three NEC members failed to
respond to Comrade Co^zinLs June 3 letter; after further
rioting that no one had responded to the four motions he and
comrade Horvath had offered; and after expre.aing the opinion
that "in retrospect" the "triple. . .of correspondence" affirmed
Conu^ade Coz^mi^s "misgivings" particularly in view of "the
critical and weighty problems'^ facing us. Comrade Bortnick
<^eclare.: "Considering this, plus the impending National
Convention, the inactivity of our con^lttee is a disgrace "

This statement aroused several menibers of the NEC.
Comrade Horvath branded the statement "unwarranted." add-

ing condescendingly that he "excusefs] him for thinking the
way he does/' because Comrade Bortnick had stated that he
was "a raw initiate and novice."

Comrade Steiner declared that he resented the statement
and considered the "language not only injudicious but unwar-
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ranted ."

Comrade Braunatein, who finally wrote a letter on Nov-

ember 26, almost five and a half months after he had received

his copy of Comrade Cozzlni'a June 3 letter, concluded with

his "wish to register his disapproval."

Comrade Albaugh gratuitously suggested thatABortnick be

assigned "a list of duties [including leaflet distribution,

writing articles for the Weekly People, lecture assignments,

etc.] that are in dire need of performance." He then con-

cluded t "V/hen Comrade Bortnick has reported an accomplishing

effort on the above list of activities, I for one, will then

be disposed to consider our 1 inactivities, »" Comrade Albaugh's

suggestion, if it may be dignified as such, was a convincing

demonstration that he was not even consciously thinking of the

kind of inactivity that Comrade Bortnick was calling a dis-

grace. It was not the NEC's inactivity in leaflet distribu-

tion, or in writing articles for the Weekly People or in ac-

cepting speaking assignments that he called a dlsgi'a^e. It

was its inactivity with respect to its constitutional and or-

ganizational responsibilities. I am prompted to observe that

in my view, too, the failure of an executive body of the So-

cialist Labor Party to make consistent efforts to carry out

its responsibilities is a disgrace.

And it ought also be noted that while four MEG members

were prompted to register an objection to Comrade Bortnick^s

language, there was no outburst of indignation at the persis-

tent disregard of official correspondence by other NEC members
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over varying periods of time. How ought that to be described?

Contemptuous? Contemptible? Disgraceful? Injudicious? Ir-

responsible? Unwarranted? Or should such inaction simply be

ignored--aB it has been?

Comrade Blomen, for example, has written two letters to

the National Office as an NEC member since the regular 1975

session. One was a letter received July i4, merely acknowl-

edging several items and concluding with "l hope soon to com-

ment on Comrade Cozsinl's letter/' whlchAnever did. The other

was a three-page letter, dated August 10, which dealt with a

subject of far less importance than did any of the official

correspondence sent him during the same period . He has not

deigned to respond to a single piece of that correspondence.

I made that clear to him when I wrote him rejectinc his com-

plaint. I sent copies of my letter to the MEC members. Ex-

cept for an Incidental comment from one, perhaps two members--

and I mean incidental—there was no resentment or indignation

expressed, no judgment rendered, no disapproval or protest

registered. I did receive three separate envelopes recently

from Comrade Blomen. Each contained a signed pledge by Com-

rade Blomen accepting renomination to the NEC. The last one

was received on January I5, 1976, a day after the deadline.

The signed pledge--and the enclosed nomination by Section

Lynn, of which Comrade Blomen is organiaer-^bore the date of

November 6, 1975 . But they had not been mailed until Jan-

uary 12, 1976 and, aa stated, arrived after the deadline.

Since the regular session, I have at this writing re-
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celved nothing from Comrade Taylor aa an NEC member, except

a June I6, 1975 postcard reading, "Copy of Cozzini letter re-

ceived," a brief letter dated June 13 dealing with a few rour

tine matters and concluding with an inquiry regarding the

status of the NEC Subcommittee (to which I promptly responded)

and, more .recently, his signed pledge accepting renominatlon

to the NEC.

I could go on at length, but I shall limit myself to one

more point.

In response to Comrade Bortnick's question (Oct. 13

letter) why NEC members fail to act or respond to motions

made by one NEC member, at least three NEC members responded

that it was because the motions lacked a second . While that

might conceivably serve as a rationale for not voting on a

motion, it hardly explains why the NEC members would not and

so often do not comment on matters or information of Impor-'

tance sent to them. One wonders why they think the material

was sent to them^-solely for their information? In that case,

such matters could well simply be conveyed through the NEC

Subcommittee minutes, as most other matters are conveyed.

Certainly, it was not for laclc of a second that three

members of the committee failed to comment on Comrade Cozslni's

letter of June 3, [I cannot seriously accept Comrade Braun*

stein's contention that his postcard of acknowledgment con-

stituted a reply. Nor can I seriously consider his belated

explanation that he did not want "to get involved In a dis-

cussion of youth vs. age...," as a valid reason for his long

silence .

]
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Is It lac3k of a second that is responsible In all this

time for only one or two members ever having commented on Com-

rade Blomen's persistent and continuing failure to pay the

slightest attention to his NEC obligations or to acknowledge,

or comment, or even vote within the set deadlines on NEC matr

tera submitted to hlni?

Is it for lack of a second that only one member has com-

mented on Comrade Taylor's six-month silence on MEG correspon-

dence?

Is It or was it for lack of a second that all but one

member of the NEC simply Ignored Comrade Bortnlck^a expressed

"Interest In hearing*' what the NEC members considered the nec-

eseary qualifications for membership on the NEC-~other than

the technical qualifications specified In the Party*s Consti-

tution?

I think it may be relevant to note that it has not been

customary to require seconds for motions made by NEC members

by mail. For example, nobody raised the question of a second

when A.M. Orange made his motion to dispense with the 1974 NEC

session. And that motion^ so readily approved^ was in fact

unconstitutional

.

Nor did anyone demand a second for H* Steiner's motion

last December to hold a special NEC session. That was not a

routine or insignificant motion either. In fact, I would

find it enlightening if some NEC member would recall for me

when any motion made by an NEC member by mall was submitted

for a second

.

At the recent general membership meeting held on the East
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Coaatj one member raised the question: How can we judge the

performance of our NEC member? It is a legitimate question

and deserves an answer. But even more important questions

that deserve prior answers are : What is an NEC member ex-

pected to "perform"? What are the NEC members* responsibili-

ties and obligations? Is the whole NEC or executive set-up

suitable to the present conditions prevailing in the Party

and to the developments and events with which the Party must

cope? Should or can it be modified? If so, how?

Would the Party function better with an annual conven-

tion and an executive body that would meet three or four

times--or even once a month—between conventions? Or would

some other combination of convention and executive procedure

be more practical £|nd effective?

If the present NEC Is not able to meet even its basic

constitutional obligations, Is the present set-up serving the

Party*s best interests? Can it or should It be permitted to

go on ignoring its constitutional obligations? These are, I

believe, legitimate questions that the NEC has never faced.

If the NEC believes It is not at fault, that it cannot

be held responsible for the lack of available capabilities

and human material, who Is responsible? Is the Party as a

whole somehow responsible? If ao, how, why and what can be

done about it? Shouldn't the NEC these past several years

have been asking itself these questions and probing for an-

swers? These too are legitimate questions.

If the NEC cannot find an Editor or an assistant to the
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National Secretary or a replacement for the National Secre-

tary, etc, doeB this also explain why it has not provided

analytical and theoretical direction between conventions?

And if the NEC hasn't the collective capacity or ability to

provide such direction, shouldn^t we be asking why and prob-

ing for answers?

If the members of the NEC have not been able to fulfill

their responsibilities in the areas mentioned above--and they

obviously have not-"if they have no suggestions for coping

with the diffieultiea confronting the Party, should they not,

as Comrade Co22lnl has suggested, make an "honest self-assess-

ment" before accepting renomination and reelection to the

highest executive body of the Party, whose continued effec-

tive existence is threatened by its executive body's Inability

to meet the challenges of the time?

And shouldn't the membership be paying closer attention

to the accomplishments of its executive bodies in relation to

the Party's problems before automatically renominating the

same members year after year--not only to the HEC but to its

national conventions as well?

If it is the view of the NEC {and others) that our prob-

lems are due entirely to factors outside our control, does

that not amount to a surrender to those forces—and an admia-

Blon that it is only a matter of time before the Party disappears

How much smaller does the NEG^ or this convention, or the

Party generally believe our membership can get and the Party

still survive? It's a question we had better think about
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hard, and now!

Our claim to being a revolutionary socialist party--a

bona fide Marxist organisation—impoaea certain obligations

upon us

.

We are not seeking merely to engage in scholarly exer-

cises in history, or politics, or economics, or sociology, etc.

We are not merely seeking to establish a reputation for

being excluslve--even If right.

We are seeking to bring classconsclous understanding to

our class? to make it see the validity of our program; to assist

it In reaching a state of classconsclous revolutionary under-

standing and organization.

I do not believe we have a chance in the world of doing

that unless we recognize the seriousness, of our organizational

problems; our need for political revltallaatlon individually

and collectively; our need to establish our relevancy in the

eyes of concerned and socially awakening workers; our need to

search for, consider and find ways to conduct our work more

effectively as revolutionists motivated by our own knowledge

and convictions and with the dedication that such knowledge

and convictions should--must--engender.

To do that we must admit our shortcomings, confront mis-

takes where we find them, steel ourselves against dogmatic or

sectarian habits of thought and action. Then and only then

will we be able to approach our problems objectively, discuss

them frankly and without resort to rationalizations. Our prob-

lems will not be solved by slogans, quotations, claims of In-
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fallibility, refusal to face facts or admit errors or short-

cominss. or by failure to realise and accept responsibilities

or similar nonrevolutionary attitudes. They will be solved

only by determination, self-criticism and hard work.

We must put our egos aside; abandon our defensiveness;

stop all dogmatic efforts to Justify everything we ever said

or 616; and proceed to deal with our problems as classconscious

men and women committed to revolutionary change, not to pre-

serving illusions or pi?etentious reputations.

If in the Judgment of this convention we are wrong, then

you as delegates representing the Party membership bave the

serious obligation and responsibility of maklnj^ our errors

clear to us and to the membership. And if we prove Incapable

of representing what you conclude to be the SLP»s views, you

have the further responsibility to take such steps as will

enable the membership to place the Party's national office,

its official organ, its publishing depart]nent--ln short, its

entire national headquarters--in the hands of Party officers

and members who can and will reflect those views and who will

conduct the Party's affairs in keeping with those views.

It is important- -extremely impQrtant---to the continued

functioning of the SLP that progress—tangible progress--come

out of this convention.
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State of Ort^anlzation

We have tried to point out before that our current Party

dilemmas cannot be surgically separated from one another.

For that reason this entire report might logically be consid-

ered a report on the "State of Organization J' However, deal-

ing separately with a few particular matters under this head-

ing would seem to serve a useful purpose by emphasizing some

previous points or adding a few others.

It would be a serious mistake to conclude that the revl-

taliaation of the Party depends solely on resolving the editor

problem, or the headquarters employment problem, or redesign-

ing our executive machinery j or solving all three problems,

though such progress certainly would be decided steps in the

right direction. But they should not be permitted to over-

shadow the fact that these problems reflect a basic weakness

that involves all of us and our individual and collective

revolutionary grasp and understanding and our revolutionary

commitment to the movement *

In short, as we have indicated earlier, the crisis con-

fronting the Party is evident at all levels. We find it dif-

ficult not only to find members capable and willing to serve

in the editorial department, or the national office, or as

national candidates, or as national organizers, but also as

speakers, writers, study class instructors, discussion group

moderators, state and local candidates, etc., etc.

We even suffer from a lack of members capable and willing

to serve as state secretaries, state cotmnlttee members, section
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organlzersj recording secretaries^ chairpersons and more.

The point has been made that we are not attracting new

members at a rate that might be reasonably expected these days.

It is essential that vje clarify this reference to numbers and

keep it In realistic perspective.

On several occasions^ when the question of numbers arose,
vfas

the immediate and spontaneous reaction xthat numbers are not

Important. While we can^ and probably do, all agree that num-

bers per se are not Important, we should not succumb to the

danger of taking that view absolutely literally.

Actually, there is a point beyond which the matter of

numbers cannot be ignored , Though that point cannot be set

at a specific number, it can be established in a general, yet

very convincing, fashion. We can no longer ignore the question

of numbers when we find It extremely difficult or impossible

to muster the number of qualified members needed willing to

fill the essential Party posts at the local, state and national

levels. Just as there is a requisite minimum to what can con-

stitute an effective force during a revolutionary crisis,

there is a minimum to the number required to keep a Party like

the SLP alive, vital, active, relevant and effective.

We are dangerously close to that minimum point. There

is even the possibility that that is the optimistic view and

that we have reached and passed that point.

There is no readily available running record of Party

membership, though it could be tracked down through reports

to national conventions, NEC sessions and the files and rec-
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ords available at the National Headquarters. It would, how-

ever, be a difficult and time consuming task. It is evident,

however, even from a cursory examination of our records, that

there has been a steady decline in membership these past ^[0

years.

Equally alarming in recent years have been signs of an

organisational breakdown, perhaps best exemplified by a weak-

ening of the link between the National Office and the subdi-

visions. This, I believe, is the result of several factors.

One is the obvious inability of the National Office to give

prompt attention to the daily correspondence and the matters

it brings requiring action. There was a time when, with

rare exceptions, mail was acknowledfi^ed and/or answered the

day it was received. As the help problem intensified, the

exceptions increased. Since the vacancy in the Editor's

post, matters calling for attention by the National Office

are too often left pending for long periods, and some never

do receive attention.

Moreover^ there has been a marked reduction in general

letters, particularly the kind urging the Intensification of

activities, suggesting new activities, sponsoring special

efforts, etc. That, no doubt, has been a contributing factor

to the drop in activities generally. Largely because of the

drop in activities, reports and correspondence from the field

has decreased. The overall result has been a general decrease

in communication between the National Office and the subdivi-

sions.
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A by-product of that development has been a developing

tendency for subdivisions and even individual membex'S to by-

pass the National Office by writing directly to one another

on official mattera^ not even sending copies of such corres-

pondence to the National Office. We learn of auch matters,

often long after they have taken place, from state committee

minutes, incidental references in activity reports, reports

to state conventions, and other indirect sources. Even then,

as often as not, we are linable to move to close the growing

gap for lack of time.

In short, as I noted in the September 30 call for nom-

inations for delegates and alternates to this convention, the

arrangement currently prevailing at National Headquarters not

only has serious detrimental effects upon the efficient op-

eration of the National Office and the editorial department.

It also has highly detrimental effects on the Party generally

There is an overall breakdown of efficiency and procedure*

During the last several months, in an effort intended

to serve several constructive purposes, general membership

meetings were held in Michigan, Oct. k; in Chicago, Oct. 5;

and on the Eaat Goast, Nov. 29. A primary objective was to

call members' attention to some of the specific problems con-

fronting the Party, encourage frank and open discussion of

them in the hope that such discussions would not only result

in a better collective understanding of the problems, but

would lead to an exchange of views that might provide some

direction to our search for causes and solutions to those
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problems

.

I believe those meetings were worth the effort, though

they did not produce any spectacular results nor elicit any

immediate widespread response that would Indicate major prog-

ress. What they may have produced Is a better understanding

among some members of the seriousness of the problems, per-

haps an awareness of the need for such meetings and, hopefully,

a basis for developing or encouraging frank and open discussion

of problems among members in a constructive fashion.

But in order to fully draw the membership Into an exchange

of views, we think many more such meetings or equivalent

"forums" will have to be conducted. They cannot be expected

to provide the entire solution, but can be a step.

As evidence that more concerted and more direct efforts

are required to arouse and unify our membership, consider the

following examples

.

On October 1, a letter addressed to every member of the

Party stressed the desperate need for help if we were to

make the ballot effort and appealed for commitments to assist

in that respect. The detailed results of that appeal will be

given under ballot matters. Suffice to aay here, the res-

ponse was not overwhelming.

On November 25, a letter addressed to all the aectlons

requested the names of those who in the section's Judgment

were qualified to serve as field workers. Again the response

was hardly overwhelming, indicating two things--one, there is

a definite shortage of qualified members in the view of the
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sections^ two, there is an even greater shortage of qualified

members willing to place themselves at the Party's service.

I think I can speak with a modicum of authority and a

good deal of sympathy on the conflictlnE emotions that an

SLP member experiences when confronted with a reques^t that

he consider coming to work for the Party. So can most of the

members who are currently working at National Headquarters.

It is not an easy decision to make, particularly for one who

may have assumed or acquired a degree of family or other

responsibilities

.

Nor are we suggesting that in order to be a good SLP

member one must be constantly prepared to come to work at Na-

tional Headquarters --though without a minimum number of such

comrades J we cannot survive. We do suggest, however, that

the shortage of competent workers at the national level is a

direct reflection of Inactivity at other levels.

True^ the SLP is a voluntary organization. Is it not a

legitimate questloHj however, whether we have given that view

too literal an interpretation and application for a revolu-

tionary party? Aren't there acme limits to the voluntary

claim In such an organisation? The decision to become a memr

ber of a revolutionary organization is, of course, voluntary.

So, too, la the decision to remain a member. But do not theae

voluntary acts carry with them a commitment to become a revo-

lutionist? And does not the individual revolutionist have

some mandatory obligations? And doesn't the Party have a right

to demand fulfillment of those mandatory obligations?
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More than two decades ago, former National Secretary

Arnold Petersen, speaking of the obligations of SLP men and

women, declared :

"...Not for long, certainly not Indefinitely, can there

be toleration of half-hearted efforts .. .The SLP does not demand

of its members that they become monomaniacs, or that they live

the lives of ascetic monks. The SLP does demand that members

share burdens and responsibilities with one another, fully and

equally, and that there be no toleration of chronic laggards

or ^free-riders. ' . .

."

Poes It really? Actually, haven't we tolerated both the

most routine performances of duties and the most innocuous

excuses for neglecting or avoiding a full commitment to Party

activities? Have we not reached the point where Party sur-

vival demands that we consider what steps can or should be

taken to convince every member to give substance to his or

her membership by sharing SLP ''burdens and responsibilities,.,

fully and equally"? Had we better not determine before it

is entirely too late where to draw the line between legiti-

mate pressure on members and Improper Interference with their

personal prerogatives and their rights to privacy and personal

pursuits?

We suggest further that our circumstances require that

we begin frankly and objectively to question not only the

quantity of our work but also its quality, for the two are

closely bound.

If we gave as much time at our section meetings to the
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consideration of organiaatlonal and/or theoretical pi^oblems

as we give to planning our social affairs, would we not have

a more effective Party?

If we devoted as much time at a convention to a consid-

eration of world developments and what they mean to our Party

and how we ought to deal with them, as we have to reviewing

past activities and repeating resolutions calling for a con-

tinuation of such routine activities would we not be contri-

buting more to the effectiveness of our Party?

Should we not expend at least as much energy on study

and agitation as we do getting on the ballot and meeting the

strictures of election laws?

Do we not need to constantly stop and sum up our workj

and after 65 years In the aociallat movement, make sure we

are not spending more time on our history than on the present

tasks confronting us?

We speak of SLP policies and positions being formulated

at some specific level of Party responsibility, for example,

the national convention. In essence, however, policies and

positions must be the reflex of an alert. Informed, involved

membership working through the Party* s organisational channels

That, in turn, demands constant study, review, discussion and

debate. For it is not merely essential that we survive as sn

organization, but that we survive as a dynamic revolutionary

organization.
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1976 National Campaign

Back In I909, De Leon^ noting the growth of ballot res-

trictions, observed that they were "Intended to render free

suffrage expression difficult and more and more so--all obedi-

ent to that sentiment. . .that. . .causes the ruling class to

scent danger in the suffrage and to strain for its abolition

as a proletarian weapon."

Nevertheless, during the almost seven decades since De

Leon made that obaervation, the Party has expressed, and op-

erated on, the view that despite growing restrictions and

expensive setbacks in time, money and energy, we must persist

in our efforts to place the Party on the ballot wherever there

was a reasonable possibility for doing so. And I believe it

fair to say that on more than one occasion we took the most

optimistic view in order to conclude that there was indeed

a reasonable posBlbllity for getting on the ballot.

Needless to say, with each passing year our ballot and

campaign problems have grown progressively more difficult

.

Since 1972, the increase in those problems has probably been

greater than ever. So much so, that in both the report to the

1975 special NEC session and the 1975 regular NEC session, I

noted that "the outlook for the 1976 national campaign was

not at all promising."

I listed five areas of major concern and posed several

"important and difficult questions," all relating one way or

another with what we generally call the ballot problem. The

action taken by the NEC has been reported in the published
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proceedings, hence there Is no need for me to detail It here.

Up until now, to the extent that our clrcumatances at

National Headquarters have permitted, we have proceeded on

the premise that we can and will conduct a national campaign

In 1976. In keeping with the requlrementa of the latest ver^

sion of the federal campaign act, a campaign committee has

been established to handle campaign funds. It has registered

with the newly established Federal Election Commission and to

date has filed all reports required under the law. The officers

of the SLP Campaign 1976, as it is officially titled, are Com-

rade E.A. Swlatek, Chairman, and Comrade Genevieve Gunderson,

Treasurer. Special bookkeeping and fund handling procedures

have been established in compliance with the requirements of

the law as we understand them; though the phrase, "as we

understand them" requires a bit of elaboration.

Although Watergate and the demise of the Nixon administra-

tion represented considerably more than campaign corruption,

it was this aspect that was seised upon by the capitalists and

their political henchmen, and this "sin" they promised to

purge as penance. Accordingly, there has been the most exten-

sive passage of campaign legislation by the very class whose

power this legislation la supposed to curtail. The fraud in

this performance is no doubt clear to every socialist. And

though De Leon<s observation may be a bit over-used, there are

few better examples of reform as a concealed measure of reac-

tion than this package of repressive measures passed under the

title of "campaign reform."

Perhaps no single effort to circumscribe the ballot and

undermine the electoral process has been as effective in ac-

complishing these undemocratic results as the host of campaign

finance laws enacted at all levels ostensibly to legislate

morality and honesty into capitalist election campaigns. As

the Weekly People noted j the result of these laws has been

to "keep the hands of politicians out of the "public till' by

dumping the public till into their pockets." And the courts,

the supposed last line of defense of constitutional rights

and freedoms, have so far upheld those laws*

We have been severely handicapped In our fundraislng

efforts because of the federal election law. As I wrote one

member last September, "The problems Imposed upon us by the

197^ amendments to the federal campaign act would take hours

to reduce to writing. Suffice to say they are many and com-

plicated... We have sought legal and accounting advice, but

many grey areas remain* , .

.

"

Five months later, the problems remain many and compll-

cated--even more so than we had feared. Despite implementa-

tion by rulings and advisory opinions, the number of grey

areas have been increased rather than lessened.

We appear to be caught In the web of a series of laws

and bureaucratic regulations that not only fail to take into

account any of the problems or organizational features of a

minority party such as the SLP, but, in general, are vague and

complicated to the point of ridiculousness. We face a host

of technicalities that we have not yet been able to put into
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clear and concise perspective; nop have we foimd anyone able

to give us explicit advice on how to deal with them so as to

be sure that we are complying with them in a manner that will

be considered acceptable by the PEC.

The few questions we have posed directly to the Comrals-

aion have gone unanswered. There are additional questions

we are planning to present. In fact, we hope to be able to

get a special hearing before the Commiasion at which we would

try to explain the nature of some of the unreasonable and irra-

tional problems certain provisions of the law present to U3

and seek to be exempted from them. Neither our attorney nor

any of us at National Headquarters have any Idea what the

chances for success in sucii"effort may be. We are not overly

confident

,

As Comrade Sim put It at one point In our exchange on

these laws, "Damn the reformers."

Comrade Swlatek, as all of you know, has come to National

Headquarters for the "duration" to serve as campaign manager.

Unfortunately, I have not been able to work with him as close-

ly as both of us would have wished arid as the Party's interests

required
.

The same is true with regard to Comrade Gunderson,

who has come to Palo Alto as a permanent member of the Nation-

al Office staff. All things considered, our two comrades have

done good work- -more than we had a right to expect under the

circumstances. In a very real sense, they were tossed Inco

the pool and told to swim.

In anticipation of the fact that this convention would
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have to make some important decisions, the campaign committee

submitted the following report.

The National Campaign Committee's Heport
On The 1976 Ballot Effort

The following is a brief summary of some of the grim

facts that must be taken into account in connection with the

upcoming 1976 presidential election. The problems to be con-

sidered are many, and they call for some Important decisions.

As the Campaign Committee sees it, the problems fall into the

following general categories:

1. Availability of national candidates.

2. Increasingly restrictive state ballot laws govern-

ing minority parties.

3. The new federal election laws^ their detailed re-

porting and disclosure provisions and other difficulties they

pose for the SLP.

4. The growing number of state laws regulating campaign

financing and their disclosure provisions

.

5. Availability of signature gatherers and other cam-

paign workers.

6. Changes in Section 315(a) and other provisions of

the Federal Communications Act.

7. The situation at National Headquarters.

» • * *

As to 1, the availability of candidatfiH , this committee

has been in no position to do any investigating.

[As National Secretary, 1 did make aome efforts in this
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respect. During my vlalta to the areas where the membership

meetings mentioned earlier Were held, I spoke to six members

who I believed to be qiialified to serve as one of our nation-

al candidatesj if nominated by this convention, I did not

press for immediate answers, urging each one to give ray inquiry

the most thorough consideration before replying, but

requesting that they do so in "several weeks," At this wrlt-

ingj four have informed me that they could not accept such

nomination. One told me promptly that he would not accept,

though he left open a very slight possibility that he might

be prevailed upon in an absolute emergency. The remaining

one has not answered me to date, although it is now more than

three months since I spoke to him.]

As to 2, we have checked the ballot requirements In most

of the states In which the Party would be likely to make the

ballot effort.

A similar check is being made by Comrade R, Plassl of New

York with the assistance of several attorneys. When the

latter check is completed we will no doubt have a more de-

tailed picture than we otherwise could expect to have.

As an example of what we are facing as far as signature

gathering is concerned, here 1b a list of the signature re-^

quirements the SLP would have to meet in some of the more im-

portant states: Calif., 636,460; Illinois, 25,000; New

York, 20,000; Ohio, 30,700; Pennsylvania, 30,000; and Massa-

chusetts, 37^900.

Of course, we would have to gather many more than the
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minimum In order to be sure to have sufficient "qiialified"

signatures to meet the requirements In each £tate--ln most

Instances at least 50 percent more . And there are other

technicalities that must be observed, any of which could

prove a stumbling block even if we got the names. We are

sure we need not spell that out In any greater detail.

As to 3 and 4, the federal election lawsand state laws

dealing with campaign financing, disclosure, etc .

To convey some idea of the scope of these laws, we need

only mention that a booklet summarizing only the federal elec-

tion campaign act as amended In 197^^ compiled under tne dir-

ection of the secretary of the U.S. Senate, consists of 88

pages. In addition since the Federal Election Commission

was established, there has been a torrent of regulations and

advisory opinions streaming out of Washington giving various

interpretations of sections of the law. It is questionable

whether they clarify more than they confuse.

The individual states have their own campaign financing

laws which also call for detailed Information on contributions

and expenditures. It is a practical impossibility for a party

like the SLP to keep abreast of these laws and their manifold

senseless details.

As to 5, availability of signature gatherers and other

campaign workers .

On September 25> 1975 ^ questionnaire was sent out seek-

ing information as to the availability of members for full

and/or part-time work during the campaign. Of the approxi-
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mately 670 members so contactedj only 201 replied. Of this

number, 65 adviaed that for various reasons they were not

available; 121 advised that they could give limited or part-

time assistance evenings, weekends or during vacation periods.

Only 15 reported that they were available for full-time signa-

ture gathering, hovi much additional positive response can be

expected between now and the time when this work inuBt get

under way, cannot be established at this time,

As to 6, changes in Section ^15(ai of the Federal Gommun-

icationa Act .

In hlB report at the National Executive Committee session

in May-June 1973 our National Secretary warned that we could

expect attacks on what remained of the FCC 3 "equal time" pro-

vision and "fairness doctrine." Since then, the FCC issued

a Declaratory Order that "on the spot coverage of bona fide

news events" and "bona fide news interview programs" would no

longer be subject to equal time. Thia further narrows the slim

possibility of securing "free time" over the airwaves during

the coming campaign.

^3 ^^ 7, the situation at National Headquarters .

In our Judgment it would be a mistake to assume that be-

cause the undersigned now constitute a campaign committee,

the problem of managing the 1976 campaign has been solved.

Your present campaign committee came into the picture virtually

without experience, thus making it necessary to rely upon the

National Secretary and others at National Headquarters for help

and advice, at a time when other Party matters are making heavy
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demands on their energy and time.

Despite our Inexperience, however, and on the basis of

what we have observed and learned these past seven months,

we offer the following observations for the Party's consid-

eration without making any specific recommendations.

In the past it was "unthinkable" that the fighting SLP

would not make a strong ballot effort, especially in such

critical industrial states as New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,

Indiana, etc.

But the fact is that the laws are increasingly prohibi-

tive; in some cases they may be Insurmountable.

Each campaign it seems we are compelled to spend more

and more time and money on the ballot effort and correspond-

ingly leas and less on the campaign itself.

As a result are we perhaps reaching fewer workers with

our message than we could by devising new strategies?

Has the time come to stop trying to storm the legal bar-

ricades to the ballot and instead use our limited energies

and funds on other methods for reaching the working class

with our message?

As relevant to these questions, we refer again to the

following from the National Secretaryrs report to the NEC ses-

sion in May-June 1975:

"All these factors—the growing difficulty of ballot

access; th^roblems created by the proliferation of laws gov-

erning campaign finances; the possibility that less free radio
and TV time than ever may be obtainable; and the other prob-
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lems aisGueaed above-^-pose some important and difficult

questions :

"would the Party gain more if we used our available hu-

man and material resources for agitational and educational

activities such as widespread leaflet distribution, contact

work, subscription drives, etc., rather than for signature

gathering?

"Would the Party's Interests be better served t>y a 'mix-

turei of activities—making the ballot effort in states where

it would not be likely completely to exhaust our resourcesj

and planning other activities where the drain of the ballot

effort may prove enervating or where the chances for success

are questionable?

"Would the Party reap greater and more constructive bene-

fits if we concentrated on a 'total* educational program of

activltle3--concentrattns on the Weekly People and other

literature?

"Would It be wise to concentrate on devising, or attempt-

ing to devise a plan to make a major effort on radio and tele-

vision?

"These are not questions that can be disposed of with

off-hand answers. They require the most careful thought, the

most detailed analyses, the most thorough airing, before reach-

ing conclusions. For those concluaions will have a vltal--

perhaps determining—effect on our Party. If we make the

right decisions, we tnay see our Party grow and prosper. If

we make the wrong ones, we may deal it a critlcal--even fatal

blow.
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"Accordingly, our conclusions must be based upon as ob-

jective and realistic an assessment of the facts as we are

collectively capable of making, and not upon what we might

personally feel, or even believe, is the easiest way out of

a difficult situation.

"Put another way: We have difficult decisions to m^e;

decisions that cannct-or rather should not-be considered

lightly or made hastily.

We agree, they are difficult decisions to make, and they

should not be made hastily.

Fraternally submitted,

Isignec]] Edward A, Swiatek

[signed! Genevieve Gunderson

*

comrades Swiatek and Gunderaon are not the only ones

«ho are deeply concerned about how we ought to evaluate the

general ballot and related problems confronting us. For ex-

ample, last August, when signature Eathering in Michigan was

snowing signs of bogging down. Comrade James Sim wrote in

part

:

"Judging from the scant amount of press and TV and radio

coverage in the 197'* campaign sorae members are questioning

the financial and personal cost of signature gathering with

so little compensation in publicity. Your report to the re-

cent NEC session raising questions as to the possible 'enervat

ing« effect of long and costly signature -gathering campaigns

on the organization Is of vital importance. Of course, we

should also consider the effect on the raeiabership of the
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picture of other groups masqueradtng under the name of Social-
ist appearing on the various state ballots and the absence of
the SLP."

This last point by Comrade Si™ is not one lightly to be
brushed aside. In fact, not only ™st the possible affect on
the membership be considered, but also the possible effect
upon our nonmember supporters and workers in general. The
effect on all those mentioned could be greater m 1976 than
It might be m another campaign year because of the bicen-
tennial "observance" of the American Revolution.

We perhaps must also ask ourselves whether abandoning
the effort to conduct a national campaign ;,ould not amount to
a voluntary surrender of the ballot, at a time men In actual
fact, despite an difficulties. It Is not yet universally
denied us; that if «e could muster our full physical potential
we could still make a substantial ballot showing.

It Will be up to this convention to consider the pros and
cons Of all the factors noted-and others that may be raised-
3nd make final decisions regarding the 1976 national elections
and the kind of campaign, if any, that the Party should attempt
to wage.

If it decides that «e are to press ahead with a campaign.
It must set some standards that will assist us in deciding in
What states to make the ballot effort, in what states to co^
duct "write-in" campaigns and how extensively to tour our can-
dldai^es.

If it decides against a campaign, it must take steps to

7B

minimize the effect of that decision by drawing up an exten-

sive plan of organizational and agltationaa work to be carried

out in its place.
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The Editorial Department

Never In 'the 65-year history of the Weekly People has

our Party'3 Journal gone for nearly three years without an

editor as it haa since 1973. One consequence of this unfor-

tunate fact has been that alnce I973 there has been no over-

view of the situation as it appears specifically from the

editorial department, though, of course, as the only remain-

ing elected officer at National Headquarters I have been In-

volved in, and have dealt with, many aspects of its opera-

tion in various letters and reports.

Nevertheless, as I have pointed out on earlier occa-

sions, despite the extent to which I have been involved in

the editorial department's work and problems, I am not fully

involved in, or aware of all the details that must be dealt

with or difficulties that arise in the every-day, week-to-

week operations. Therefore, I cannot present the full per-

spective of the operations of the editorial department and/or

the detailed views and jxidgments of those who have been cop-

ing with them.

In short. In the absence of an editor, a report from

the Weekly People staff Is essential to give this convention

a total picture of the situation In the editorial department.

For that reason, and because we expect that the editorial

department will undergo some changes following this conven-

tion, I asked the editorial staff to prepare a report for

inclusion here. They agreed to do so.

Though the staff and I cooperated considerably in its
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preparation, what follows is substantially their report. I

hasten to add, however, that I am In agreement with all of its

essentials

.

Report of the Weekly People Staff

The staff felt it would be useful to present a brief

but coherent overview of the editorial operation and the

Weekly People's development during the recent period. In doing

so, we hope to describe the situation as the present staff

found it, explain how we tried to deal with that situation,

and perhaps also suggest what has not been done.

The current staff, assembled largely by the National Sec-

retary, over a period of months following the exit of former

editor John Tlmm, assumed the task of publishing an official

party Journal that had not only lost Its editor, but which

had Just been officially criticized for misstating SLP posi-

tions and operating below acceptable SLP standards.

All of us working on the paper were aware of those views

and agreed with them, though we soon found that no concrete

suggestions had been made as to how these deficiencies might

be corrected. We also found, as the National Secretary im-

plied in his 19T3 report to the NEC, that the faults of the

Weekly People could not be laid solely at Comrade Tlmm's

door. More than individual mistakes, the condition of the

Weekly People reflected a very poor editorial operation in

terms of implementing policy and practical procedures. It

suffered from Inadequate resources as well as rainimal support

for, or response to, the paper on the part of the readership
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(with the exception of generous financial support).

Since all of us were at least partially familiar with
the way the Weekly People office had functioned under Comrade
TUnmis editorship, we were also able to draw one important

conclusion. Comrade Tlmm for several years had attempted to
deal with an unworkable and unfeasible editorial operation,

not by trying to change It, but by meeting a growing and un^

reasonable individual copy quota. We knew how hard he had

worked toward that end, but we also realized that this way

of meeting the situation had proven disastrous for the paper
and the Party. While we were determined to work toward cor-

recting whatever we could, we felt from the start that the

task of improving the Weekly People was one that required

organizational steps as well aa individual determination.

It soon became clear that the consolidation of a new and

adequate editorial staff would not be readily achieved. For

many months only Comrade Robert Bills was In the editorial

office full-time. Comrade Mary Jane Qrohs gradually moved

from the business office to the editorial department. Early
In 197^, Comrade Dick Bell carae from Denver to Join the staff
and in July of the same year Comrade Stanley Karp went to work
In the editorial office.

This bareboned description, however, hardly offers a pic-
ture of how the editorial office functioned in those months
or how the Weekly People was published. The four of us, who.

With the national Secretary's help, were charged with writing
and producing the official organ of the SLP, had varied capa-
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cities and were hardly prepared for the task. In fact, two

of ua were not even Party members at tne beginning of thl&

period . We had also anticipated further additions to the

staff and never expected this situation to last as long as it

has

.

We were confronted with a total absence of established

editorial procedures for the planning and production of the

paper. There was no plan for a division of labor, for de-

ciding what should be covered, or for deciding what should be

printed. There were Insufficient resources in every area--

Includlng an extremely poor and disorganized flow of infor-

mation into the editorial office, which had apparently relied

heavily on a very few sources and which kept virtually no

files. There were few steady outside contributors. Even the

Weekly People library was completely disorganized.

In addition there was the absence of editorial direction

and, as became readily apparent, a difficulty In determining

and therefore presenting Party policy in a number of areas

the Weekly People could be expected to cover^ particularly

those areas or topics that M&re continually developing and

changing

.

Qiven this starting point, it is perhaps easy to see why

there was an overwhelming dependency on the National Secretary,

who was not only enmeshed In nearly every area of headquarters

activity, but was also directing the move of the National Head-

quarters to the West Coast . In fact this extensive reliance

on the National Secretary has been a major concern of the
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editorial staff and the national headquarters staff as a

whole. Where possible we have tried to assume more respon-

sibility and as much of the editorial work as possible and

we think we have made some progress toward that end.

But the continued dependence of the editorial staff,

the headquarters in general, and therefore in large measure

the SLP, on one man is a constant reminder and reflection of

how precarious our situation has been and remains. In this

respect we have been pressing our luck, and if the situation

is not corrected at this convention, we can only foresee a

ctuantltatlve and qualitative decline in headquarters activity.

Obviously the resolution of this problem will have a direct

bearing on the ability of the editorial office to maintain

its current operation

.

«

Within this context, our first goal was uncomplicated

if not easy—namely, to maintain uninterrupted publication

of the Weekly People. The accomplishment of this task was

no small matter and we wonder how many In the SLP are aware

of how tenuous the operation has been. It was our belief that

any suspension of issues or reduction in size would be the

kind of setback from which we could not easily recover; and

while these steps were considered, they were rejected in the

hope that solutions for our difficulties would be imminent.

Again, our continued ability to avoid these measures will

largely depend on the outcome of this convention.

Our second aim was to raise the standards of the Weekly
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People and to correct some of the mistakes which had been

cited . At first we did not necessarily approach this task in

a aystematlG way, though later on more conscious efforts were

made in this direction.

In hindsight we might separate the efforts to improve the

Weekly People into two categories; One, the effort to im-

prove its contents and coverage; Two^, the effort to break it;

and the editorial office, out of the isolation that charac-

terized Its operation.

Toward Improving the contents we have taken a number of

steps. And though it would take too many pages in this report

to fully discuss why the following things were done, what

they sought to change and whether they were successful, we

do hope that In some way this convention will be able to taka

up these points and examine them. In the past three years

we have tried to do the following:

1. Expand the variety of topics covered --particularly

on the international field where we felt coverage had been

especially poor.

2. Cover more class struggle Issues, such as strikes

and protests, from the point of view of the workers involved.

3. Attempt to present stories in a Marxist framework

throughout, and from the point of view of class struggle,

instead of simply tacking on "socialist" conclusions to un-

directed discussions of an issue.

k. Express SLP views on current and developing topics

in an effort to present Party positions through the events
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of the day.

5- Wherever possible employ freaft langiiage and approaches

that clearly explain our position with as little stilted rhet-

oric as possible, avoiding stereotyped styles of writing and

thinking.

6. Follow stories as they develop in order to covep var-

ious angles, to work out a more complete analysis of events,

and to show that not only do SLP eoncluaions differ from those

of the bourgeois press, but that the way in which Marxists

understand and perceive developments is also different.

7. Reconsider the way in which our articles ordinarily

end (a move which has brought critical comment from opposite

aides).

8. Address ourselves not only to new readers, but also

to those more familiar with socialism and the SLP.

9. Avoid repetitious use of quotes, and cut down on

filler and reprints where fresh material la available.

10. Provide relevant information not always available

elsewhere and make the Weekly People more helpful to speakers,

discussion group moderators, etc,

11. Improve and vary the appearance of the paper.

Aa we said, each of these aims could be discussed at

length and of course their execution is considerably more dif-

ficult than proclaiming them. The list could also be expand-

ed, but It should provide some idea of the direction in which

we have tried to move the contents and coverage of the Weekly

People.
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Ab for the attempt to extend the paper's reach and end

the isolation of the editorial office and the Individuals

working in it, we have:

1. Drastically Increased the exchange of views, crlti-
withln

clsm and self-crltiaism a the office. This increase, how-

evePj Is relative to its virtual absence in the past and we

do not suggest by any means that the editorial staff is cur-

rently functioning as a cohesive, fully integrated unit. It

is not. There are serious deficiencies in the planning and

review of our work which have not been corrected.

2. Reinstituted a letter column to solicit readers'

views

.

3. Vastly increased the amount and kinds of informa-

tion coming Into the office and also organized it in a more

accessible form.

4. Made repeated efforts to develop contributors and

solicit articles from the field.

5- Worked with Comrade PtLlton Herder on an advertis-

ing campaign to boost circulation.

Like the efforts to Improve content, these steps could

be discussed at length. We wish to make only a few points

here.

For example, while some have noted changes in the paper

over the past few years, and those who have tend to support

the changes, the Weekly People continues to elicit what we

oonsidar a minimal response from Its readership. In the

course of an average week we do not even receive sufficient
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cori*espondence to maintain a letter column. Its sporadic

appearance In the papei* does not represent a selectivity on

our part, but largely a paucity of response.

Likewise the development of field correspondents has

been grossly inadequate. Even the passage of the St. Louis

Resolution on this subject has had little Impact. In fact,

the way In which this resolution has been handled organiza-

tionally supports some of the National Secretary's observa-

tions about the breakdown in organizational procedure.

For example^ although the resolution passed overwhelming-

ly and thereby became binding on all sections, only 24 of

the 45 sections have sent the names on the committees to the

office. Only eight of the cominittees have submitted articles

(a total of 36 over a seven-month period, and half of those

came from Just two committees). These numbers, however, are

not precise because there are members submitting an occasional

article who may be on committees, but whose section has never

forwarded the names of committee members, making It impossible

to keep sensible records.

Other sections have elected committees who month after

month Ignore the Job they have assumed, yet no action Is

taken. Others continue to send ua routine clippings despite

repeated attempts to discourage this practice. A few have

contended that the problem In developing correspondents is

the lack of response to contributions on the part of the

staff.

As to this latter pointy we are aware of the need for
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a liaison with contributors and we discussed this in the ma-

terial that accompanied the St. Louts Resolution. We men-

tioned the difficulties this would entail and requested patience,

We also included guidelines and a number of suggestions which

we asked be turned over to the correspondence committees.

But m the current situation our ability to free someone for

more of, such work depends precisely on eliciting sufficient

response to free someone from writing copy. In addition, some

have concluded on the basis of just one or two submissions

that no further efforts toward contributing should be made*

(We might also point out that Weekly People staff writers

produce article after article and rarely If ever get any feed-

back on them,

)

The point we wish to make is that the efforts to sus-

tain ooi^respondents have not been succeasful to date andj In

our view, this stems not from this or that difficulty In the

procedure, but from the more general breakdown in Party activ-

ity and effectiveness described in the National Secretary's

report

.

Nevertheless, the development of a network of field cor-

respondents is critical to any long-range improvement in the

paper. It is necessary not merely to have isolated individuals

around the country producing occasional articles to lessen

our burden, but to expand the Weekly People's contacts, to get

reports from those who are closer to the events and strug-

gles that need to be covered, to encourage local SLP writers

to increase their own contacts with the workers in their
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area^ to develop writers who can handle apecific aasignraenta

and Issiies, to tap whatever expertise exists In our Party,

to make the paper more of a collective production^ to atlm-

ulate Party interest In the Weekly People, to serve as a

vehicle for Party dlscusalon. As stated In the letter which

accompanied the St. Louis Resolution, "Three, four or five

people cannot sit in an office and produce a weekly Harjclst

Journal of a high level. They can foiro the core of a vital,

constantly Improving editorial staff that can produce an

ever-Improving papep--but only If they begin to receive the

concrete support of the entire membership and build a reliable

network of correspondents, photographers^ artlata and others

upon wh<3n they can depend.**

In other words, we are not looking to buy time until we

can return to the kind of editorial operation used In the

fifties or aixtlesj where a mlnlnium number of writers in the

editorial office "got out the paper," but to change the nature

of the Weekly People operation in order to expand it and im-

prove its quality.

As we said before, it would require a more complete dia-

cuaaion to evaluate the changes made in the Weekly People over

the past three years. In our opinion, we have improved it

considerably over what it was when we assumed its production.

We believe it is fresher, more readable, more coherent, con-

tains better and more substantial analysis in many areas,

looks more attractive and offers promise of being more effec-

tive.
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As one example, we might recall that one of the goala of

improving our paper was to revive a source of Party literature.

Until the move was completed that was not possible. However,

since last January we have made some progress and have pro-

duced three new leaflets— one still at the prlnter's^— from

the paper.

The Press Committee has also taken steps to prepare ma-

terial originally used in the Weekly People for publication

in pamphlet form. Prompted by a suggestion from Comrade

Bortnick, we have begun work on five new pamphlets: on the

economy, on unionism and labor, on unemployment, on Portugal

and on the international scene generally. Our first aim la

one on the economy Which We had hoped to get out before this

convention convened * That proved impossible, but the material

for such a pamphlet is now coordinated. It awaits only an

introduction to be sent to the printer, after which we will

go on to the others

.

We hope this will be the beginning of the end of a dis-

astrously dry period in the production of Party literature.

But this, too, depends on steps taken toward solving our gen-

eral Party crisis.

We also mentioned that there were things not done, and

indeed they outnumber what has been accomplished. If the

Weekly People la to Improve rather than just sustain itself,

and truly meet the demands of the period ahead, the changes

before us must be even greater and more qualitative than the

changes already made

.
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One of the real difficulties of the situation has been

the lack of opportunity and perhaps even the authority, to

open up certain vital areas and questions for discussion. This

problem is closely related to the question of formulating

policy, a complex subject which needs thorough discussion.

The following areas provide only an Indication, a few

examples, of some of the areas that urgently require coverage

in the Weekly People, yet have not been effectively dealt

with.

• A thorough examination of the groups and parties in the

American left

.

• Coverage of the internal and external policies of the Peo-

ple's Republic of China.

• NSore thorough examination of the internal workings of the

Soviet Union,

• Increased examination of theoretical questiona, e.g., the

national question, the right to self-determination, questions

of theory and tacticsj a clear examination of Lenin »s work,

an examination of the idea of the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat and its varied application abroad and misapplication

in the U.S., and many others.

• A broader coverage of cultural topics from a' Marxist view-

point .

• A much more comprehensive treatment of the Middle East.

There are a number of factors limiting our capacity to

deal with such topics. The normal week-to-week tasks of pre-

paring the paper within the current set-up make It virtually
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Impossible to do the necessary careful research^ theoretical

investigation, and coherent writing that these complex ques-

tions require. At the same time, we feel that simplistic

treatment of such subjects would do more harm than good

.

Nor have we found It possible to divide up these pro-

jects into manageable tasks, or assign them to members out-

side the office.

Another factor nourishing a reluctance to treat these

subjects is the absence of comprehensive Party declarations

on them and the minimal amount of debate that has apparent-

ly taken place on these questions. With no editor, and for

the most part, no action along these lines by any Party bodies,

there has been even leas direction than in the past (though

from all indications this problem stems back for quite a

while )

.

In short, there are areas where we are not sure of ex-

actly what the SLP position is, meaning we can find no sub-

stantial treatment of the question that serves as a clear guide

to further development^ or where we ourselves are unsure

what we think the Weekly People'^ position should be.

To cover the extensive range of subjects and complexity

of developments that a Marxlst-De Leonist paper must treat

today, we need a thorough, efficient and up-to-date mechanism

for formulating Party policy. Neither historical precedents,

which may be more or less analogous to current situations,

nor a few resolutions every four years at a national conven^

tlon, are sufficient to guide the week-to-week efforts of the
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SLP's official organ.

In general we think policy statements. In order to ef-

fectively express SLP positions, are best formulated out of

a thorough debate of the questions at hand with as many mera-

bera as possible playing an active role and perhaps even the

columns of the Weekly People thrown open to debate on spe-

cific questions

.

In the past three years we have also received a number

of critlclams of the Weekly People. Some were printed in the

letter column, some answered individually, others simply noted

and filed. Only two issues were raised that led to exchanges

of any length.

One involved a criticism from Comrade H. Stelner of an

article In the Nov. 15, 1975 Weekly People entitled "On the

Transition to Socialism." Comrade Steiner^s letter was an-

swered in a statement prepared by the staff. This led to

another letter from Comrade Steiner to which the National Sec-

retary replied. Several NEC members also commented on this

exchange, which touched on questions of tactics and the nature

of criticism.

All this correspondence appears In the appendix. We feel

it speaks for Itself and therefore refer the convention to

the statements Involved for whatever action it may see fit*

we also urge all SLP members to read the documents, [See p. 263.]

The other major issue revolved around the front page

editorial on the Vietnamese victory last May 10. A criticism
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of the editorial was raised by Section St. Louis. The Na-

tional Secretary and the Weekly People staff responded in a

statement that was subsequently endorsed iinanlmously by the

NEC. This material appears In the proceedings of the regular

1975 NEC session.

However the reply to Section St. Loula, and even more,

the action of the NEC at its May 1975 session, did not resolve

all the questions raised by the issue* In fact in several

ways, as we hope to show, the action of the NEC in unanimously

endorsing the reply to Section St, Louis raised as many ques-

tions as It answered. What*s more, this entire issue and

the way It has been dealt with bear directly on the prob-

lems of setting Party policy, the way in which theoretical

problems are handled, and perhaps even on the relation between

our theoretical outlook and our practical work, problems which

the National Secretary has pinpointed In his report as part

of our Party's basic difficulties*

It is precisely because this episode reflects the kind

of theoretical errors we have made, and even more, the, inade -

quate manner in which our Party has dealt with those errors ,

that we feel it necessary to pursue the issue. Therefore,

after having consulted with the National Secretary, we have

decided to explain briefly how, in our opinion, the criticism

of the editorial on Vietnam and the way In which It was hand-

led, reflect the kind of premises, procedures and habits of

thought which have contributed to our Party's present diffi-

culties ,
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At the heart of the issue presented to the NEC at Its

regular session In May 1975 was a clash between two views

of the Vietnam war and In fact two views of the entire In-

ternational situation. The difference between the two posi-

tions is considerable and a thoi*ough examination of them and

how they were arrived at might well be called for. Here

we wish only to demonstrate that the view endorsed in May

1975 by the NEC was wholly incompatible with earlier posi-

tions it had adopted, positions which, however ineffectively

argued, were reflected in Section St. Louis <b criticism.

In essence the view advanced in May by the staff and

the National Secretary was that socialists (especially so-

cialists in the imperialist countries) had an obligation to

support the right of oppressed nations fighting for national

aelf-determinatlon, that Vietnam was such a case, and fur-

ther, while the conflict had a dimension of Sovlet-U.S. im-

perialist contention, this did not alter the main character

of the war which pitted progressive Vietnamese nationalism

against U.S. imperialism.

Previously the StP had advanced the position that the

basic character of the Vietnamese war was a fight between

two superpower imperialist camps, that socialists should not

support the Vietnamese liberation forces who were pawns of the

Soviet Union and China (perhaps no better than the U.S. pup-

pets), and that in moat cases the nations fighting for na-

tional liberation since World War II were not nations at all

but "anachronisms," and that everything that occurred in the
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international arena was completely dominated and determined

by the superpowers,

A careful reading of the May MEC proceedings dealing

with the Vietnamese issue, coupled with a familiarity with

past Party history on this issue, cannot help but show that

in endorsing unanimously the reply to Section St, Louis, the

NEC was reversing a previous Party position*

What Is of greater importance, however, is that there

was no attempt by the NEC to explain its reasons for concur-

ring with the new position. There was no attempt to criticize

the old view that was being superceded, or to even comment on

this belated reversal on perhaps the most significant issue

of the past decade. In fact there was virtually no recogni-

tion or admission that a change was occurring and several

NEC members expressly tried to deny on the floor that such was

the case

.

The Party's official view of the world situation was

being altered and very nearly reversed. We were clearly

abandoning an earlier position. Yet not the slighbeat con-

clusion was drawn nor was the slightest examination made into

what had led us to a false view In the first place.

A significant number of NEC members said nothing at all,

despite the fact that at least half the NEC was comprised of

members who had been instrumental in endorsing and upholding

3 position in direct contradiction to the one endorsed last

May.

In correcting our earlier position on Vietnam and the
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international situation, it was our feeling that we abandoned

a mistaken ^vlew of the world that hampered our thinking for

many years
. Yet the implications and even benefits of making

such a needed adjustment have not been fully grasped because

we did not squarely and explicitly confront our past error,

and therefore have not necessarily gotten to its roots and

corrected the factors that led to it.

Moreover, since none of this was fully explained to the

membership^ there is considerable question whether the Party

as a Whole fully understands and agrees with the implications

of the changed outlook.

The entire process was an object lesson In how we em-

braced one position, only to abandon it later, without en-

gaging in any self-criticism or even substantial debate. We

believe such procedures can themselves play a large role in

leading to incorrect positions and in fact are fatal to a rev-

olutionary party.

If there la any doubt that the positions we are discus-

sing are diametrically opposed and incompatible, compare the

following statements taken on the one hand from the 1975 NEC

session and on the other from the I966 NEC session.

In the 1975 report we find that "...to argue that the im-

perialist drives of the major powers completely negate the

national independence of all nations is a gross overstatement

and has nothing in common with Marxism, or for that matter*

with reality As long as imperialism and colonialism exist,

peoples will fight for the right to self-determination and

national independence. Under certain conditions they can

win. And so long as a people are fighting against the im-

perialist powers, on the aide of historical progress. . .their

movement should be recognized as progressive."

Continuing, the 1975 report states, "...to reject out

of hand the possibility of any successful national movement

is completely mechanical. To rule out all support for na-

tional liberation raoveraents in all cases threatens to reduce

socialist internationalism to an empty phrase or theoretical

posturing. The socialist movement has consistently supported

the right of oppressed nations to self-determination.,,,"

Further, "The presence of Imperialist interests on both

sides of a war does not automatically negate the nationalist

character of a war....To deny the possibility of political

independence or the chances of a nation winning self-determin-

ation is to grossly exaggerate the abilities of the superpow-

ers to shape events and to underestimate the forces of re-

sistance."

And finally the 1975 report declares, "While the final

death-blow [to the superpowers] must come from the industrial

proletariat In the imperialist countries, the struggle of

oppressed peoples in other nations plays a significant role."

Contrast th% above view with the position endorsed at

the 1966 NEC session. The 1966 report declares:

"As we have emphasized again and again, the struggle is

proving Itself more and more as one of a series of global

contests between the economic imperialism of plutocratic
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United States on the one hand, and Slno-Rusaian bureaucratic

politico-economic Imperialism on the other. Whatever other

elements are Injected into the global struggle, they are in-

cidental to it. This remains the well-eonsldered judgment of

the SLP on this ruthless contest for imperialist supremacy

in the dying capitalist world > and nothing that has happen-

ed or has heen argued has In any degree affected this Judg-

ment. Indeed no other Judgment makes any sense In the full

context of the global struggle In this confused and turbu-

lent period .

"

A few paragraphs later, that same report stated, "Nor

is it the concern at this late date of Marxian socialists to

aid the fight for so-called liberation of small states ... It

Is the worldwide atrugale between the two giant imperialisms^

East and West, that 5e_t3__t_he tone, and marks the real issue

Involved in this Wagnerian "Goetterdammerung, " this twilight

of the evil gods of universal class rule. They, and not the

Incidental petty victims in the international class struggle^

determine the issue and vital interests at stake^ as far as

men can so determine." (Emphasis added.)

And lest there be any question as to the status attrib-

uted to this position^ the 1966 report Includes a Press Com-

mittee statement that declares^ "having been adopted unani-

mously by the NEC in session/' this view "is now the Party"

s

carefully considered Marxian analysis of, and position on,

the global Imperialist conflict.,.."

Aa we said earlier, we did not Intend in this report
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to make a full examination of these two views and their dif-

ferences. But we do wish to make a few comments.

The earlier position in our opinion is incorrect and

even dangerous. Not only does it run counter to the course

of history in the twentieth century, but it contradicts the

most basic premise of Marxism, namely that the course of his-

tory is shaped by class struggle between oppressed and oppres-

sor. Instead it contends that history is shaped by the an-

tagonism or contention of ruling classes among themselves.

This narrow outlook tends to isolate the Western Indus-

trial proletariat and the Party itself from the revolutionary

national and class struggles sweeping the globe. It was also

this thesis that was largely responsible for the incorrect

analysis of the Vietnam war^ an analysis which colored con-

siderably our practical work in the sixties.

In fact, we do not think it too strong to say that a

position which dismisses the revolutionary movements of the

non-Western world as "petty, incidental victims," not only

fails to comprehend their aignificance, it abandons socialist

internationalism.

What* a more, attributing everything to the superpowers

holds the Inherent danger of substituting a alrapllatlc gener-

ality for a concrete analysis of International situations.

In fact, this view tells us In advance that "whatever other

elements are Injected into the global struggle [between the

superpowers]^ they are incidental to It." If in this manner

everything is attributed to the contention of the superpowers,
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we create a rationale for avoiding a concrete Marxist investi-

gation of the various struggles aroiond the globe. Instead of

leading us toward a deeper underatandlng of them and of the

course of history today, suoh a view leads ua toward deaden*

Ing generalities and isolation.

But even more important than the difference in these two

views J on which we feel quite strongly, is the totally pas-

sive, almost unconscious manner in which one was substituted

for the other. Without debate, without explanation, without

discussion, either at the NEC session or even from the member-

ship upon receiving the proceedings, a critical Party position

and world outlook was reversed.

We can conceive of only two possible explanations.

Either our Party has become so lax and unattentlve to impor-

tant questions that thl3 glaring contradiction passed com-

pletely unnoticed, even by those who had strenuously upheld

the old position against all challenges In the past. Or,

our membership has become so inactive and resigned to having

"someone else" determine Party policy that It seeks to take

no active role in internal discussions of position. How else

can this lack of response or inertia be explained?

As indicated before, we are not seeking to reflght past

battles. But it seemed absolutely necessary to provide at

least one concrete example of what la meant by a "leas rig-

orous application of the standards of Marxism, " "a dogmatic

approach to theory," the absence of sufficient Party debate,

and in general an example of "methods of theoretical and
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practical work" that destroy our effectiveness.

We believe that a thorough diacusaion of this situation^

In which we have all played a part, will help us develop ways

of correcting these habits and result in a fuller and more

effective participation In our organlaation and make all of

us batter socialists.

Fraternally submitted,

Richard Bell
Robert Bills
Mary Jane Orohs
Stanley Karp

Weekly People Staff.

Considering the length and the difficulties of the per-

iod it covers, the report of the Weekly People staff is rela-

tively brief. Like myself, the staff felt the need for frank-

ness, the need to get to the point as quickly and as sharply

as possible, as expressed In the opening section of my report.

Despite Its brevity, however. It clearly raises impor-

tant matters that should receive the most careful attention.

One, though only one, of these matters Is the editorship of

the Weekly People. Resolving that problem has now become the

unavoidable responsibility of this convention, which I"m sure

comes as no surprise to any of you. We have reached a point

where the solution to that question, as well as a thorough

evaluation of the other matters raised in the above report,

have become absolutely essential to the continued publication

of the Weekly People.
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General

Circumatancjes here did not pennit ua to compile the

usual statistics or prepare suirutiariea and conments on general

agitational activities such as leaflet distribution, public

lectures, study classes, discussion groups, etc. Nor were

we able to prepare resumes on such matters as radio and tele-

vision, self-service newsstands, police interferences, the

field work by Comrades Mike Murphy, Constance Bloraen, Sidney

Blanchard and William Braatz, contacts. New York Labor Mews

sales and other subjects that would ordinarily be included

In a report to the national convention.

We have, however, compiled some statistics on Weekly

People subscriptions and bundle orders. And we do, as a

matter of course, keep records on leaflet and pamphlet print-

ings. Consequently, I am able to present the following Infor-

mation here.

Party Press

The average weekly number of Weekly Peoples printed dur-

ing 1975 was 10,350, the best weekly average in quite a few

years. While It by no means represents any spectacular increase

in total circulation. It does reflect small increases in all

three areas--sub3crlption3, bundle orders and special Issues.

Thus, the moat encouraging aspect of the average weekly figure

was that it attests to a reversal of the trend of the past sev-

eral years. We hope, of course, that It proves to be a per-

manent reversal, and that we can now concentrate on steadily
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and significantly increasing the circulation--and particularly

the subscription list—of the Weekly People.

With that aim In view, we have made two attempts to launch

a Weekly People publicity drive. The first--a very limited

effort --proved to be a failure, primarily because we did not

time it at all well. The second cannot be fully evaluated

yet. Initial results, however, have not been very encourag-

ing and lead us to think that we would do well to consider

other means than the college papers, union papers and selected

periodicals that we used for our first attempts.

One area where we know that better methods must be ap-

plied and efforts intensified is In trying to secure renewals.

Neither the follow-up material sent by National Headquarters,

nor the follow-up efforts of our subdivisions and members in

the field, are adequate to this important aspect of our work.

Yet, despite all our resolves, we have not yet been able to

improve them,

*

During 1975. we printed over 2,200,000 leaflets. This

Is almost as many leaflets as were printed during the 1972

national campaign. While I do not believe it to be a record,

I have no doubt that there have been few noncampaign years

during which a greater number of leaflets were printed, ship-

ped and, I assume, distributed.

Since the last report on books and pamphlets printed (1973

NEC session) the following have been printed:
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1

Ing from Comrade Prank Prince.

23-1-76

Mr, Nathan Karp
National Secretary
S.L.P. of America

Dear Comrade Karp:

The following is a summary of activities during the per-

iod February 1, 1975 to date of writing.

Routine work has been maintained at about the same level

as the preceding 12 months. The 2 main centres of our acti-

vity continue to be the Sunday afternoon outdoor meetings and

the monthly Discussion Meetings.

DOMAIN MEETINGS

Nineteen of these we held. We try to go every fortnight

weather J sickness etc, permitting. The speaking is done by

Brian Blanchard whilst I look after the literature selling.

We start at 2 PM with Brian speaking from about 3 to 5 PM.

Our literature stands and general display attract a lot of at-

tention throughout the afternoon. In October last, Brian drew

5 new boards which freshened up the display. At the Domain

this year 248 pamphlets and 81 Weekly Peoples have been sold.

Audiences have again been variable both qualitatively and

quantitatively. Actual numbers range from 12 to 200. Unfor-

tunately we have not yet built that reliable core of regulars

necessary for more consistent audience numbers. Most of our

listeners show Interest In what we have to gay and many have

expressed agreement. But few show any inclination to commit

themselves in any meaningful way.
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CONTACTS

The main source of contacts is the Domain Meetings from

which we received 32. These constitute people who have pur-

chased literature and given name and address when asked If

they would like further Information. Our leaflet work brought

in 6 coupon inquiries and the WEEKLY PEOPLE on sale at the

Railway Stations brought In 2 subs and one interested person.

Our mailing list is now 60, all of whom, with the excep-

tion of 7 Who live out of Sydney, are sent Discussion Meeting

notices

.

LITERATURE SALES

This year we purchased 4l5 pamphlets from the NYLN.

Party literature is on sale at:

Domain Meetings
Discussion Meetings
2 Sydney Bookshops
Rationalist Association Bookshop
Rationalist Association Domain Meeting
Victorian Labor College

30 pamphlets were sold to mail buyers.

NEWSSTANDS & BQOKSHOPS_

These are serviced by me every 3 weeks. Sales of both

WP and pamphlets have been disappointing and have shown no Im-

provement over the year.

LEAFLET DISTRIBUTION

We did not reprint any leaflets this year. Stocks were

built up in 1974. Leaflet distribution was as follows:

May Day March
Redfern Housing Complex
Sydney Technical College
Surry Hills Housing Complex
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1,650
2,000
1,160
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Thi3 was done by me with the help of a sympathiser who

also lends a hand at the Domain occasionally.

LECTURES

Brian Blanchard gave a talk entitled "Marxism Today" to

the Rationalist Association of New South Wales, Audience was

60 and Brian spoke for i»5 minutes and answered questions for

an hour. He and other party members answered questions after

the meeting was officially ended.

MAY DAY

We make a special effort to mount as big a dlsply as

poaslble at the gates of the Sydney Domain where the May Bay

Procession terminates.

In addition to our usual literature racks and display

boards we had a special display of De Leon"a works. A ?» x !5«

copy of a Stelnhllber cartoon exposing the labor fakir caused

comment. Two 5« x 4« signs With large photos of Marx, Engels

and De Leon complete our set-up for May Day.

DISCUSSION MEETINGS

Discussion Meetings were held on the 4th Sunday night of

each month, February to November, and the Ist Sunday in Dec-

ember,

Attendances range from 5 to l4 with an average of 9.

Whilst the Discussion Meetings have not been as successful as

we would like, we do have a small core of regulars.

At each meeting selections of pamphlets and papers are

on show. The general procedure has been a 30-40 minute talk

by me on a facet or facets of the SLP followed by questions
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from the floor which are answered by Brian or me.

The December 7 meeting was devoted to De Leon and his

contribution to Socialist thought.

In 1976 we will hold 12 Discussion Meetings as per notice

enclosed. At the last meeting in 1975 it was decided to devote

time at future meetings to the study of basic Socialist liter-

ature .

CONCLUSION

As I re-read this report I'm well aware the sum total is

not what we would like it to be or In some ways what it could

be. However with due consideration of a number of factors it

is not an easy matter to see how we can at present Improve the

situation. We should be able to increase activities in cer-

tain areas and will try to do so later on in the year.

The Australian working class is continuing its self-de-

feating process of Liberal Party ln--Labor Party out. As a

number of commentators have pointed out this pathetic procedure

goes on without any real conviction on the part of the people

as a whole. There la no evidence of increased social aware-

ness within the working class. The reforms of the Labor gov-

ernment left over 300jOOO unemployed. The resultant disillu-

sionment brought on the conservative, "sensible government"

Liberal Party into power. Outside of the Liberal/Labor per-

imeters there is no activity to speak about. The workers as

a whole or in significant numbers seem to have no conception

of an alternative to this system of capitalist exploitation.

Yet we know even from our limited contact with workers at the
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Domain etc, there are many workers who agree that Socialism

Is the solution to problems facing ua today. And we realise

that we must discharge the obligation placed upon us by our

understanding of capitalism and the sure knowledge that only

positive working class action can arrest the slide to social

anarchy of frightening proportions. Soclaliam must overcome

all and we must play our part.

With best wishes from ua all here In Australia to our

American Comrades from whom mankind demands so much.

Yours fraternally,

[signed] Frank Prince

Correspondence Secretary.

Canada

Due to the lengthy Canadian postal strike, contact with

the SLP of Canada was minimal during the latter part of 1975.

I finally called Comrade Alan Sanderson on December 10 with

regard to sending a fraternal delegate to this convention.

During that telephone conversation^ I asked him to prepare a

brief summary of SLP activities in Canada for Incluglon In this

report. That report follows:

Mr. Nathan Karp
SLP of America

Dear Comrade Karp:

The following is a brief summary of Canadian SLP activi-

ties for the year 1975

t

On the whole, 1975 was another busy year for the SLP of
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Canada, although the amount of literature distributed was down

considerably from the high of the past few years for a number

of reasons, including the fact that age is slowing down some

of our members. No new members were added in 1975 and one

National member-at-large, Janet Gabow, resigned in September

When she moved to the U.S.A.

Section Montreal carries on a consistent mailing program,

in addition to random distribution of literature m public

places such as public transport. During the year the Section

distributed in these ways a total of some 3000 French language

and 2000 English language leaflets. In addition to this the

Section distributed nearly 2600 copies of the Weekly People

and nearly 300 copies of the Socialist Press Bulletin . Eight

sub
one-year subs, one six-month sub and one three-monthAwere sent

in to the Weekly People , and approximately $100 worth of lit-

erature was sold at one bookstore and to contacts. The Sec-

tion expects that it will soon have some additional leaflet

titles available for Preneh-Canadlan woi^kera.

Section Toronto distributes the bulk of its leaflets at

shopping plazas and in apartment buildings. For the past few

years, owing to decreasing manpower^ it has used paid help in

this work on special occasions such as election campaigns.

During 1975 total distribution was approximately 50,000 leaf-

lets, 3000 Weekly People and I50 Socialist Press Bulletin--

down a bit from the previous year but nevertheless represent-

ing a determined effort on the part of the few persons engaged

The Section fielded Comrade George Shand In Rlverdale
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riding (Metro-Toronto) in the September 18 Ontario general

election. 20,000 election leaflets, "Socialist Labor Party:

Position and Program^' were distributed in the riding and the

Section held a public meeting there in conjunction with the
campaign, with Comrade Shand as speaker.

Three other public meetings were held during the year-
a Paris Commune commemoration meeting in March, a May Day
celebration meeting, and a De Leon commemoration meeting in
December. The attendance at these meetings, as well as at
the election campaign meeting, was small.

In August the Section again held Its annual picnic at

Charles Daley Park on I^ke Ontario. Attendance wa. down aome^
What from the previous year but a near record collection of

$120 was achieved with the help of some comrades and friends
in absentia.

At the end of May the Section moved with the National
Office from the old shared headquarters at 153 Church street
to the second floor of an office building at 85 King street
east. Although the move was a change for the better in most
respects, it meant giving up a prime location for the Section's
Weekly People box-the outside of the Church street entrance.
The result has been a sharp decline of sales to about $55, or
about half that Of the previous year. Also contributing to
the decline was the fact that Canadian Customs officials held
up bundles of Weekly People at the border during the recent
prolonged Canadian postal atrike. Literature sales, also,
appeared to suffer from the move, down from $165 to about $100.
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Thirty five contacts requested information during 1975^

a few of whom are now receiving the Socialist Press Bulletin .

Although the Section's Study Class was again poorly at-

tended as far as numbers are concerned, one student attended

regularly every week from near the beginning of the year until

mid -May, when his work took him back to his home town of Peter-

borough, Ontario

.

In early October, by arrangement with their teacher, six

young students from a Metro-Toronto secondary school visited

Section headquarters for a briefing on the Party's principles

and program by Section Organizer W.B. Hendry. Comrade Hendry

reported that they asked some very Intelligent questions, and

he added: "Their expression of thanks, and eagerness to ac-

cept the free literature given them was most encouraging."

Section Vancouver reports that it operated with seven

members in 1975 but that three were out of town a good part

of the year, and that because of this shortage of manpower

the Section's activities did not measure up to the previous

year. Even so, door-to-door leaflet distribution totalled

42,300, and this resulted in twelve write-in contacts. A

bright spot was the sudden increase in Weekly People sales dur-

ing the last half of the year. $165.70 was collected on self-

service stands in spite of the usual vandalism. Also, 756

copies were sold in stores.

During the postal strike the Section received Its regu-

lar bundle of 200 Weekly People via Greyhound bus. Section

Organizer J. A. Fedoruk wrote: "This was not only expensive
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but very annoying. Canadian Customs at the border in Blaine,

Wash., hsld up the bundle, so it was necessary to drive there

each week In order to retrieve it. This was always a very

long and tedious procedure. The stupidity of the bureaucracy

la almost unbelievable,"

Section Vancouver's literature galea during the year

totalled $47.25. The Section was also successful in collect>

ing $64.92 from a Vancouver book store on behalf of New York
Labor News. This was a debt that should have been paid at

least a year ago, and, according to Comrade Pedoruk: "The

manager of the store apologized for the delay and expressed

his hope to do business with us In the future."

Comraae Minal, the Section's prolific letter writer,

wrote 156 letters to various newspapers throughout Canada and
the U.S.A. It Is not known at present how many were printed.

A highlight of the year was a successful arrangement made
by the Section to get the SLP on a Victoria, B.C. radio station
"open line" program last June, with Comrade Klllman from Wash-
ington as guest. Comrade Pedoruk reported that: "The ques-

tions or comments phoned in were mainly from cranks. Comrade
Killman had a tortuous trail to follow. Nevertheless, he did
manage to explain our program quite well, and struck a telling
blow at the 'Phony socialist* N.D.P. government of B.C."

^'^'' ^^ jjational Members-at-lar^e are more or less isolated
and removed from the mainstream of Section activities. Never-

theless, most keep In touch with Hational Office from time to
time ana several, notably Comrade Steve Gabow and Harold Row-
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bottom, live fairly close to Toronto and participate on occa-

sion in Section Toronto's activities^ while on the west coast

Comrade C.C. Roth of Hatzic, B.C., In the Fraser Valley, Is

able to visit our Vancouver comrades once in a while.

The Socialist Press Bulletin mall circulation Is again

down slightly as compared with the previous year. As of Jan-

uary, 1976 our mailing list for Individual copies was down to

339 from 338 in March, 1975- Bundle orders were down to 88

from 110. Total Bulletin expenses for 1975 were $1157-69.

Donations to the Bulletin fund were a total of $717.^5- We

continue to need more writers.

Leaflets printed during 1975 totalled 50,000, consisting

of 20,000 "Socialist Labor Party: Position and Program" on

bond (costing $7^3); and 40,000 of this leaflet in abridged

form^ on newsprint (costing $851).

Literature purchased by our National Office from New

York Labor News during 1975 totalled $78.15- Literature sales

totalled $105.73. National Office stock on hand at the end

of the year was approximately $315 In English language and

$50 in foreign languages.

National Contacts : At the end of the year National Office

placed an ad measuring about 3 lA ^ 5 inches in four maritime

province newspapers at a total cost of $280. The ad advertised

the pamphlet "Socialism: QUESTIONS Most Frequently Asked and

Their ANSWERS," also free literature. To date as a result of

these ads we have had four replies from Newfoundland, nine from

Nova Scotia and seven from New Brunswick, and have sold a total
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of $8.35 worth of literature. We hope some will request the

.S.P. Bulletin, also subscribe to the Weekly People . In any

case^ we feel that the response is encouraging.

Financial: During I975 National Office received $7278.48

and expended $7599.35. We are still solvent, but unless ris-

ing costs soon take a breather^ we will soon need greater con-

tributions than ever before from members and friends In order

to remain solvent.

To conclude . I won't dwell on our problems as I think

the American 3LP already has enough of its own to contend

with. However J I might just point out that there seems to

be a fairly large cloud coming up on our horizon in the shape

of the Ontario Election Reform Act, 1975. This was spotted

last September when Section Toronto fielded Comrade Shand in

the Ontario general election of that month. It seems that

Canadian reformers can be Just as zealous In undermining democ-

racy as are their American counterparts. Although Comrade

Shand represented the SLP in Rlverdale (Metro Toronto), he was

officially registered ae an INDEPENDENT candidate because the

SLP is not a registered parly in the province. But that's just

the beginning. The requirements for registration are all but

prohibitive for a party of our small numbers. So what about

the next Ontario election when the machinery of the Act will

presumably be In full swing, and what about the work of our

Party in Ontario generally? According to our "liberally-mind-

ed" Ontario legislators. New Democratic Party members among

them, the following provision, among other legalistic Jargon,
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shall obtain: "No political party and no person, corporation

or trade union acting on behalf of the political party shall

accept contributions for the purposes of the political party

or for the purposes of any constituency association or for

the candidacy of any persori at an election or for an election

campaign of any person unless the political party Is registered

under this Act." (My emphasis.) We took this matter up with

the Ontario CoimnlBBion on Election Contributions and Expenses

and were advised that the Act meant what It said, moreover

that the Commission had considered our letter pointing out

the Act's seeming denial of political democracy but "did not

feel any action by it was called for at this time."

Well, we shall see what the future will bring to Ontario

In the way of political suppression, and whether the federal

government will not soon follow suit with more reform of its

own to knock the minority parties out of the running. One

thing seems sure, that determined action by a united working

class is called for, and that very soon, if political dissent

is not to be gagged and the majority not to be mired in Indus^

trial feudalism. We believe with you that Socialist Industrial

Democracy is the hope of humanity, and towards the early real-

ization of that lofty goal the Canadian SLP extends to the SLP

of America in Convention assembled GREETINGS, and strong hopes

that your labors may be rewarded with every possible success.

Fraternally submitted,

[signed! Alan Sanderson

National Secretary

January 20, 1976
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National Headquarters

There would be little point to repeating here any of the

details relating to the move of our Hational Headquarters from

Brooklyn, New York to Palo Alto, California. All the impor-

tant details are already a matter of record, having been con-

veyed to the subdivisions and members via general letters and

the reports to the last two sessions of the NEC.

This does not mean that all members are aware of those

details. In fact, there can be little doubt that there are

members who are not aware of what goes on at National Head-

quarters and who does what there. Whether that is due to

their failure to attend section meetings, or to pay close at-

tention to the correspondence presented there, or to read the

proceedings of the NEC sessions and/or conventions, or to read

the Weekly People thoroughly, I cannot say. Perhaps all of

these reasons play a part.

I am, therefore, prompted to list again the members of

the staff and the department in which each of them works:

The Weekly People staff consists of Comrades Richard J*

Bell (D.J.B.)j Robert Bills (R.Bj, Mary Jane Grohs (N5,J.G.)

and Stanley Karp (S.K,).

The business office staff consists of Comrades Doris

Ballantyne, our bookkeeper, and James J. Horvath, who handles

the subscription department, assists Comrade Ballantyne and

helps out with the mailing of the Weekly People.

Comrade Ken Ellis la the Labor News shipping clerk and

the Weekly People mailing clerk.
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Comrades Donna Bills and Genevieve Gunderson are the

national office staff. (Until she was laid up with a bad back

in mid -December, Bessie Gabow worked in the national office

part-titne--four five-hour days per week.)

Comrade E.A. Swiatek is here for the duration of the cam-

paign as campaign manager.

Comrades Robert McLintock and Louis Llpcon help out con-

sistently on a voluntary basis. Comrade McLintock helps with

the Weekly People mailing and Comrade Llpcon keeps the Weekly

People file up to date*

Needless to say, the work of the members of the staff

is not confined to the department to which they "belong/'

Most of them are often called upon to help out elsewhere.

Incidentally, I also work at National Headquarters.

In Memorlam

It la always a sad and painful duty to report the names

of SLP comrades and supporters who have been claimed by death.

The list recorded below is distressingly lengthy. It affords

little consolation, and in no way minimizes the loss to our

Party, to note that the list covers a longer than usual per-

iod --from May, 1973 to the end of 1975-

In recording their names, we give recognition to all of

them as men and women whose character, integrity and devotion

to principle have earned our respect and a place in our mem-

ories .
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D,S. Tomcheff

Mildred Bopp

Raymond J. Gray

Milton Weinberger

Rose Weber

Matt Karlovlch

Rebecca Bama

Sarah Karp

Peter Goonis

Peter Anaatasoff

Vita Carnelll

Pete Buzoff J Sv

.

Abraham M. Scherzer

E.O. Larson

Peter Martlncek

W.C. Carl

George Williams

George Scheftel

Abe Fisher

Gust Evanoff

Jennie Sacrider

Christ L. Stoyanoff

Gladys Aronsen

Joseph Connolly

John Stoyanoff

Charles Murdock

Members

Sect. Cook County, 111.

Sect , 3t . Petersburg, Fla

Sect. Lynn, Mass*

Sect. New York, N*Y,

Sect. Milwaukee, Wis.

Sect, Mllwaukeej Wis.

Section New York, N.Y,

Sect. Philadelphia, Pa.

Sect. Wayne County, Mich.

Sect. St. Louis, Mo.

Sect. Rockford, 111.

Sect. Los Angeles, Ca,

Sect. New York, N.Y.

Sect. Tacotna, Wash.

Sect. Allegheny Co., Pa.

Sect. Los Angeles, Ca

.

Nat'l. m-a-1, Ariz.

Sect. Kings Co. , N.Y.

Sect. Milwaukee^ Wis.

Sect. St. Louis Co., Mn.

Sect. San Francisco, Ca

.

Nat'l. m-a-1. 111.

Sect. Oakland, Ca

.

Sect. Wayne Co. , Mich.

Sect. St. Louis, Mo.

Sect. San Francisco, Ca

-
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May 21, 1973

May 20, 1973

June 30, 1973

July 13, 1973

July 11, 1973

Sept. 7* 1973

Oct, 7, 1973

Oct. 19, 1973

Nov. 12, 1973

Oct. 2k, 1973

Nov. 14, 1973

Nov. 26, 1973

Dec. 14, 1973

Oct. 1, 1973

Oct. 1973

Feb. 4, 1974

Feb. 28, 1974

March 12, 1974

March 21, 1974

April 6, 1974

April 6, 1974

April 26, 1974

June 1974

July 1974

July 15, 1974

Joseph Koss

Oscar J. Burden

Christ Evanoff

Carl D. Corbln

Sture Tilly

0. Martin Olson

Ferdinand Seibert

Vellan Dlahlakoff

Rudy Koslc

Sarah Schneider

Joseph Rledl

Robert Hamilton

Max Lauer

Dan C. Morrill

Frank Landwehr

Anna Epstein

James Wagoner
(Arabadjieff)

Juliana Antonoff

Sophie Llpcon

Wm, Kelenlc

Peter Evanoff
(Pascal Vaneff)

Katie Grbavclc

Joseph Tasioh

Morris Cantor

Olaf Skoogfora

Fred Schnautz

Charles W.I,. Marret

Sect. Wayne Co., Mich.

Sect, Akron, Ohio

Sect. Wayne Co., Mich.

Sect. St, Joseph Co., Ind

Sect. Waltham, Mass.

Sect. Jamestown, N.Y.

Sect. Minneapolis, Mn.

Sect . Onond'aga Co. , N.Y.

Sect. Los Angeles, Ca

.

Sect. Oakland, Ca.

Sect. Akron, Ohio

Sect. New York, N.Y.

Sect. St. Joseph Co., Ind.

NatU. m-a-1, Virginia

Sect. Pontiac, Mich.

Sect. New York, N.Y.

Sect. St. Louis, Mo,

Sect. Los Angeles, Ca

.

Sect, San FranclacOj Ca

.

Sect. St. Petersburg, Fla.

Sect. Akron, Ohio

Sect. Cleveland, Ohio

Sect. Akron, Ohio

Sect. Gr. Miami, Fla

.

Sect. Philadelphia, Pa.

Sect. Evansvllle, Ind.

Nat ' 1 . m- a- 1 , Viy .
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Aug. 7. 197^

Aug. 25. 1974

Nov. 14, 1974

Oct. 2, 197^

Nov. 3, 197^

Feb. 15, 1975

Feb. 23> 1975

Jan. 20, 1975

April 26, 1975

June 1975

July 13, 1975

July 16, 1975

May 25, 1975

Aug, 5. 1975

Sept. 5, 1975

Sept. 7, 1975

Sept. 29, 1975

Oct. 1, 1975

Oct. 6, 1975

Oct. 8, 1975

Dec. 7, 1975

Nov. 21^ 1975

Dec, 14, 1975

Dec. 20, 1975

May 16, 1975

Oct, G, 1975



Sten Brandborg

James Kuroly

Elisabeth Mltlch

Ellen Lanneau

Steve Andrews

Peter Dlmich

Ma ry Papad opol os

Harry Pertlk

Anna Qalcocy

Lillian P, Shapiro

Jamea Murphy

Katie Thallander

Anton Kopcheff

Mark Kotur

Daniel Brezbrodica

Anna Kulusich

Patty Draatz

Joseph F. Sibley

Victoria Colich

David John Morris

Bruce Benson

Joseph Lenta

Theresa Gofcal

Stanley Gledich

Sympathisers

Rlchmondj Calif.

Wyandotte, Mich.

Akron, Ohio

Fayettevllie, Ark,

Edwardsville^ 111

,

West Wyoming J Pa,

Buffalo^ NY

Philadelphia, Fa.

Cleveland, Ohio

St . Petersburg, Fla

Hartford, Ct

.

San Francisco, Ca.

Chicago, 111.

Steubenville^ Ohio

Bronx, NY

Reseda, Ca

.

Minneapolis, Mn.

San Diego, Ca

.

St. Petersburg, Fla.

Gary, Ind

.

Denver^ Colo.

Milwaiikee, Wis.

St. Petersburg, Pla

.

Chicago, 111.

Jan. 1973

Aug. 1973

Sept. 5, 1973

Sept. 16, 1973

Nov. 10, 1973

April 17, 1974

July 6, 1974

Sept. 1974

Sept. 27, 1974

Sept. 27, 197^

Dec. 27, 1974

Jan, 17, 1975

Feb. 12, 1975

Jan. 30, 1975

April 18, 1975

May 7, 1975

June 9, 1975

July m, 1975

Aug. 4, 1975

Oct. 5. 1975

Oct. 28, 1975

Oct. 27, 1975
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Conclusion

Comrades: Many hoars of thought, discussion and reflec-

tion have gone into the preparation of this report. While we

would be less than candid if we denied experiencing occasional

periods of frustration and pessimism, it would be a mistake

to see this report as the product of those sentiments.

We believe that the picture of the serious problems pre-

sented here is as real as it Is threatening- In fact 1 per-

sonally believe I would be remiss in my duty and delinquent

both in my responsibility and loyalty to SLP principles If I

failed to present the situation with absolute frankness.

At two past NEC sessions I stated that what we. did or

failed to do would play a decisive role in determining the fu-

ture of the SLP. I repeat that statement to this national

convention. If I knew how to make It stronger, I would.

The national convention is the highest single body in our

Party, What better arena to thoroughly and frankly discuss

our problems, fully examine our difficulties and make a de-

termined effort to resolve them? To what other arena can we

turn for proposals and solutions?

We of the SLF confront more than one kind of problem, We

face the difficult tasks of proletarian revolution, and the

particular problems of our own organization. By the same

measure, our response must be of more than one kind. It must

be both individual and collective.

It must be Individual because those of us who have the
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capacity or the potential to serve the Party and our cause

must do BO, now. This is an Immediatej practical question

which cjan no longer be tabled.

Our response muat also be collective, because without the

alert J well-Informed, active support of the membership, no

individual efforts can sustain a revolutionary socialist par-

ty. CXir collective meinbershlp alone can provide the will and

determination that gives our movement life. To borrow De Leon's

words, they alone can serve "as the instruments of the revolu-

tion."

It is no easy task that confronts us. There are no ready-

made answers available, no outside agencies to turn to, no

substitutes for our own collective effort and determination.

As Comrade Arnold Petersen once wrote, "History will judge our

Party not alone as regards the merits of our program for a

new and infinitely higher social order, but also with respect

to ourselves as Individual members, living up to all its Ira-'

plications and obeying its Imperious and stern demands."

Many of us here have given years, some decades, of hard

work to the SoelaXlat Labor Party* We have come through many

difficult periods together, united by our common goal. All

those years of effort, the very existence of our Party, is

now on the line. Anything short of concrete steps forward

will be the equivalent of failure.

If we do our work well, if we respond as the Importance of

our Party demands, we will not only be able to leave this con-
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vention stronger than we came* we will make sure we return

again with a healthier, stronger organisation, better pre-

pared for the inevitable struggle ahead and closer to the so-

cialist world to which we are all cotnmltted

.

^Fral^rnally submitted,

National/^ecifetary

.

7^:-
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with the omission of the sections dealing with the 197^

National Campaign, Party Press, Party Finances, International

and In Memorlam, the reading of the report was completed at

3:35 p.m.

On n^otlon^, it vJaa decided that the report be disouased

before being referred to any coinmittee or committees.

On motion, discussion of the report was scheduled for

Sunday morning's session.

Since time permitted, the National Secretary rea<? the

section of his report dealing with the 19?6 National Campaign.

On motion, discussion of this section was also scheduled for

Sunday,

On motion, the rules were suspended and the convention

proceeded to the election of a Committee on the Availability

of National Candidates.

On motion^ it was decided to elect a committee of five.

The following were elected: Joseph Plrlncin (Ohio), Loula

Fisher (Illinola), Prank Glrard (Michigan), John O'Neill (Ohio)

and Robert Clement (New Jersey)

.

On motion, the rest of the agenda for the day was dis-

pensed with and the convention adjourned until Sunday, 9 a.m.

Morning Sesaloiij Sunday, ^^^jl^^^y_ ^

The convention was called to order by chairperson Taylor

at 9:15 a -m.

Alan Karp was elected chairperson for the day.

John O'Neill was elected vice chairperson of the day.

Oh roll call, all present.
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Minutes of aessions of Saturday, February 7 edopted as

read.

On motion, the convention went Into executive session,

Sergeant-at-arms reported credentials of all in atten-

dance had been checked . Two members who had forgotten their

membership cards had been vouched for. On motion^ these mem-

bers were admitted

,

On motion each delegate to be asked to comment on the

National Secretary's report section by section as presented.

On motion the discussion started with the introductory

section of the 'report.

On motion a ten-minute recess was taken at 11:20 a.m.

On roll call all present when the convention reconvened

with the exception of A. Babel who was recorded absent with

excuse because of Illness.

Sergeant-at-arms reported three members present without

membership cards but who were vouched for by others. On mo-

tion they were admitted-

Discussion of the introduction to the National Secre-

tary's report by the delegates continued until 1:30 p.m.

Motion made to recess until 3:00 p,m. and then proceed

with discussion of the next section of the report.

Before declaring the recess, the chairperson read com-

munications received from Monica Prince, SLP of Australia,

and Section St. Petersburg expressing best wishes for a suc-

cessful convention.
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Afternoon Session, Sunday^ February_8

The convention was called to order at 3:05 p.m.

On roll call all present except A. Babel who was absent

with excuse

,

Sergeant-at-arms reported another member present without

membership card but vouched for. Qn motion the member was

admitted

.

The discussion proceeded on the NEC portion of the Na-

tional Secretary's report.

A. Babel arrived at 4:00 p.m. and was seated.

On motion a 10-minute recess was taken at 4:55 p.m.

Roll call taken upon reconvening showed all delegates

present

.

Upon completion of the discussion on the section deal-

ing with the NEC, motion was passed that the sections on

State of Organization and the Editorial Department be ex-

cluded from the original decision to discuss each section of

the report In convention assembled before referring It to

committee

.

On motion it was decided to proceed with the election of

committees as on agenda.

1. Committee on State of Organization.

On motion this committee to consist of five members. The

following were elected: James Sim (Michigan), Arnold Babel

(New York), Julius Levin (New Jersey), Robert Mass! (New York)

and George S. Taylor (Pennsylvania).
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2. Committee on Party Press and Literature.

On motion this committee to consist of three members.

The following were elected: Bernard Bortnlck (Missouri),

Prank Glrard (Michigan) and Alan Karp (California),

3. Committee on Availability of National Officers.

On motion this committee to consist of three members.

The following were elected: Bruce Cosainl (Wisconsin), Peter

Kapitz (Ohio) and Vito DeLisl (Florida).

H. Committee on National Campaign and Related Hatters.

On motion this committee to consist of five members*

The following were elected: Herbert Stelner (California),

Karl Heck (Minnesota), Paul Barnes (Pennsylvania), Joseph

Sabato (Pennsylvania) and Constance Blomen (Massachusetts).

5. Committee on Constitution and Matters Pertaining Thereto.

On motion this committee to consist of three members.

The following were elected: Bernard Reltzes (New York), Louis

Fisher (Illinois) and James Horvath (Michigan).

6. Committee on Resolutions.

On motion this committee to consist of three members.

The following were elected: John Morris (Indiana), Edward

Gross (Illinois) and Robert Clement (New Jersey),

7. Committee on Platform.

On motion this committee to consist of five members.

The following were elected; Lowell Miller (Michigan), Robert

Massl (New York), John O'Neill (Ohio), Bernard Bortnlck (Mis-

souri) and Henry Killman (Washington).

On motion it was decided to elect a Gomralttee on Educa-
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cational Materials and Development, the committee to consist

of three members , The following were elected i Edward Wlzek

(California), Walter Steinhllber (New York) and Bruce Cozzinl

(Wlaconsln) ,

Motion made and seconded that all committee meetings be

open to all Party members for purpose of observation end com-

ment. Amended to provide that the committees shall reserve

the right to declare executive session. Motion passed as

amended

.

The delegates were polled for introduction of resolu-

tions. On call from the chairperson the following were sub-

mitted :

1. From Section Iios AngeleSj Calif. ^ per E. Wlzek^ resolu-

tion on SLP activity reports In Weekly People. Referred to

Committee on Party Press and Literature.

2. From Section Xxjs Angeles, Calif., per E. Wizek, resolu-

tion on local statements. Referred to the Committee on Party

Press and Literature.

3. From Section Los Angeles, Calif., per E. Wlzek, resolution

on activity and involvement of membership. Referred to Edu-

cational Materials and Development Committee.

4. From Alan Karp, Calif., resolution on Senate Bill S.l.

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

5. Prom Constance Blomen, Mass., resolution proposing a con-

stitutional amendment that would require delegates and NEC

Tnembera to call membership meetings following conventions and

NEC sessions. Referred to Committee on State of Orgahization.
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6. Prom James Sim, Mich., proposing that all references to

language federations be deleted from the Party's Constitution,

Referred to Committee on the Constitution.

7. From Section St. Louis, Mo., per Bernard Bortnlck:

a. Resolution proposing change in Article VII, Section 1,

of the Party »3 Constitution. Referred to Committee on Consti-

tution.

b. Recommendation that, if at all feasible, Nathan

Karp be nominated as presidential standard-bearer for the

Party's 1976 campaign. Referred to Committee on Availability

of Candidates.

c. Recommendation that, if at all feasible, Nathan

Karp should be nominated as Editor of the Weekly People . Re-

ferred to Committee on Availability of National Officers.

3. Prom Section Passaic County, N.J., per Robert Clement,

resolution on creating closer ties between the National Office,

the sections and the NEC member. Referred to Committee on

State of Organization.

The National Secretary recommended that the sections of

the report on the NEC and State of the Organization be referred

to the Committee on State of Organization. On motion so or-

dered .

The National Secretary recommended that the section on

the Editorial Department be referred to the Party Press and

Literature Committee. On motion so ordered.

The National Secretary recommended that the section on

1976 National Campaign be referred to the National Campaign
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Committee . On motion so ordered

.

9. From Section Grand Raplda, Mich., per Prank Glrard, pro-

posing that Article II^ Section 49 (a) of the Constitution

be deleted. Referred to Committee on Constitution,

10* Resolution from Illinois State Committee proposing con-

stitutional change to provide foi* national convention to be

held the year preceding a national election. Referred to

Committee on Constitution.

11. From Section Minneapolis, resolution regarding activity

within unions, etc. Referred to Committee on State of Or-

ganization.

12. The National Office submitted the following resolutions:

1

.

On Study of Convention Proceedings

.

2. On Membership Meetings Following Sessions of the NEC

3. On Class Struggles In Portugal.

4. On Capitalist Economic Crisis.

On motion all four were referred to Committee on Reso-

lutions.

13. The National Office submitted proposed changes in the

following provisions of the Party's Constitution:

Article Section

I
II
II
II
II
IV
V
VII
X
XI
XIII
XIII

1
8

;*7 d, f, g, h
48 c

49 a, b

9
10 a

13
1

3
3
5
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On motion referred to Committee on Constitution.

New Business .

Bernard Reltzes {New York) proposed consideration of the

advisability and practicability of holding SLP national con-

ventions more frequently than in national campaign years only

Referred to Committee on State of Organization*

On motion the convention adjourned at 8:45 p.m. to re-

convene at noon, Monday, Feb* 9,

Afternoon Sessionj^ Monday, February 9

The convention was called to order at 12:10 p.m. by

chairperson Karp.

Alan Karp was re-elected chairperson for the day.

George S. Taylor was elected vice chairperson for the

day.

On roll call all present.

Minutes of the sessions of February B adopted as cor-

rected ,

Report of committees .

Committee on Resolutions, R. Clement reporting:

1. Recommended that the resolution on Study of Conven-

tion Proceedings and the resolution on Membership Meetings

Following Sessions of the NEC be referred to the Committee

on State of Organization. On motion recommendation concurred

in.

2. Submitted the following resolution on Class Struggles

in Portugal:
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since April 1974, the Portugueae people, led toy the

Portuguese working class which forms a majority of the pop-

ulation, have been determinedly seeking a path out of nearly

50 years of fascist rule *

The overthrow of Portuguese faaolara, which was propped

up by the U.S. and NATO powers, by the political machine of

the Roman Catholic Church, and by a colonial empire In Africa,

represented a major setback for world capitalism and world

Imperialism,

While the immediate collapse of the fascist regime was

precipitated by the struggle of Portugal's African colonies

for independence, the anti-fascist military coup unleashed

a wave of domestic class struggle that has pushed Portuguese

society far beyond the objectives of the military elite. That

military elite, supported by the Portuguese capitalist class,

sought to Impose a neo-colonlallst settlement In Africa, to

reorgsniae Portuguese fascism in such a manner that its con-

tradictions would pose less of a threat to the underlying

class structure, and to provide the bourgeoisie with a "more

favorable" climate for capitalist development.

However, after 50 years of fascist oppression the wor-

kers and peasants of Portugal had their own goals* At a

furious pace the Portuguese people, especially the Industrial

workers J demanded more than a change of regimes for Portugal.

They pressed for real improvements in their conditions of

life, for real freedoms and democracy, and for real control

over the development of their society. Despite five decades
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of fascist propaganda, fostered illiteracy, and terror from

the secret police, the Fortviguese working class, almost in-

stinctively, came to realize that [the word for] what It want-

ed was socialism—the one hope of the oppressed proletariat.

From that point on Portugal became, and remains today,

a focus of the International struggle between proletariat and

bourseolsle. The fundamental contradiction between the two

majop classes in modern society raged again in a Western

European arena that had not witnessed such conflict for many

years

,

However, the goal of socialism ia not easily attained.

The Portuguese workers have encountered many obstacles in their

way as they sought to find a road to socialism.

In addition to the burdensome legacies of fascism, the

workers' struggle was hindered by the continued efforts of

Western capitalism, including the U.S. and the CIA, to sup-

port the most reactionary elements in the country and defeat

the workers' advance. As usual the U.S. government has pur-

sued a policy in the Imperialist interests of the U.S. cap-

italist class, a policy that Is in direct conflict with the

interests of the majority of the Anerican people who are wor-

kers and who only stand to gain if the Portuguese working

class gains its freedom.

On the other hand, the imperialists of the Soviet Union

saw an opportunity to pursue their imperialist designs In

what was once a "Western stronghold." Their interference and

maneuvering have proven once again that the U.S.S.R., which
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parades under the naine of socialism, is an enemy to workers*

movements everywhere

.

While many bourgeois and reactionary elements, such as

Qeneral Spinola, have been exposed and chased from the coun-

try, many of these elements remain and continue to seek a

full restoration of bourgeois, or even faaclat* control,

Even more damaging, the workers suffered from the com-

pletely unreliable, reformist and opportunist "leadership**

Of the Communist and Socialist Parties who vie for the role

of political arm of the military hierarchy that controls the

government. The SP wants to establish a "liberal" capitalist

society complete with ties to Western imperialism. The CP

wants to establish a repraaaive bureaucratic state society com-

plete with ties to Soviet imperialiam. Neither of these two

parties can lead the workers to socialism.

The successes the working class has had in meeting many

of these threats is known to all those who have followed

their struggle. They have beaten back rightist attempts to

regain power* They have guarded against foreign penetration.

They have rallied against repression from the various pro-

visional governments.

Host Important, however, is the fact that the Portuguese

working class has made significant progress toward building

its own Independent organizations without which socialism is

Impossible. In the workers council movement the embryos of

a socialist Industrial-type government emerged. This move-

ment is still developing and its gains are still fragile. But
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already it has verified two basic principles of socialism.

One, the Portuguese workers have affirmed that the eman-

cipation of the working class must be the classconscious act

of the workers themselves

Two, they have shown that the establishment of socialism

depends on building new forms of proletarian government to

replace the claaa state through a political and industrial

movement that places all power and social control In the

hands of the working class directly.

While currently suffering from a renewed rightist of-

fensive, the Portuguese working class is far from defeated.

Although it la too early to say whether final victory can be

won, the Portuguese workers, have already demonstrated their

courage and their contribution to the cause of international

socialism.

Therefore, the Socialist Labor Party of America, in sea-

sion at its 29th National Convention, resolves:

1. That the SLP declares its solidarity with the workers of

Portugal in their struggle against the Portuguese bourgeoisie

and all its allies.

2. That the SLP condemns the intervention of the imperialist

superpowers in Portugal which Is directed iigainst the best

interests of the proletariat*

3. That the SLP condemns the antl -working-class maneuvers

of the Communist and Socialist Party leaderships

.

4. That the SLP supports all those elements in Portugal

honestly working to build a movement based on the workers coun-
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cllSj the important organs of working-class organisation

that must be expanded and consolidated, and the one possible

basis for establishing socialism.

5. That the SLP realizes that the Portuguese working class

must settle matters for itself and that no outside force can

direct or liberate it.

6. That this resolution be disseminated as widely as possi-

ble as an example of the SLP's support for the cause of so-

cialist internationalism.

Fraternally subiaittedj

Robert Clement
John M. Morris
Edward C. Gross

Committee on Resolutions.

The committee's motion to adopt was seconded. Amended

to add the words "the word for" following the word "that" in

the 12th line of the fourth paragraph, as indicated in brack-

ets above. The amendment carried. The resolution as amended

was adopted.

Don Chamberlain^ fraternal delegate from Canada^ inform-

ed the convention that It would soon be necessary for him to

return home and asked for the privilege to address the con-

vention at this time* The request was granted. Chamberlain

then addressed the conventlonj among other things, conveying

the fraternal greetings and good wishes of the SLP of Canada.

fi. Bortnick and R. Masai submitted their resignations

from the Platform Committee because they were preoccupied

with work on other committees. On motion both resignations
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were accepted.

Sid Pink was elected to the Platform Committee.

On motion the convention recessed at 2:10 p,m, to recon-

vene at 6 p.m.

Evening Session, Monday, February 9

The convention was called to order at 6:03 ?">• by

chairperson Karp.

On roll call all present with exception of R. Clement

and L. Miller, both of whom arrived shortly thereafter.

Sergeant-at-arms Kenneth Ellis asked to be relieved

because of other obligations. He also reported that sergeant-

at-arms R. Beaudette had had to leave. B, Fresser was ap-

pointed sergeant-at-arms

.

Reports of committees .

The Committee on State of Organization reported progress.

Committee on Party Press and Literature, B. Bortnick reporting:

1. Reported progress on several of the matters that had

been referred to it.

2. Recommended nonconcurrence in Section Los Angeles'

resolution on SLF activity reports in the Weekly People. On

motion the recommendation was concurred in.

The Committee on the Availability of National Officers

reported progress*

Committee on the Availability of National Candidates, L. Fisher

reporting:

Your Committee on the Availability of National Candidates
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has Interviewed some members and wishes to Inform the con-

vention that there are members available who would be willing

to act as national candidates.

iPraternally submitted,

Louis Plsher
Joseph Plrincln
John O'Neill
Prank Glrard

On motion, the report waB accepted.

Motion made and seconded that the committee Inform the

convention of the names of those who had Indicated willingness

to serve as national candidates, if nominated. The motion

failed.

The Committee on Constitution and Related Matters re-

ported progress

The Committee on Platform reported progress.

The Committee on Educational Materials and Development

reported progress.

The Committee on National Campaign reported progress.

Motion made and seconded that the nomination of national

candidates take place after the Committee on National Cam-

paign has rendered its report. Amendment to include the re-

port of the Platform Committee failed. The original motion

carried

.

Motion passed to adjourn and reconvene at 1 p.m. Tuesday

and that the first order of business be the report of the Com-

mittee on National Campaign,
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Afternoon Session, Tuesday, February 10

The convention was called to order at 1:05 p,m. by

chairperson Karp*

Alan Karp was re-elected chairperson for the day.

aoorge S. Taylor was re-elected vice chairperson for

the day.

On roll call all delegates were present.

The minutes of the Monday sessions were adopted as read.

Report of Committees .

Committee on 1976 National Campaign, J. Sabato reporting, sub-

mitted the following report

:

The 1976 national campaign presents Itself to the working

class so thoroughly wrapped In restrictive, undemocratic, un-

constitutional legislation that the Party must seriously con-

sider whether in some cases the ballot has become a means to

drain the efforts and resources of our membership without any

real advantages. The limited availability of signature gath-

erers and campaign workers and the Increase in many states of

the number of signatures required, along with the restrictive

campaign finance laws all combine to force us to be very care-

ful in determining what states we will attempt to place the

Socialist Labor Party on the ballot; being concerned not to

expend all of our resources on that attempt alone and neglect-

ing or In other ways allowing our other important agitational

and educational activities to suffer.

While there still remains a degree of access to the bal-

lot in some states, your committee recommends that the Soclal-
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l3t Labor Party conduct an active presidential campaign by

uaing both the ballot and write-in for that purpose.

Therefore your committee recommendB that the Party make

an all-out effort to get on the ballot In as many states as

possible within our financial and manpower resources.

In reviewing the ballot requirements efforts be made in

those states where we have a fair chance for succsess. Those

states are: Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,

Minnesota, New Jersey, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin, New

Hampshire, Rhode Island, Delaware and North Dakota.

Your committee recommends that we engage in write-In cam-

paigns In the following states : California, Pennsylvania,

Georgia, Massachusetts, Ohio, Oregon, Arizona, Florida and

wherever else possible*

TourlnR Presidential Candidates

Instead of touring the candidates In the traditional

manner, the tours of the candidates should be centered in the

greater populated areas for longer periods of time. This

would constitute a considerable savings of human as well as

financial resources.

It l3 therefore recommended that an Itinerary be arranged

that will allow maximum exposure to each candidate on TV,

radio, schools, picnics, socials and maet-the-candldate type

programs

.

We recommend : That each subdivision be urged to obtain

free radio and TV tlmej that the national organization pur-

chase radio and TV time and place ads in public and college
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newspapers.

The celebration of the revolution of 177^ will provide

a high degree of potential for agitation through inany means.

Leaflet distribution is one. To facilitate mass leaflet dis-

tribution throughout the country your committee recommends

that SLP Campaign 1976 organize traveling leaflet distribution

crews wherever feasible.

We recommend a goal of 5,000,000 leaflets be set by the

convention for distribution.

Your committee concludes that the national campaign of

the Socialist Labor Party in 197^ will be the most crucial one

ever waged--crucial In regard to its efforts to organize the

working class as well as to the organization itself.

The issue Is not merely prolonged existence of an ob-

solete criminal system, capitalism, but the survival of the

human race

.

If the Socialist Labor Party is to remain the Marxian/

De Leonist vanguard of the working class, it must prove it-

self to this task by making an effort of the greatest magni-

tude. It means that every SLP man and woman throughout the

land must give their very best to this campaign,

In this bicentennial year of the American revolution,

the SLP campaign must utilize every possible opportunity to

instill In the minds of the workers the need to build for

socialism In l975--the need to organize and take over the in-

dustries and to issue a new declaration of independence on a

higher plane--the independence of labor from capital.
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Fraternally submitter?.

Herbert Steiner
Karl Heck
Paul Barnes
Joseph Sabato
Constance Blomen

Committee on National Campaign.

On motion paragraphs one, two and three- were adopted as

read.

On motion paragraph four was amended to read as follows:

"In reviewing the ballot requirements, we believe we have a

fair chance to get on the ballot in the following states:

Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, New

Jersey, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Rhode

island, Delaware and North Dakota. Depending on manpower avail

ability, your committee also recommends New York, if possible."

On motion paragraph five was amended to reed as follows;

"Your committee recommends that we engage in write-in campaigns

in as many states as possible."

On motion paragraphs six through fourteen were adopted

aa submitted

.

On motion the entire report was adopted as amended.

On motion the nomination of national candidates was set

for 1:00 p.m., Wednesday, February 11,

At 2:35 p.m. the convention recessed for ten minutes.

Called to order at 2:45 p.m. On roll call all present.

Committee on Resolutions, R, Clement reporting, submitted the

following resolutions

:

1. On Bill S.l
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Symptomatic of the prevailing and increasingly reac-

tionary tendencies of capitalist society is the fact that the

bicentennial commemoration of the founding of America's po-

litical democracy finds virtually all bourgeois democratic

rights to be on the very brink of extinction.

For proof of this, one need only take note of reports

published dally in the capitalist press and emanating con-

tinuously from the halls of capitalism's highest legislative

and executive bodies. Such reports document the chilling de-

tail and extent to which our democratic freedoms have been

subverted by the activities of those very institutions and

agencies which have been entrusted with their protection.

These reports demonstrate further that such activities have

infiltrated virtually every facet of American life.

In the name of maintaining domestic tranquility, the

FBI and other government agencies have kept dossiers on mil-

lions of Americans, while subjecting groups and individuals

in any way questioning the status quo to electronic surveil-

lance, physical harassment and general intimidation^

In the name of protecting America from its foreign ene-

mies, the CIA has undermined democratically elected govern-

ments, waged world-wide covert military operations and plot-

ted the assassination of foreign leaders.

In the name of fulfilling America's commitment to defend

democracy, the government has waged imconstltutional war in

Southeast Asia*

In the name of election reform, the Congress has opened
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the public; treasury to the two major parties, and in so doing,

has not only discriminated against minority parties, denying

them the financial resources necessary to conduct their po-

litical campaigns, but also imposed bureaucratic regulations

which threaten to all but eliminate opposing viewpoints from

the American poiltlcal scene

.

In the procesa, such activities have not only undermined

our individual and collective freedom, but have also exposed

bourgeois democratic precepts and institutions as expedients

of ruling-clasa interests rather than the practical embodiment

of democratic Ideals.

However, paat efforts to circumscribe our constitutional

rights may appear lolld In the face of what is to come. Such

is the inescapable conclusion when one finds the Congress , in

the form of Its current consideration of Senate Bill S.l, on

the verge of legislating a sweeping repeal of what is left

of America's political democracy.

By Incorporating provisions too numerous to fully cite

here. Bill S.l would effectively abrogate the Bill of Rights

in the name of "codifying, revising and reforming" a vast body

of federal law. Typical of the bill's broad and loosely word-

ed provisions are those which would make Illegal virtually

any attempt to amend or change our present form of government.

For example, the bill's section 1103 constitutes a direct

attack on Article V, the amendment clause, of the Constitu-

tion and typifies the threat poaed by the bill to constitution-

al liberties. It declares: "A person is guilty of an offense
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if J with intent to bring about the forcible overthrow or

destruction of the government of the United States or of any

state as speedily as circumstances permit, he: (l) incites

other persons to engage in conduct that then or at some future

time would facilitate the forcible overthrow or destruction

of such government: or (2) organizes, leads, recruits mem-

bers for, or participates as an active member of an organiaa-

tlon or group that has as a purpose the incitement described

In Far. (l)." (Emphasis ours.)

Under the terms of this provlBlonj whereby virtually any

criticism could be construed by the government to be an "in-

citement" that "would facilitate" Its overthrow or destruc-

tlohj such an "offense" would be punishable by 15 years in

prison and/or a $100,000 fine.

In like manner, othenprovlslons of the law would severe-

ly erode our right to free speech, free press, free assembly,

and Individual privacy. Government wire-tapping would be

permitted whenever the President discerns that there is "dan-

ger to the structure" of government. The right to a free and

unobstructed press would be curtailed by making it Illegal to

reveal any Information which the government classifies as

secret, even If the information ^was not lawfully subject to

clasaificatlon at the time." It would become illegal to

cross a state line, use the mails, or make a telephone call

to help promote or plan a "riot," a "riot" being defined by

the proposed law to Include a gathering of five people that

creates a "grave danger" to property. And these provisions
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represent only a small fraction of the nearly 800-page content

of this reactionary bill.

Of course, there exists among the ruling class that ele-

ment, also profeasing public outrage at the threat which il-

legal B^vernment activities and bills like S.l pose to our

constitutional liberties, which contencJs that such threats do

not flow from any fundamental defect in the American system

but rather reflect the actions of a few overzealous bureau-

crats and politicians. Accordingly, we are told that legis-

lative safeguards can be introduced and/or rewritten to bring

about a "proper balance" between our individual freedoms and

the requirements of government.

One would have to be naive to believe that. The fact

is that the reactionary trend of recent years has been aided

and abetted by both major political parties. Bill S.l is

only the culmination of this trend. Originated under the

presidency of Lyndon Johnson by a conunlssion headed by the

liberal ex-governor of California, Pat Brown, rewritten by

John Mitchell and Richard Klelndienst under the Nixon adJnin-

istration, and currently sponsored In Congress by such reac-

tionaries as Senators Hruska and Eastland and such reputed

liberals as MLke Mansfield, it Is a brutal manifestation of

bipartisan ruling-class political interests.

Accordingly, the trend toward repression In America

must be viewed not as the Incidental falling of a fundamen-

tally sound democracy, taut as the inevitable reaction of a

ruling class confronted as it is by a restless and potentially
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revolutionary working class in an era of social anarchy and

collapse.

As such, this reactionary trend cannot be overcome by

turning to the legislative bodies which the ruling class is

so effectively using to its advantage. Indeed, legislative

prohibitions of government attempts to suppress our rights

inevitably result in the establishment of legal bases upon

which previously illegal activities become acceptable under

certain conditions.

However, there is a force far greater than legislative

pressure that the American working class can mobilize in de-

fense of its individual and collective rights. By organ-
. ^ their ,, ^^izing ^ collective economic might, workers can successfully

challenge and overturn the concentration of wealth now pro-

viding the base for the political power wielded by the cap-

italist state. In so doing, the working class can end the

threat of totalitarianism by destroying the material founda-

tion of the power and Influence used by the ruling class to

impose it

,

Furthermore, by instituting a worker-controlled indus-

trial democracy in place of corrupt and outmoded bourgeois

democratic institutions, workers will not only secure pre-

viously acknowledged rights, but also extend democracy to

include the vital sphere of economic life. In this manner,

the American working class ca^ not only stem the rising tide

of oppression, but also transform the hypocritical pretenses

of bourgeois democracy into a reality of security and free-
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doiB for all,

Fraternally submitted,

John Morris
Edward Gross
Robert Clement

Committee on Resolutions.

Motion passed to strike from the resolution all refer-

ences to "bourgeois/' "bourgeoisie," etc., and substitute

"capitalist," "capitalist class," etc. On motion the reso-

lution was adopted as amended.

2. On Capitalist Economic Crisis

For the past two years the capitalist economy has been

beset by its worst crisis since the Great Depression of the

thirties. By the winter of 1974-1975, the "recession" had

become a full-fledged crisis of major proportions. The un-

mistakable signs of a capitalist crisis of "overproduction"--

overstuffed inventories, production cutbacks and wholesale

layoffs—were evident everywhere.

With millions of working people living in shabby tene-

ments and crumbling houses, the construction industry virtually

shut down.

With the nation's transit system in desperate need of

reconstruction, the transportation industry slowed down,

throwing as many as 40 percent of the nation* s auto workers

off the Job.

With urban decay spreading and pressing educational

needs unmet, social services and school systems were drastical-

ly reduced

.
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In short, with tens of millions of Americans lacking

the basic essentials of life, the nation's economy was op-

erating at less than three-fourths of its capacity. Why?

The answer is not hard to find. Capitalism has always

been and remains a system In which the enormous wealth pro-

duced by the working class constitutes a problem; not be-

cause it can't be used, but because it can't be sold at a

profit. The capitalist market, limited by the wages of the

working class, which represent but a fraction of its total

product, is unable to absorb the mountain of commodities pro-

duced for sale.

This basic contradiction is at the heart of the disas-

trous slump of the past two years.

In addition, the recent crisis saw new signs of capital-

ist stagnation emerging. The traditional outlets for cap-

italist surplus began to show their limitations.

The new markets, both foreign and domestic, which cap-

italism needs to survive, have been glutted by an unparalleled

period of capitalist expansion. Where International markets

and potentials for capitalist Investment do appear, such as

in the Middle East, they are the focus of intense, war-breed-

ing competition among all the class-ruled nations of the world

which rest on the same foundation of wage-labor exploitation.

Even more striking has been the inability of capitalism's

other major prop-~inflatlonary atimulatlon--to fully solve

the problem of capitalist surplus. With each year, ever

larger doses of inflationary stimulation have been needed
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to Htave off oollaps^^ Tliia Id no longier a tempflrary^ stop-

gap measure, but a pennanent feature of capltaliaiQiQ ehronic

crises. Despite the Pofd acliiiliilatrati<m'a pr«tenoi0n3 to

^fiscal conaftrvetlam, " it has been forced to eubralt the la^e-

est budgets and d&flelts In peace ti^ne history*

But even this has not been enough. The curauXstlVti

thr&at of years of monetary ^e^aaeraent thi*eatena the very

atructitre of the capitalist seoncany, and has thrown capitalist

govarnment Into fiscal erlala at all lavala, Instead of esc-

panding government employment and social services to cushion

the Impact of th* econoa;lc erlsia, the state itself has been

Imposing austerity, layoffs artd cutbacks. The fiscal baala

for Keynealan manipulation and Its political fioURtfirpart,

**liberal reformlam, '' la mere tenuoua than aver*

Throui^QUt thia entire p&rled, caplt^llsM hea not only

dlsplayatJ Ita anareiv and profit greed, but haa revealed ita

cle3S nature at every turn, it Is the working class that haa

suffered the Inaecurlty, the poverty and the increased ex-

ploitation that plagkte waga-workera widep eapltaiiqm,

While hourgeola economlsta ai*e airaady proclalratng ^t^-

Govery," this has only further expoaed the system's claas na-

tttre. By massive layoffs * apeed-up and government aubsidiea,

the capitalist class haa Indeed isaen able to "recover" a mea-

sure of ita profit health. Its share of the Wealth stolen

from labor Is recovering at a rapid rate.

But for Workers, there is no recovery In aight. Unam-

ploypoent Mill remain at depression levels iiidaflnltely. Mll-
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lions are passing through the ranks of the reserve army of

the unemployed Into permanent poverty. InaecUrit^j lower liv-

ing standardSj increased exploitation and other hardships,

ehoM no aigna of ending.

If thfl past ia any guide j the working class will re-

sist these haf*d ships vith the weapons they have at hand> and

in line with the level of organization end understanding which

they possess. Yet this is not enough. As the complete cap-

itulation of the proeapitallst unions has ahown In this crlaia,

workers are not currently organised well enough to take ef-

fective defensive actions, let alone malce real progress toward

getting to the heart of their problema.

Therefore J the SLP in session at Its 29th National Con-

vention resolves:

1. That the capitalist source and class nature of this ec-

onomic crisis be made clear to workers at every opportunity^

2. That the one solution to repeated and worsening crises

la the complete overthrow of the oapltslist system of pro-

c^uctlon and its replacement with a aociallat economy based

on worlur control of the tools of productlonj democratic in-

dustrial administrationJ production for use and collective

ownership of all the means of production and exchange-

3^ ^hat In order to achieve thia goslj, the working class

must orgai^lze politically Into a party of its class to con-

front the power of the capitalist claaa and its state On the

political field.

k. That the workere must organize their classwide strength

in a classconsoioue industrial union tnovement, that alone

1SS
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can present a united resistance to capitalist exploitation

while atnaaslng the numbers and the knowledge required for the

final establlshtnent of socialism.

Pratsrnally submitted

,

John Morris
Edward Gross
Robert Clement

Committee on Resolutions.

On motion the resolution was adopted as submitted-

The Committee on Availability of National Officers, no

report

.

The Committee on Availability of National Candidates, no

further report.

The Committee on Constitution reported progress.

The Platform Committee reported it would be ready to re-

port later in the evening.

The Committee on Educational Materials and Development,

no report

,

At 3:20 p.m* a 3<^-ininute recess was declared. Convention

called to order at 4;15 p.m. On roll call all present.

Committee on Party Press and Literature, B. Bortnlck reporting;

On motion executive session was declared and the sergeant-

at-arma instructed to check the membership cards of all pres-

ent.

Bortnlck then submitted the following report

:

Report of Committee on Party Press and Literature

Dealing with the article on
"The Transition to Soclallam"
In Nov. 15, 1975 Issue of Weekly People
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Part I

1, Was there anything wrong in the article?

Your committee after a careful reading of the article

found it to be In accord with Marxlam-De Leonlsm.

The subject Is introduced by three paragraphs. The first

emphasises the need for the Party to be alert in correlating

tactics and existing material conditions- The second directs

our attention to two Issues upon which tactics devolve--vio-

lence and legality- -while citing current events that have

brought the question of both to the fore. The third intro-

duces the issue of violence by hlatorloal examples of peace-

ful and violent revolution and emphasizes that the important

point J historically. Is not violence vs. peaceful revolution

but the "class content" that evokes both.

Under the heading of "Violent Posturing" follow four

paragraphs. The first explains the familiar charge and the

posturing that link violence with militancy and revolution-

ists. The second refers to this as characteristic of the

petty bourgeois mentality which has been so prevalent in the

U.S. over the past decade. The third emphasizes the non-Marx-

ist character of such posturing, the decisive relationship In

the development of the tools of production and class relations

j

the importance of organizing the working class both politically

and economically, while openly educating them, "and the im-

portance of avoiding suicidal attacks on the most powerfully

armed ruling class In history," ending with the petty bour-

geoisie mentality Ignores the industrial basis of modern mili-
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tary power.

The fourth paragraph scores the ecle&tlclsm of the

phony revolutionary who acclaims "the rhetoric of the strategy

of I People's War»" as the way to socialism while In reality

fueling state repression and Isolating the proletariat from

revolutionary enlightenment.

The subheading "Pacifist Error" contains four paragraphs.

The first defines pacifism as "idealist bourgeois ideol-

ogy" which leaves the worker defenaeless, nourishea illu-

sions that reduces violence to inborn human traits, and fet-

ters the working class with a moral code that can only follow

the end of class-dlvlded society. The second emphasizes that

pacifism subordinates tactical questions determinet3 by the

very nature of the revolutionary working claas^ to pie-in-the-

sky principles^ and feeds additional illusions about mili-

tarism, cloaks the material basis of moral concepts, and stunts

the growth of a revolutionary proletarian movement.

Now follow the two critical paragraphs that form the

basis of Comrade Steiner»s primary objection.

The third declares that in the U.S. today Marxisra-De

Leonism avoids an exaggerated emphasis on either a peaceful

transition or a violent struggle but turns to the crucial

Issues of building the political and economic organization

of the working class, with primary emphasis on the former.

Finally, the fourth summarizes that "revolutionary prog-

ress" while best employing peaceful and legal means today may

find that tomorrow it need "resort to the last resort and
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physically mop the earth with the barbarian capitalist class"

as De Leon stated in "As to Politics." Then, it Is again

restated that socialists reject both sending workers into

"suicidal battles" and emasculating the revolution with "pa-

cifist Illusions."

Question of Legality subheads four paragraphs.

The first establishes the context of the use of the terra

legality, which finds Its Justification in the Inherent right

of every oppressed class to overthrow its oppressors.

The second paragraph cites the quotation of Engels in

the Preface to "The Class Struggles in Prance" that elaborates

the thesis of paragraph one wherein Engels refers to "The

right to revolution- . .as the only real historic right upon

which all modem states rest..."

The third paragraph demonstrated the application of this

principle with the example of the founding of the American

bourgeois republic, and the incorporation of this "right"

into the Declaration of Independence.

The fourth concludes that to pretend that the right to

revolution rigidly aligns itself with the precepts of bourgeois

legality makes It a mockery and courts revolutionary impotence.

In "Summing Up," three paragraphs summarize the preced-

ing discussion in these terras:

The first reiterates that both organizational and edu-

cational agitation can today best proceed along legal and

peaceful avenues, but tactical circumstances dictated by

today's material conditions should never be allowed to deter-
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mine the revolutionary needs of our class.

The second paragraph refers to Engel^ insight into the

subservience of tactics to goal when he demonstrated howj with

the arrival of universal suffrage, the German and European

proletariat could progress with greater strides, while he

avoided the pitfalls of political and parliamentary reformism.

The concluding and final paragraph to the article quotes

Engela as pointing out that though the ballot is working well

for the working class in CJermany during his time, and choking

the capitalists, by no means does this exclude renouncing the

use of Illegal means if material conditions change.

Fart II

In its report J the Weekly People staff noted that the

correspondence regarding the article "On the Transition to

Socialism" touched not only on questions of tactics but also

on the nature of criticism. Indeed, it may well be said that

questions on the latter constitute an aspect of this issue

having equal if not greater significance than the specifics

of the Party's stand on tactics. And, in view of the fact

that a considerable portion of the correspondence on the ar-

ticle in question has dealt with this more general topic, the

committee offers some thoughts and conclusions on this matter.

Considerable comment has been directed by Comrade

Steiner to the WP staff's reference to dogmatism in its Nov.

15 statement replying to Comrade Steiner's criticism. Your

committee wishes to state for the record that, in its opinion,

the WP staff did not directly accuse Comrade Stelner of being
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a dogmatist. What the staff did do, however, was charac-

terise the arguments used by Comrade Stelner on this specific

issue as being dogmatic. We believe that the application of

the word dogmatic to an individual or to a line of reasoning

are two different things and, certainly in this case, the

distinction between them is evident.

Based on his correspondence and statements made before

this committee, we conclude that Comrade Stelner failed to

perceive this distinction, thus regarding the staff's use

of the word "dogmatic" as personal Invective. Yet, even

Comrade Steiner himself is ambivalent on this point. In his

Jan. 27 letter, pg. Il4 of the appendix to the Nat»l. Secy.'s*

report. Comrade Steiner writes, "l have no quarrel with the

term 'dogmatism' but what I reject is the labeling of my

criticism as dogmatic. I consider the charge 'inaccurate,

unsubstantiated and misapplied.' A conflict of views should

not degenerate into name calling," As to Comrade Steiner's

characterization of the staff's reference to dogmatism as

"name calling^' your committee wishes only to again state its

disagreement and its conclusion that this assertion by Com-

rade Steiner reflects inferences neither intended nor implied

However, like Comrade Stelner, your committee has "no

quarrel" with the term "dogmatism" and did consider whether

or not it is in fact applicable to the criticism presented

by him. Your committee concurs in the WP staff's contention

that it is.

This conclusion Is based, in part, on the appearance by
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Comrade Stelnei* before your committee. In which he was unable

not only to present how he arrived at hla critical conclusions

but also to clarify what his criticisms were in the first

place. For example, much reference Is made to the use of De

Leon's statement from "As to Politics." Your committee re-

mains unclear as to the specific nature of Comrade Steiner»s

criticism. The closest he could come in that regard was to

aay that he felt the quote contributed to the article's "vague-

ness" and that it was subject to misinterpretation.

If J as Comrade Stelner suggested j he was merely express-

ing a subjective preference on a minor point, we would be in-

clined to let the matter rest whether Comrade Steiner's point

were clear to U3 or not. That he regarded this as more than

merely a "subjective preference" or a minor point however la

borne out by the fact that this criticism was accompanled--

though in our opinion not supported-'-by an extensive aeries

of quotes which formed no definable line of argumentation.

To a large extent then, the committee was confronted with

vague, unsubstantiated criticisms regarding points over which

Comrade Steiner was nevertheless, markedly "disturbed,'* as he

put It

.

Based on our discussion with Comrade Stelner, the com-

mittee can report his contention that his correspondence cor-

rectly reflects long-standing Party policy on the question of

tactics. The committee however is forced to conclude that

what Comrade Steiner did was to state a conclusion however

nebulous in the belief that It was correct, and to then prp-
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ceed to assemble quotes from highly regarded sources .which

would by inference rather than substance lend weight to that

preconceived conclusion. We concur with the WP staff that this

process constitutes dogmatism.

That dogmatism has concrete detrimental consequences is

reflected In the lack of clarity, and to the extent that it

Is not vague, faulty statements which characterise the criti-

cism under consideration. We do not for a moment suggest that

the shortcomings of Comrade Stelner*s criticism are unique

in our Party nor do we attribute the shortcomings to any sin-

ister motives or even a conscious intent or any other thing.

However even if .this were a case of honest error. It is one

which must be addressed and collectively rectified If we wish

to maintain the validity of Party stands. Indeed one danger

of unchallenged dogmatism lies in the fact that honest mem-

bers can unintentionally perpetuate incorrect positions which

could readily be challenged if warranted by the facts.

Cme other matter which may properly come linder the heatJ-

ing of "the nature of the criticism" is Comrade Steiner»s com-

ment that the article's opening paragraph creates by inference

the impression that "...[the Party) must begin to [examine

and re-examine tactical questions] now." We concur with the

WP staff that this inference originates solely from Comrade

Stelner himself. However, even if Comrade Steiner ^s inference

were correct, in otir opinion It would hardly constitute a

point deserving criticism. On the contrary, your committee

supports the idea that examination and re-examlnation not only
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I
of tactical, but of any and all gul^stantive issues begin now.

Though this has always been the Party's stand in principle,

it has not as Comrade Steiner suggests j been so In practice.

In support of this fact we need not repeat but do cite the

material provided In the National Secretary's report.

Part III

Your committee has taken note of Comrade Steiner*s call

for censure of the WP staff, a case in effect rejected by

the majority of the NEC. It Is the majority opinion of this

committee. Comrade Girard dissenting, that motions of censure

are not in order on any counts.

Part IV

With regard to the organizational procedure used by the

National Secretary, your committee unanimously agrees with the

National Secretary that his submission of correspondence to

the NEC and the NEC Subcommittee was fully in accord with

long-established Party procedures.

Fraternally submitted,

Bernard Bortnlck
Alan Karp

Committee on Party Press
and Literature.

On motion part 1 was adopted as submitted*

On motion action on part 2 was postponed pending further

consideration.

At this point Paul Barnes (Pa.) informed the convention

that he was 111 and requested that he be permitted to withdraw

and that alternate delegate Edna Barnes be seated In his place.
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On motion, Barneses request to withdraw was granted.

On motion (at 5:05 p.m.) the convention recessed until

7:00 p.m.

Evening Session, Tuesday, February 10

The convention was called to order at 7:10 p.m. by

chairperson Alan Karp, continuing in executive session.

On roll Call H. Klllman was reported ill and absent with

excuse. All others present. Edna Barnes presented her cre-

dentials and was seated as a delegate from Pennsylvania,

The Committee on Party Press and Literature, B. Bortnlck

reporting, submitted the following additional report

:

Majority Report of the Committee
on Party Press and Literature

Re Article In WP "On Transition to Socialism"

Your committee submits the following additional findings:

1. The article is a correct statement of the Party's

position on tactics.

2. Comrade Steiner's critlclBm falls, as noted by the

WP staff, "to present specific argument, develop it fully and

connect It to the article under dlacussion,"

3- Within the context of the article the use of De Leon's

quote from "As to Politics" is not subject to misinterpretation

4. De Leon's quote from "As to Politics" is not sym-

bolic but is a literal recognition of the fact that the tactic

of armed force could be dictated by specific circumstances.

5. We cohcur with the WP staff that "Comrade Steiner has

presented a dogmatic criticism that neither addresses the ques-
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tlon at hand nor contributes to a clarification of the Issue."

That ISj w& agree that he has provided a 'Mechanical recita-

tion of passages instead of the systematic application of

Marxlsm-De Leonlsm,"

6. We emphatically reject Comrade Stelner»a call for

censure of the WP staff. In our opinion, the staff's reply

to hia criticism confined itself to a discussion of the issue

on its merits.

7. We agree with the National Secretary that his sub-

mission of correspondence to the NEC and NEC Subcommittee

Is In accordance with established Party procedure.

Fraternally sul^mltted^

Alan Karp
Bernard Bortnick

Committee on Party Press
and Literature.

On motion the report was acted upon seriatim. Items

one, twoj three^ four and five were adopted as read. During

the discussion on item five, chalrpei'son Kai*p surrendered the

chair to the vice chairperson Taylor, Karp resuming the chair

after item five had been adopted. Items six and seven were

also adopted as read, On motion the report as a whole was

adopted as submitted.

The Committee on Party Press and Literature also reporl>

ed on Section Lob Angeles's resolution on "Section Statements

for Local Distribution." The section's resolution read as

follows

:

Recommend that sections be permitted to Issue manifestos
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on local issues for publication In local newspapers and dlstrl

butlon at local public affairs. These manifestos subject to

NEC approval if time permits.

Note; We encourage writing letters to the editor and

participation in call-in programs by Individual members on

behalf of the SLP. It seems the collective wisdom of the sec-

tion would be a safer guide for Involvement on local issues.

It is true that there is an element of danger here--that

the section may not issue as clear and accurate a statement

as could be done by the NEC. Criticism will follow and we

will learn to do better and become more self-reliant. So

long as we adhere to fundamental principles, any error will

be in emphasis or Judgments and would not be fatal in prin-

ciples so long as the facts are correct. The alternative is

lost opportunities of involvement In local Issues for which

there is no appropriate leaflet, or to supplement a general

leaflet with a local section statement

.

The Committee on Party Press and Literature submitted

the following report and recommendations

:

Re Hesolution from Section Los Angeles, Calif, on "Sec-

tion Statements for Local Distribution."

Your committee recommends concurrence subject to the

following considerations

;

1* The section qualifies their resolution with "subject

to NEC approval if time permits," Although there are sections

that may have qualified members capable of drafting faultless

Party statementSj the exceptions to this are more niimerous.
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Are we therefore to permit some sections to engage in dis-

tributing local statement£i while others not? Certainly this

vtould not he advisable. Ther-eforej we recommend "if time

permits" he dropped from the resolution.

2. In this connection we note that a recent Inquiry

from the Press Committee regarding the advisability of sections

lifting material from the Weekly People was answered by the

NEC Subcommittee accordingly: that aections should cheolc with

the National Office before incurring the expense.

3. We recommend that if a section has composed a state-

ment they would like di3tribute<3 locally that they send it

by mail to the editorial desk of the WF for review, give It

two days for passage in the malls, and phone the National Of-

fice for a brief discussion on its merits or fault and if it

is approved then it can be published

.

Fraternally auhmitted,

Bernard Bortnick
Alan Karp
Frank Girard

Committee on Party Press
and Literature.

On motion the conmlttee's report was acted upon seriatim.

On motion item one was approved. On motion item two was re-

jected. On motion item three was approved* On motion the re-

port as amended was adopted.

Committee on Constitution, B. Reltzes reporting:

Your committee has reviewed the revisions of the Party's

Constitution suggested by the National Office ana submits the

following recommendations:
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Art. I, Sect. 1. Substitute the word "Office" for "Sec-
retary."

COMMENT: In the listing, the National Office would
appear to be more in line with the rest of the subdivisions.

On motion approved.

Art. II, Sect. 8. Reword the section as follows: "The
Section shall adopt an order of business including, but not
necessarily limited to, the following:"

COMMENT: There appeals to be little point to making
the entire order of business Inflexible. The sections should
be permitted to suit the order of business to local conditions
so long as they Include those items that are considered essen-
tial to all subdivisions.

On motion approved

.

Art II, Sect. 8 cont'd. Delete "New members" and "Par-
ty press and literature," and the numbering.

COMMENT: "New members" can be handled under "New busi-
ness" and "Party press and literature" can be handled under
"Reports of committees" or under "New business" depending on
the nature of the matter brought up. The order of the items
of business should be left to the sections, hence the numbers
should he deleted.

On motion approved

.

Art. II, Sect. 47 (d). Delete the last phrase, "and
there only."

COMMENT; The three words are redundant.

On motion approved.

*

Art. II, Sect, kj (f). Delete the entire section.

C0MP1ENT: It is rather naive and unrealistic; leads to
needless controversy because of its unintended implications
In many cases it is simply ignored.

On motion approved.
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Apt. II, Sect. 47 (g). Delete the entire paragraph.

COTMENT: This too is unrealistic and unenforceable.
It serves no useful purpose while creating (frequently) a bad

IropresBlon with newcomers.

On motion approved

.

Art. II, Sect. 47 (h). Delete the entire last sentence

COMMENT: This kind of thing presents a practical prob-
lem that should be handled by the instructor. Codifying it

in the Constitution serves no practical purpose.

On motion approved.

Art* II, Sect. 48 (c). Place a period at the end of the
word "Section" and strllce the. rest of the paragraph.

CC^WEMT: ThiSj too, presents a practical problem that
should be handled by the moderator. Codifying it in the Con-

stitution serves no practical purpose.

On motion approved

.

Art. IIj Sect. 49 (a) and (b). Delete both paragraphs.

COMMENT: Paragraph (a) bespeaks a lack of confidence In
membera' capacity to handle such matters. Moreover, It is

based on the questionable premise that economics courses are
a greater source of miseducation and/or misinformation than
history coursesj social studies courses, or a host of other
courses offered by such "institutions of public education."
(This amendment was also suggested by Section Grand Rapids,
Michigan.)

Paragraph (b) shuts off what may be legitimate oppor-
tunities to good SLP work at some colleges, so-called "free
schools and/or unlversltlties," and even at community educa-
tional projects that function in some areas today. Whatever
problems "labor colleges" may have once presented, they are
not a problem today.

On motion approved

.
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Art. IV, Sect* 9. Delete the reference to "State Con-
vention, in both places

.

COMMENT: This Is a sweeping prohibition, enacted about
40 years ago in response to a statewide disruption. Today,
however, it inhibits and discourages what could be construc-
tive and enlightening discussion that could be of benefit to
the members and the Party alike. Most members cannot attend
national conventions. Where else but at a state convention
can they have the opportunity to discuss and exchange views
with members outside their immediate areas?

On motion approved.

Art. V, Sect. 10 (a). Delete the phrase "in May."

COMMENT: The scheduling of NEC sessions should be kept
flexible. The time restriction has caused problems more than
once.

On motion approved

.

Art. VII, Sect. 2. Change the figure 20 to 15.

COMMENT: The Party's desperate need to develop a more
responsible, experienced membership to share decision- and
policy-making responsibilities demandsa substantial Increase
In the number of those involved in such endeavors on a Party-
wide as well as on a local basis. This proposal would pro-
vide for such an Increase.

On motion approved

.

Art. VII, Sect. 3. Delete two sentences beginning "The
delegates" and ending with "the other" and add following at
end of paragraph: "The process of nomliiation and election of
delegates shall be submitted to the Sections first, after com-
pletion of which the same process with respect to alternates
shall be submitted. State Committees and Sections shall con-
vene special meetings if such are necessary to establish or
meet deadlines in any phase of these processes."

On motion approved.

Art. VII, Sect. I3. Hephrase as follows: The proceed-
ings of executive sessions shall be published separately from
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the proceedings of sessions open to the public ^ and shall be

issued to the members in suitable form.

COMMENT: This is simply Intended to put the msttep gram-

matioally.

On motion approved.

Art. Xj Sect. 1. Delete words "and National Convention
cSelegates" and add following paragraph: "The fare of Nation-
al Convention delegates shall be defrayed from the same fund
providing doing so does not conflict with federal or state
laws."

On motion approved.

Art. XI;, Sect. 3. Insert the words, "Between conven-

tions," at the beginning of the section.

COMMENT: None should be necessary, the intent being
self-evident

.

On motion approved.

Art. XIII, Sect. 3 (a). Delete entire final line of
paragraph beginning with "be..." and add following: "be by
secret ballot. Those charged with furnishing such ballots to
members and tabulating their results shall record the number
of ballots furnished and east."

COMMENT: Experience attests to the fact that this pro-
vision has an intimidating effect. Why should the Party not
have a secret ballot?

On motion approved. (George S- Taylor requested that he
be recorded as voting "no" on this proposition.)

Art. XIII, Sect. 5. Insert the words, "The latest edi
tion of" at the beginning of the section.

On motion approved.

With regard to the motion submitted by Comrade J. Sim to
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have all references to foreign language federations deleted

from the Party's Constitution, your committee recommends its

adoption, the reasons for not having done so before no longer

likely to be present now.

On motion approved.

*

As for the similar recommendations of Section St. Louis,

Mo. and the Illinois State Committee with respect to possibly

holding, national conventions at which national candidates will

be nominated, etc., in the years preceding national campaign

years, your committee feels that thlSj as with other proposals,

should be deferred until this convention decides on how fre-

quently national conventions will be held hereafter.

On motion approved.

•

Fraternally submitted,

Louis Fisher
J.C. Horvath
Bernard Reltses

Committee on Constitution.

Upon the call of the chair for the introduction of reso-

lutions for referral to appropriate committees. Prank Girard

(Mich.) introduced a "Resolution on Earlier Disruptions," calling

for a review of "all cases within the last ten years of former

members who were expelled from the Party for attacking the N.S.

[National Secretary] or the Party Organization or Party policy

or who resigned in criticism of these." On motion, the reso-

lution was not concurred in.
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L. Plsher (ill.) submitted a proposal from the Illinois

State Conwilttee that "nesative voting on balloting for can-

didates for S.L.P, offices be ellmlnat^a." On motion the

proposal was rejected.

James C. Horvath (Mich.) moved that "the entire Weekly

People staff be given a vote of confidence for the good wortc

they have accomplished under the most trying circumstances

in thsae past few years^ and that they have expressed the

Marxian-De Leonlat analysis befitting our times." The motion

carried

.

At 10:25 P*m. motion carried to adjourn and reconvene at

12 noon, Wednesday and to proceed with the following order

of business: Report of the Committee on State of Organization

until 1 p.m.; nomination of national candidates at 1 p.m.;

continuation of consideration of the report of the Committee

on State of Organization, if necessary; report of Committee

on Party Press and Literature^ Election of Party Officers.

Afternoon Session, Wednesday, February 13.

Convention called to order by chairperson Alan Karp at

12:05 p.m.

Alan Karp was reelected chairperson for the day. Oeorge

S. Taylor was reelected vice chairperson.

On motion the convention went into executive session.

On roll call all present except H. Klllman, J, 0»Neill

and N. Karp. Klllman was absent with excuse, being ill. O^Neill

and Karp arrived shortly after roll call.

Archie Simm presented his credentials as alternate dele-
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gate in place of James C. Horvath who was unable to attend

the afternoon session. On motion A. Sim was seated.

The minutes of the Tuesday, February 10 sessions were

adopted as corrected.

Reports of Committees .

Committee on State of Organization, Robert Massl reporting,

presented the following resolution on the failure of the NEC

to fulfill its constitutional obligations:

The National Executive Committee is the highest govern-

ing and directing body of the Socialist Labor Party between

national conventions* The duties imposed upon this body are

both serious and extensive. They include overall responsi-

bility for addressing anca attempting to solve the problems

facing our organization.

The NEC does not have the right to ignore any of its

constitutional obligations nor to shift those responslbllltie;

onto other Party officers. Members of the NEC are expected

to treat their duties as their prime obligation. They do

not do so when they apply less than their complete abilities

to their tasks or give them only pro forma attention. If,

for any reason, they cannot meet a responsibility, it la In-

cumbent upon them to explain the reasons and to propose cor-

rective measures. The NEC must be a vibrant living organism

at the helm of the Party.

Instead, the NEC has failed to perform Its constitution-

al duties. The details of thia are provided in the report to

the national convention by the National Secretary and in the
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cozreapondence between the National Secretary and members of

the NEC contained in the appendix to the report. They are too

lengthy to be reiterated here. But a brief summary of the

abrogation of its constitutional duties follows. Among other

things :

1. The NEC has failed to diligently attempt to appoint

an editor.

2. It has failed to maintain responsive correspondence.

3. It has failed to initiate actions and to make policy

decisions.

Therefore > be it resolved that

1. This convention agrees that the NEC has failed to

perform its constitutional obligations and notify the sections

accordingly,

2. Gonaiderlng the closeness and Importance of JiEC elec-

tions the convention directs the National Office to submit

the proceedings of the convention to the membership at the

earliest possible date.

3. The National Office is to delay the submission to

the sections of nominees for election to the NEC until after

the proceedings of this convention have been distributed to

the membership and until after they have had reasonable time

in which to discuaa the facts and issues.

h, A3 part of special sessions set up to diacuss the

convention, the sections are to study the NEC section of the

National Secretary's report and are to consider the implications

of this section in voting for NEC members.
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5. Members are to be cautioned on their choice for the

NEC. This should be made only after consideration of the facts

and views found in the convention documentation. No one should

be nominated or elected solely because he or she is a long-

time faithful and active member; certainly not because the

member was the only one who volunteered or because it has be-

come habitual to elect this person. Consideration must be

given to the individual's ability to actively direct Party

activities as a member of the NEC> the member <s analytical

capability (vital In forming policy), the willingness of the

individual to work and, in some cases^ past performance on

the ^EC.

6. We recommend concurrence with the section of the Na-

tional Secretary's report dealing with the NEC.

Fraternally submitted,

Hobert E. Mass!
Arnold Babel
George S. Taylor
James Sim
Julius Levin

Committee on State of
Organisation.

On motion the resolution was acted upon serlatlmj as

follows:

Paragraph one concurred in.

Paragraph two concurred in.

Paragraph three concurred in.

Item one under paragraph three concurred in.

On motion action on the committee's report was suspended

to permit nominations to be made for national candidates.
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On motion the convention went out of executive session.

On motion a rive-minute fecess was declared.

Upon reconvening, John O'Neill (Ohio) placed the name

of Julius Levin In nomination as candidate for President of

the United States. Approved imanlmously.

The chairperson called upon Levin to address the conven-

tion. Levin delivered a brief acceptance address.

Joseph Plrlncln (Ohio) placed the name of Constance Blomen

in nomination as candidate for Vice President of the United

States. Approved unanimously.

The chairperson called upon Blomen to address the conven-

tion. Blomen delivered a brief acceptance address.

Both candidates were then excused to meet the press.

On motion the convention declared executive session and

resumed consideration of the report of the Committee on State

of Organization, specifically the resolution on the NEC

Item 2 under paragraph three , concurred in.

Item 3 under paragraph three concurred.

Resolve No. 1 concurred in.

Resolve No. 2 concurred in.

Resolve No. 3 concurred in.

Resolve No, 4 concurred In.

Resolve No. 5 not concurred in.

Resolve No. 6 concurred In.

On motion the resolution on the NEC vjas adopted as amended.

The Committee on State of Organization submitted the following

resolution on annual national conventions, changes in NEC pro-
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cedures and membership study classes :

Over the past four decades the Party, in both structure

and substance^ has undergone a progressive deterioration that

has reached what appears to be a final crisis point at the very

same moment In history when the capitalist system Is apparent-

ly entering a final phase of decline and when great opportun-

ities for the development and expansion of a revolutionary

working class movement are tragically being allowed to slip

by because of our internal weakness as an organization.

The National Executive Committee, the Party's governing

and policy-making body, has failed to meet many of Its con-

stitutional obligations and to perform its executive duties

properly. It has evolved Into a passive body, aloof from the

membership and unresponsive to its needs, that merely endorses

measures recommended, or ratifies actions already taken, by

the National Office. With respect to the selection of NEC

personnel, the membership in general has failed to utilize

the Information available to it in evaluating the performance

of NEC representatives or to seek out more adequate methods

of obtaining such information.

It is clear from the present situation of the Party that

the membership at this time Is both absolutely too small, in

terms of its actual numbers, and relatively too small, in

terms of the proportion of active members in its ranks. Con-

sequently, the Party is in grave danger of being rendered in-

capable of maintaining a sound and viable revolutionary organ-

ization.
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Furthermore* the present membership, because of a laxity

toward continued study and critical reflection, has fallen

into a state of theoretical stagnation that has in turn re-

sulted In the development of a dogmatic outlook and a sharp

decline in effective practical Party work.

This internal decomposition of the body of the Party has

led to a situation, no longer tolerable, wherein an ever in-

creasing and unaupportable burden has been shifted to the

National Secretary, the National Office staff and the staff

of the Weekly People. And this in turn has resulted In a dis-

astrous breakdown of the lines of internal Party communication

and organizational procedure and discipline. It has also

created a situation that is a menace to the very existence

of the Party in that because of its lack of adequate numbers

and the inactivity of a large portion of the membership, the

Party is unable to readily fill vital posts both locally and

nationally so that even a minimum level of operational co-

hesion can be maintained.

There is an obvious need to improve the quality and quan-

tity of Party activity, to raise the level of comprehension

of Marxian science among the membership and to increase the

size of the membership. And because of the complexity of the

issues and problems that confront the Party at this time in

history, there is also a need to develop a greater and more

direct involvement of the membership in the decision and

policy-making process at the highest levels.

Therefore, be It resolved:
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1, That the SLP henceforth conduct annual national

conventions

j

2, That regular NEC sessions be conducted once every

year between national conventions;

3» That the National Secretary be required to deliver

a formal report only to a national convention;

4, That NEC members be required to Initiate discussion

with the sections within their respective regions on the con-

tent of each NEC session shortly after such session takes

place;

5- That significant NEC correspondence be published

annually;

6, Upon receiving the printed proceedings of NEC ses-

sions and national conventions, each section is to hold a spe-

cial meeting for the purpose of membership discussion of the

various matters raised and to exchange views, raise questions

and otherwise study and evaluate those proceedings;

7* That the sections arrange special meetings at which

diseusaiona Bre to be conducted on Party activity and theoret-

ical questions;

8. That the sections conduct periodic study classes for

members using Marxian literature as a basis of discussion; and

9. That the membership be reminded that it has the duty

to remove any elected Party official whom it finds is not ful-

filling his or her constitutional obligations.

Fraternally submitted.

[Committee on
State of Organ-
ization]

Hobert E. Massi
Arnold Babel
George S, Taylor
Julius Levin
Jaraea Sim
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On motion the six introductory paragraphs were approved

and the resolves taken up seriatim.

Resolve No, 1 concurred In and referred to the Committee

on Constitution for implementation.

Resolve No. 2 concurred in.

Resolve No. 3 concurred In and referred to the Committee

on Constitution for implementation. ,

Resolve No. H amended to provide that "any expenses in-

curred are to be paid by the National Office, if necessary."

On motion approved as amended.

Resolve No. 5 concurred in.

Resolve No. 6 concurred in.

Resolve No. f concurred in.

Resolve No. 8 concurred in.

Resolve No, 9 concurred in.

On motion the resolution was adopted as amended.

The Committee on State of Organization submitted the follow-

ing resolution on membership revitalizatlon:

The proceedings of this 29th National Convention reveal

to us
3

in a most shocking manner, that our Party has been In

a state of steady decline for many years. This decline has

now reached a point where the continued existence of the Party,

as an active, effective means of propagating a program to eman-

cipate the working class is in serious Jeopardy. Our National

Secretary! s report shows that this crisis is evident at all

levels of our organization. It cites the dangerous decline

in membership In the Party which, if permitted to continue.
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would eventually, and probably a lot sooner than moat of us

might expect, result In the demise of our Party, There is

a breakdown of communication within our organization, and a

general lack of adequate response of members to fill various

posts, such as writers, speakers, study class Instructors,

organizers, state secretaries as well as national officers

and national organizers. The report also points to the lack

of membership involvement in the study and application of

Marxlsm-De Leonlsm and that this has led to sterile, dogmatic

approach to many vital problems that confront us. We need

to constantly question and reevaluate our organizational struc-

ture, tactics and also our assessment of other groups in these

constantly changing situations throughout the world. Our

failure as a Party to adopt this approach has contributed in

large measure to the general decline of our Party. Our Na-

tional Secretary stressed this point In his report where he

says that "A revolutionary party, such as ours, can experience

a profound decline" because "it adopts, and fails to correct

methods of theoretical and practical work which destroy its

effectiveness," and he logically concludes that "the sole

method by which a revolutionary Party corrects its mistakes

is to engage in self-criticism and the collective correction

of errors ."

Believing that the National Office is most able to

help guide the general membership in correcting these defi-

ciencies, we recommend that they Issue a guide on the study

of Marxism-De Leonlsm, especially as it relates to organiza-
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tlonal and theoretical matters and that this project be given

a high priority.

Fraternally submitted,

Arnold Babel
Julius Levin
James Sim
George S. Taylor
Robert E* Massl

Committee on State of
Organisation.

On motion the resolution was adopted aa submitted.

The Committee on State of Organization submitted the follow-

ing resolution on study of convention proceedlnga

:

The proceedings of the 29th National Convention provide

a concise and accurate picture of the critical problems fac-

ing the SLP. In order to resolve these problems, which In-

clude practical and theoretical matters that affect every

aspect of our Party's work^ It ig necessary to have the most

thorough understanding and discussion possible of the current

situation. Every SLP member must be involved in this process.

It I3 also clear that earlier' efforts to describe the

difficulties confronting our Party have not received the study

and evaluation, nor elicited the response necessary to assure

a thorough examination of the situation. Some members have

not read earlier reports, others have not discussed them,

others have not acted to correct the problems cited in them.

This situation must be changed if we are to succeed in build-

ing up our Party.

Therefore be it resolved:

1. That upon receiving the printed proceedings of this
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convention, including the report prepared at National Head-

quarters, each section meet in regular or special session if

necessary, to discuss the various matters raised at the con-

vention, the various actions taken, and to exchange views, raise

questions and otherwise study and evaluate those proceedings.

2. That a brief summary (1-3 typed pages) of the res-

ponses and proposals of the section be drawn up reflecting

the various reactions of the section members. Such summary

to be approved by majority vote as a fair representation of

the section's discussion.

3. That this be done within one month of receiving the

convention proceedings.

4. That such summaries be forwarded to the National

Office, which In turn shall circulate the various responses

among the membership, thereby initiating an exchange of views

on internal Party matters

.

5. That if this process proves fruitful and constructive.

It may by virtue of a section proposal and approval by refer-

endum vote, be continued as a new channel of communication

among Party members

.

Fraternally submitted,

Arnold Babel
Julius Levin
James 31m
George S, Taylor
Robert E. Massl

Committee on State of
Organization.

On motion the resolution was adopted as submitted.

Ctt^ motion a ten-minute recess was declared at 2:30 p.m.
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Convention called to order at 2:40 p.m. On roll call

ail present except H. Killtnan, absent with excuse (111).

The Committee on State of Organization recommended noncon-

currence with Section Passaic County's resolution auggeatlng

yearly general membership meetings in the ten NEC regions,

publication of abbreviated NEC Subcommittee minutes and other

ideas Intended to promote "closer ties between the National

Office, the sections and the NEC members." On motion the

committee's recommendation was concurred in.

The Committee on State of Organization recommended that

Section Mlnneapolls>3 resolution proposing the establishment

of "a committee to deal with organizational questions of

•new unions,'" etc., be referred to the NEC, On motion the

committee's recommendation was approved.

The Committee on Party Press and Literature submitted

the following majority report (F. Oirard dissenting):

Re Article Appearing in the May 10,1975 Issue of the Weekly

People "The Vietnamese Victory"

We have reviewed the article, "The Vietnamese Victory,"

and related material including that material and the report

of the Weekly People staff.

Your committee recommends

:

1, We concur with the article and the position endorsed

by the NEC; that is we agree that '\
. .socialist, (especially

aoclaliats in the imperialist countries) [have] an obligation

to support the right of oppressed nations fighting for national
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self-determination; that Vietnam was such a case^ and further,

while the conflict had a dimension of Sovlet-U.S. imperialist

contention, this did not alter the main character of the war

which pitted progressive Vietnamese nationalism against U.S.

imperialism."

Furthermore we agree that the Party's previous position

contradicted ",..the most basic premise of Marxism, namely

that the course of history is shaped by class struggle between

oppressed and opporessor. Instead it [contended] that his-

tory la shaped by the antagonism or contention of ruling classes

among themselves."

2. In view of the fact that at the recent NEC session

the NEC expressed "
. . ^virtually no recognition or admission

that a change [In past policy] was occurring and [that] sever-

al NEC members expressly tried to deny on the floor that such

was the case," your committee wishes to state for the record

that a change In Party policy and abandonment of an earlier

Party position is in fact what is at issue here.

3. Since this reversal of position was made virtually
the

without debate on the part of the NEC and In^absence of any

subsequent comment from the subdivisions, we recommend that

all sections reexamine their [the] position on this issue at

the earliest opportunity and submit a summary of commentary

to the Weekly People staff.

4* Since the lessons of this issue are not confined

solely to the case in point, we recommend that review of

Weekly People articles and Party positions generally be made
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as a regular^ part of every aecitlorte work. In keeping with

the spirit of this recommendation we urge that the "resolu-

tion on Increasing and Improving Party activity" recently

adopted by the SLP of California be endorsed by this conven^

tion.

Fraternally submitted

^

Alan Karp
Bernard Bortnick

Committee on Party Press
and Iriterature

.

On motion item 3 was amended by striking the words ^*and

submit a summary of commentary to the Weekly People staff" at

the end of the paragi^aph.

On motion Item 3 was further amended by substituting the

word "the" (see bracket above) for "their" in the next to last

line.

During the debate on the above resolution A. Ksrp sur-

rendered the gavel to vice chairperson Taylor In order to par-

ticipate in the discussion.

On motion the majority report was adopted as amended.

A. Karp resumed the chair.

The Committee on Platform^ S. Pink reporting, recommend-

ed that the convention readopt the 1972 National Platform and

that the National Office prepare campaign statements [leaflets]

for circulation during the campaign. On motion the report was

re
accepted and the Commendations concurred In.

No other committees being ready to report, a recess was

declared at 4:10 p.m. to reconvene at 7 p.m.
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Evening Sesslonj Wednesday, February 11

The convention was called to order at 7:15 P-m- in

executive session. On roll call H. Klllman (still ill), F.

Olrard and J. O'Neill were absent. Girard and O^Nelll arrived

later

.

The Committee on State of Organization, R. Masai report-

ing, submitted the following resolution on Party's positions:

In the view of this committee It la clear that from a

review of the occurrences at the most recent NEC session of

May 31-June 2, 1975 and the measures adopted by that session,

analysis set forth in the Weekly People on certain world events

over the past year and opinions expressed at, and resolutions

adopted by the present national convention, there has been a

marked shift In the application of Marxlat-E>e Leonist princi-

ples and analysis by the SLP. This is in no way to be con-

strued to mean that the Party has In any way modified its fim-

damental Marxian basis or that it has changed the basic De

Leonist principles and program that are the very essence of

its being as a revolutionary socialist organization. However,

the Party, In its statement on Vietnam (as delivered at the

aforementioned NEC session), its statement on Portugal (as

expressed in a resolution already adopted by this convention)

and statements made on a number of topics recently covered

in various Weekly People articles, has broken with certain

traditional habits of thought and re-evaluated and clarified

Its positions onfflaHy [several! subjects.
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Until this national conventionj howeverj it is apparent

that there has not been any formal recognition and approval of

this trend by any policy-making body of the Party. The need

for such an acknowledgment is of obvious Importance. This la

especially true in times like these when the Party Is engaged

in a critical reevaluatlon and reassessment of positions of

great importance to both the Pai:*ty and the working class.

Therefore be it resolved

:

1. That this convention acknowledges that a significant
change in the Party* s analysis of present conditions has in-
deed occurred;

2. That this convention considers that change to be the
result of an Improved application of Marxian analysis

j

3. That this convention concurs In this development.

Fraternally submitted,
James Sim Arnold Babel Julius Levin
Robert E» Massi George S< Taylor

Committee on State of Organization,

On motion the word "several" (see brackets above) was
substituted for the word "many" in the last line of the first
paragraph. On motion the resolution was adopted as amended.

Masai noted that the committee had not dealt directly with

the problem of adding people to the National Headquarters staff,

suggesting that the National Secretary be requested to comment

on this subjects The National Secretary stated that four mem-

bers had offered to come to work at the National Headquarters

In the near future In various capacities. Arrangements in this

connection have begun. He added, however^ that these additions

to the staff would not immediately resolve the problems In the

editorial office, specifically the absence of an editor.

The Committee on Availability of National Officers, Bruce

Cozzlni reporting, reported that one member was available to

serve as National Secretary if nominated and elected.
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On call for nominations, Cozainl placed the name of

Nathan Karp In nomination for National Secretary,

On motion the vote on Karp was postponed until after

the Committee on Availability of National Officers had

reported . The committee then reported as follows

!

This committee, after interviews with the National Sec-

retary, several members of the National Office staff, a num-

ber of NEC members, and a number of people suggested as pos-

sible candidates for national officers, summarizes our cur-

rent situation as follows:

It is physically impossible for the current National

Secretary to continue for any length of time in his dual

role as both National Secretary and a supervisor of the pub-

lication of the Weekly People. Although a small number of

members have been identified whose capabilities would allow

them to assume one of these positions, none of these, for

family, professional, financial or personal reasons is im-

mediately available. Serious consideration is still being

given by a few individuals, but their problems are (again)

such that there Is no guarantee of solution in the very near

future

.

While it may be hoped that the addition of the four mem-

bers who have recently expressed their wllllngjiess to Join

the National Office staff may remove some of the burden of

work from the National Secretary, the burden of dual respon-

alblllty is still intolerable. Hopes that those currently on

the staff or presently to join the staff may develop the
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needed attributes for one of these offices present no solu-

tion to the current problems j whatever promise they may hold

for the future.

The committee strongly urges those who have been con-

tacted in this regard to continue working towards the goal

of making themselves available to the Party. The committee

also urges all members to take the responsibility of evaluate

ing the capabilities of themselves and their fellow members,

and to suggest those whose talent or potential measure up to

the standards required for National Office positions to their

NEC member for consideration.

In apite of the difficulties under which the National

Office and the Weekly People staff have had to operate, the

recent improvements of the Weekly People have been remarkable,

and deserve expression of appreciation by this convention.

It is with all of these considerations in mind that this

committee recommends that the current organization of the

staff of the Weekly People continue, on a temporary basis, un-

til suitable persons can be found to man either the position

of Editor of the Weekly People or the National Secretary.

Fraternally submitted,

Bruce Cozzini
Peter Kapits
Vlto DeLisi

Committee on Availability of
National Officers.

On motion the report was adopted and the recommendation

concurred In

,

Nathan Karp was unanimously elected National Secretary.
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The members of the Committee on Constitution were excused

so the committee could complete Its work.

The Committee on Educational Materials and Development,

E. Wizek reportinsj submitted the following report:

In keeping with the National Secretary's report on the

importance of the continued education of and study by the mem-

bership (page 14): "in fact, a more active participation by

the membership as a whole in the internal organizational life

of the Party, and inthe political debate and education needed

to keep a Marxist party healthy. Is essential If we are to

find a way out of the current dilemma," your committee makes

the following recommendations :

1. The NEC shall form an Educational Materials Subcom-

mittee responsible for the development and dissemination of

educational materials within the Party, in much the same way

as the Esperanto Committee functioned.

2, The duties of this committee shall be:

a. To make available for sections' use tapes and

other educational materials from the files of the Nation-

al Office;

b. To encourage sections to participate in the fur-

ther development of a correspondence study coxirse;

c. To encourage sections to develop educational

audio-visual materials for use in schools and study classes;

d. To encourage sections to develop new educational

materials

.
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Fraternally submitted,

Walter Stelnhllber
Bruce CosEini
Edward Wlzek

Committee on Educational
Materials A: Development.

On motion the report was adopted as submitted.

The Committee on Mileage, G. Gwnderaon reporting, re-

ported that to that time $3,253-10 had been paid out to the

delegates for mileage expense. [The final figure for dele-

gates* mileage expense was $3,341.10,]

On motion a 30-mlnute recess was declared to permit

the Committee on Constitution to complete its report.

The convention was called to order at 8:05 p.m.

B. Reltzee submitted the following supplementary report

for the Committee on Constitution:

The following proposala for amending the Party's Consti-

tution are recommended by your committee In implementation of

acts of this convention previously taken with regard to the

report of the Gommlttee on State of the Organization:

1. Article VII, Sect. 1

Delete entire section and replace as follows:

a) "The Party shall hold a national convention every

year, the location and date of each convention to be estab-

lished by the preceding year's convention,

b) The Party<3 national candidates shall be nominated

by the convention preceding the one held in a national campaign

year.
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c) If ten sections In three different regions so demandj

a general vote shall be taken as to holding a special conven-

tion. Except for the number of seconds requiredj the proce-

dure for initiating such proposal, calling for seconds and

submitting it to a general vote shall be the same as provided

in Article V, Section 13 (h)."

2. Article V, Section 10 (a)

Insert on second line after words "regular session" the

phrase "between national conventions."

3. Article V, Section 10 (b)

Delete entirely.

4. Add new Article VI, Section 7 as follows:

"The National Secretary shall deliver formal reports to

national conventions."

5. Article V. Section 13 (f)

Delete phrase at end of sentence as follows; "and make

a full report to such conventions on all Party matters."

6. Add new Article V, Section 13 (l) as follows;

"NEC members shall initiate discussion with the sections

within their respective regions on the contents of each NEC

session shortly afterthe holding of such session. All expenses

incurred by NEC members in this regard shall be borne by the

National Office."

Several suggestions made by the National Office in the

foregoing general regard, as well as the proposals of Section

St. Louis, Mo. and the Illinois State Committee with regard

to nominating national candidates earlier than heretofore, are

encompassed by the above proposed constitutional amendments.
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If any provisions of the current Constitution, which may

have been overlooked by your committee, conflict with any of

the foregoing proposed amendmenta, we recommend that the Na-

tional Secretary {with the approval of the HEC) be authorized

to alter those provisions accordingly.

Fraternally submittei3,

L, Plsher
J,C. Horvafch
Bernard Reltzes

Committee on Constitution.

On motion the proposed constitutional amendments were

taken up seriatim.

New Article VIIj Section 1 (a): on motion adopted.

New Article VII, Section 1 (b) was amended to read:

"National candidates shall be nominated at the convention held

during the year preceding the national elections."

New Article VII, Section 1 (c): on motion adopted.

Article Vj Section 10 (a): on motion the proposed amend-

ment was adopted.

Article V, Section 10 (b): the deletion of this section

was approved.

New Article VI, Section J: on motion adopted.

Article V, Section 13 (f); on motion the proposed amend-

ment was adopted.

New Article V, Section 13 (l): The last of the proposed

new section was amended to read : "Expenses Incurred shall be

borne by the National Office," The new section was adopted

as amended

.
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On motion the supplementary report of the Committee on

Constitution was adopted as amended.

On motion Article V, Section 13 Cs) was deleted from the

Constitution.

On motion the National Office was authorized to make all

changes in numbering and lettering made necessary by the conr

stltutional amendments adopted.

At 8:43 p.m. a lO^mlnute recess was declared. On roll

call, upon reconvening, all present except H. Killman^ absent

with excuse.

On motion It was decided to hold the 1977 national con-

vention in Chicago during the month of Hay.

Motion that Cleveland be designated alternate site for

the 1977 national convention lost.

Motion that Milwaukee be designated alternate site lost.

Motion that Twin Cities be designated alternate site lost.

Motion that New York be designated alternate site lost.

On motion the Akron-Cleveland area was designated the

alternate site.

On motion appreciation was extended to all who contributed

to the convention's success.

On motion the Mileage and NEC Expense Assessment was in-

creased from $2.00 to $5.00, and the National Office authorized

to make the necessary change In the constitutional provisions

governing same

,

A 15-minute recess was declared to permit the recording

secretary to complete the minutes.
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Motion that the National Secretary be directed to estab-

lish contacts with any party oi* group in the world with whom

we are in sympathy lost.

Convention reconvened at 9:26 p.m.

Moved and seconded that the proceedings of this conven-

tion be available to the public. Amendment that they not be

made public until after the next convention loat. Original

motion passed

.

On motion the published proceedings of the 29th National

Convention are to be supplied tjo members without charge.

On motion the minutes were adopted as corrected and sub-

ject to additional editorial changes before publication.

On motion National Secretary Nathan Karp was called on

and he briefly addressed the convention.

On motion the convention adjourned at 10:10 p»m» sine die

APPENDIX

Note J All letters addressed "To the Members
of the NEC are from the National Secretary.

Fraternally submlttedj

[signed] Elizabeth Stanich

Recording Secretary,
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From Georgia CogzJnl, Region Ko. 6, June 3* 1^75

Dear Comrade Karp;

I have Just returned from the NEC session, aiid find my

thoughts centering not on what was accomplished, but how it

was accomplished, and I am deeply disturbed. On pain of

burdening you with the perusal of a long letter, 1 must

express the sum total of what Is disturbing me.

When Comrade Bernard Bortnick was rendering the report

of his committee on Monday, my thoughts flashed back to tele-

phone conversations I had had with Comrade Elizabeth Schnur,

after she had accepted the nomination for the 197^ NEC, and

then discovered that Comrade Bortnick had likewise been nom-

inated. She said that In view of her age, she felt that she

shouldn»t put the Party In a predicament of having to select

an emergency replacement, and asked my opinion of Comrade

Bortnlck»s qualifications. Without hesitation , I said that

I had heard or known of nothing but favorable comments on his

ability to work with and grow In the Party. 1 remarked that

1 too had from time to time wondered If there was not someone

In my Region who would not be able to bring to the NEC more

than I had to offer. I began in the year 1953, after Comrade

Frank Schnur's death. In the late 50's, I inquired of Com-

rade Louis Fisher If he would accept, and the answer was

always no because he felt he could be of greater use as State

Secretary In Illinois. In the 60's, more than once I inquired

of Comrade Genevieve Gunderson, and she declined, in her self-

deprecating manner. Elizabeth wistfully said/'l'U miss get-
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ting the WEC correspondence, being 'in' on the Party*s cur-

rent situation." I confessed that I too felt pangs of regret

at the thought, but, like her, 1 did not consider that a deter-

mining factor*

And so, while Comrade Bortnick was conveying his commit-

tee's resolutions, I looked around the table at the NEC members,

putting aside my deep affection and respect on a personal

level. I found iny$eir wondering who among them felt that the

prime consideration for their acceptance on the 1975 NEC was

that they had years of "experience" at that post, (I put that

word in quotes because the word "traditional" keeps coming to

mind. Or to put It more bluntly, do we have self-judged

"elder statesmen " in the Party?) Have our decades in the

highest representative body In the Party caused us to use our

experiences as a deterrent to new methods and procedures?

(I have heard, more times than I care to recall, the remark:

"The Party never did it that way." ) Have we allowed ourselves

the self-indulgence of believing that since the membership

of our respective regions keep electing us to that post, we are

therefore the best our region has to offer?

1 am pointing my finger at no member in particular. I

merely would like to have each and every member of the NEC

honestly review his conduct and his contribution to the Party,

while In session and throughout the year, I am writing this

letter now to ask each NEC member to make an honest self-

assessment, before the next year's nominations take place*

Since I have decided as Comrade Elisabeth Schnur did,
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not to accept another nomtnation on the NEC, and like her 1

see good S,L,P, members who can replace me, I feel free to

make these comments, and tell It like I see it*

For instance, 1 have wondered for years why the NEC Is

so ^'traditional" as to be almost ritualistic* 1 have been an

NEC member for 22 years, and have never been nominated to be

Its recording secretary, although 1 believe I would have been

fairly competent. There is no aspersion cast on Comrade

Orange In this comment* It is only that no other NEC member

has been granted the chance to gain experience at that Job.

Comrade Orange is the "traditional" recording secretary of

the NEC, and not by his seeking it. Likewise, in my 22 years

I have never been nominated as chairman. Again, I believe I

have a fair knowledge of Roberts Rules of Order, but 1*11

never know, because 1 was never allowed the experience, how

capably I might have acted in that post, "Traditionally"

there were two or three In the 22 years who manned the chair.

(And when I use the word "manned" It positively has no refer-

ence to sex discrimination. In fact, my entire point Is not

one of discrimination. It Is one of traditionalism. )

In this rapidly changing world, I would like to see the

NEC shake off its traditionalism and become Innovative. I

would like to see it more in harmony with the youth and

vigor represented by the total National Headquarters staff,

Maybe this could be accomplished by making a constitutional

ruling that NEC membership cannot be held for more than four

consecutive years at a time. Maybe the NEC can be revitalized
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If other members throughout the country are given the oppor-

tunity to bring new ideas and to grow in experience within

the Party in Implementing those ideas, as NEC members.

One last observation: Comrade Karp, I had the feeling

that it is this traditionalism that has troubled you most

about the NEC In this as In past sessions. I watched you and

marveled at your restraint, when time after time It was obviou-

that a point brought up In your report had been either not

recognized, not understood fully, or ignored. It was as

though there exists a picture of the Party and its operations

that is a Potemkln village—a facade that hides the real con-

ditions. Since the facade is more pleasant to view, why not

keep it there? The essence then of what is disturbing me, is

that there were signs in the conduct of the 1975 NEC session

of a non-recognltlon of reality. Thus my critical analysis

of WHY this Is so,

I am grateful to the Party for the opportunity of gain-

ing experience that being an NEC member has given me. I wish

1 could say that the Party has gained as much as I have, but

1 know that Is not so. I treasure the great number of times

you have contributed to my S.L.P, education, as an Individual

member and In committee work. Your patience and kindness have

been unceasing.

This is not a "swan song" letter. I Intend to live a

long time as an active S.L.P. member. One of my chief con-

cerns is that you do likewise! If the NEC through inaction

shortens your life by over-burdening you, we will have reason
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to rue our Potemkln village. It was a sad thing for me to

have to report for my coninlttee that we had no promise of

permanent help at the National Office* This must not keep us

as NEC members from an unceasing search for someone in our

that even a reconstituted NEC--less "traditional" and more

"Innovative"—could not have solved those basic problems from

which flow many of our other problems.

Can It be claimed that the NEC was "traditional" when.

region to accept employment at the Party headquarters, and not

to wait until the next NEC se&sion to do anything about It,

1 guess that concludes my thoughts on the 1975 session.

To the Members of the NEC, June I3f 1975.

Dear Comrades

s

Enclosed you will find copy of a letter dated June 3,

from Comrade Georgia Cozzini to the undersigned.

Copy of that letter Is being sent to you at the specific

request of Comrade Cozzinl.

Please acknowledge receipt on the enclosed postcard.

From Aaron M, Orange, Reqlon No. 2, June 28, 197?

Dear Comrade Karpl

I have carefully read Comrade Georgia CozzInl»s June 3rd

letter to you recounting her thoughts on the 1975 NEC Session.

I am sure that all NEC members were deeply concerned that i

the session was unable to come up with solutions to the major

problems plaguing the Party, viz, finding an Editor of the

Weekly People^ an Assistant to the National Secretary, and

other help required at National Headquarters* But i believe
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Letter to National Secretary dated June 3, 1975 from

Georgia Cozzini

To Frank Girard (copy) dated June 10, 1975

Latter to NEC Members tinder date of June 16, I975

Re: hospital plan and National Secretary cut In pay.

Minutes of the Regular NEC Session Kay 31-June Z, 197$.
Regarding the niatter of taking a pay cut of ten dollars

I Wish to go on record as being opposed to this action on the
part Of anyone in the national office. The cost of living
being what it is and the fact that the pay of our staff Is
already too low, no cut in pay should be allowed.

Regarding letter of Georgia Coezlnl on NEC meetings I

Wish to state that she 1. not stating rr^ feellt»g on this nat-
ter. At a latter date I will draw up a set of suggestions
(that I am now working on) that I will send to the National
Office on What I feel would be a inore practical way of con-
ducting our future NEC sessions.

From James C. Horvath, fi egion No, if, July 12. loy c;

Dear Comrade Karpi

I stated in my letter to you under date of June 21, 1975
that at a latter date I would send to the national office a set
Of suggestions that would help In the conducting of future
NEC Sessions in a more practical way than we have in the past.

^ recommendations will be included in the closing part of
this letter.
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In a letter to the National Cffice sent by Comrade

Georgia Cozalnl under date of 6-3-75 and received at your of-

fice on the date of June 9f 1975i I found a host of state-

ments that did not seem right to mc, therefore I am going to

give my assessments to these remarks. My remarks may not set

well with some of my comrades on the NEC but because of the

Cozzini letter I am coinpelled to go ahead with It, The points

that I refer to in the Coaelni letter will be by page number

and line numbers^

Page 1, lines 1 thru lij., reference Is made as to why

Comrade Elizabeth Schnur "felt that she shouldn't put the

Party in a predicament of having to select an emergency replaci

mcnt" and she (Schnur) asKed the advice of Comrade Coazlnl on

the qualifications of Comrade Bernard Bortnlckj who at the

time also had his name on the ballot In the same region for

the office of NEC. Comment J It seems rather unusual to me

that a comrade from region 7 should be asking a comrade from

region 6 on the qualifications of a member not In his or her

own region. Had Comrade Schnur removed her name from the

ballot, would it have been because of her age? Or because

she felt that Comrade Bortnlck was more qualified to be on

the NEC? Comment: f^ opinion In this matter is, that If Com-

rade Schnur (or any other comrade In similar circumstances)

was not personally familiar with Comrade Bortnlck, then she

of course should keep her name on the ballot. To take ones

name out of the running upon the say-so of another comrade

alone, 1 think to be bad Judgement. The proper thing to do
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In the case of Comrade Schnur, would have been to contact

Comrade Bortnick himself, then assess the information given

and then act accordingly.

Page 2, lines 2 & 3/ This statement, to mc, has an en-

tirely different meaning, I would have put the statement this

Way: 1 will never miss correspondence that spells Inactivity

and trouble for the Party, 1, like Comrade Karp, would like

to get only good correspondence telling of the "full of life

work" that Is or should be going on in the Party through-Out

the nation, where the revolutionary spirit moves ahead full

blast- But alas It is not sq.

Page 2, lines 7 thru 10, In accepting nomination on the

NEC I did not In any way consider n^y past "experience" (nor

do 1 think others did either) as the reason for running for

that office. The reason 1 ran, is that all of the Sections

in Region k nominated me and am sure the membership felt that

I was qualified to serve on the NEC* I had nothing to do with

determining my own qualifications. The respect and honor

given me by my comrades Is good enough cause to run for any

office that they elect me to. Unlike my comrade (G.C.) I did

not "wonder" off during the session wondering why this or that

comrade accepted their respective nominations. In the first

place, 1 did not vote for my comrades from other regions, there

fore 1 had no cause (tc^ worry why anyone accepted or not.

Things I have no control over I do not worry about.

Page 2, lines ll; thru l8. The words "best our region

has to offer" 1 think Is In poor taste. However, since it

was used by my comrade from Region 6, I would have to say,
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that> if these were the names nominated to the NEC and no

others would accept the nominations at the time, then we got

the "best" or the only ones that were available. This action

cannot be laid at the door of "tradition" but can only be put

In the door of Inactivity on the part of many members that

may have become "tired" or perhaps apathetic. When one gets

to the point where one thinks that he or she is "best" for

any task In the Party, we may have on hand a person with an

ego problem. In which case when the ego is blown big enough,

the Party will prick this bubble and deflate It and ptit the

person In his proper place.

Page 2, lines 19 thru 22. ffy comrade makes the state-

ment that she Is not "pointing my finger at no member In par-

ticular." The implication however, appears that she is point-

ing her finger at everyone when she asks, "each and every

member of the NEC honestly ( Is It possible that some might

make a dishonest appraisal} review his <her) conduct" etc.

etc. Is It possible that she wants us to go through a self-

purification process as they do In China, Since 1 have no

apologies nor excuses to make, I remove the finger that might,

by accident* be pointing In my direction. The implications

leave me cold somehow, if I understand her statement cor-

rectly, then I must conclude there "must be a lot-o-sinners

among us." Maybe we could set up a special committee for

confessions.

Page 3» lines 1^ thru l8* The use of the word "tradi-

tional" is in bad taste, and to conclude that the NEC has
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been almost "ritualistic," is to mke self Incrlinlnation by

admitting that for 22 years one has been contributing to

these "ritualistic" actions. To niy knowledge I have found

nothing In the proceedings of NEC minutes, for the past 22

or so years, wherein my dear comrade ever fought any of these

things she refers to as "traditional." The question arises,

do you blow off steam when you know that you win no longer

rur for the NEC. by pointing out what may appear to bs wrongs,
and then wait for the newly elected NEC members to right the

wrongs committed by the "traditionalists" of the past? If

Comrade Cozeinl refuses to run again, if she is nominated, I

too win never Know if she would have been a good recording
secretary for the NEC Sessions, nor win I ever know if she
can "man" the post as chairman. What a pity, Just when I was
thinking of nominating her for one of the said roles at the

next NEC session (assuming that the members in Region h elect
me again ).

Page 3, Hnes 19 thru 26, and page 1^. line 1 . The wish
is the father of the thought in this case. How ^ne can equate
the "youth and vigor represented by the total National Headquart
ers staff," seems a little misleading. Part of the "total

National Headquarters Staff" is not in the youth catagory by
a long-shot. (National Secretary and our D* Ballantyne.) If
it wasn't for the vigor, basically, of these two old timers

(please don't tell Doris that I said she is old) that are

cementing these youths together, I'd hate to say it, but the

N,a might very well have to close shop. (And 1 am not casting
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any aspersions or reflections on my younger comrades at the

N.O,, because in time, and I hope very soon, they will be the

cream of the crop In the SLP, Comrade Cozzinl states, that

"maybe the NEC can be revitalized if other members.*. are given

the opportunity to bring new ideas and to grow in experience."

The source of all of our problems lies not in the NEC or the

National Office, but in the general apathy or something, and

inaction on the part of members in the Party, in other words

our membership in many cases is going through a period of

lethargy, "New ideas" and "experience" must be practiced at

the ground-roots level by the members and the Sections as a

whole, and If successful these ideas etc*, can be passed on

to the NEC for national action (or via resolutions to National

Conventions)

•

Setting a limit on the number of years an NEC member can

accept that post, is to develop experience and once having

gained the experienced), years or so) you do not allow him to

carry on any longer because someone new at that point must be

given the experience. The end result would be that everyone

on the NEC would be getting experience and yet no one will

have the opportunity to apply this experience once having

gotten it.

Page if, lines 1 thru 12» "One last observation" is a

poor one» 1 fall to see where Comrade Karp showed "restraint"

when "time after time It was obvious" etc*, "had been either

not recognized, not understood fully, or ignored." For the

record 1 did recognize and I did understand fully our National
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Secretary, and I did not ignore him, nor do 1 feel that any-

one else did, 1 distinctly remember, that Comrade Karp held

back no punches where they were needed and that he was in there

swinging up to the last part of the session. To me it was

obvious that the National Secretary was perturbed (and who

wasn't) by many things* The marvel of it all is how he held

up unrter the strain that was so pressing. What our Comrade

Karp has gone through, I would wish upon no one.

As for the misunderstandings regarding the National Sec-

retary's report at the Session, 1 think that problem can be

solved easily in the future. {See recommendation at end

of this letter.)

Page kt lines 21 thru 26* The statement "if the NEC

through inaction shortens your life by overburdening you,"

is one statement that I for one would never make. First—

The NEC did act, so they could not have been Inactive* Second-

things were accomplished at the NEC Session, Because mis-

understandings may arise at times. Is no cause for alarm.

The time to be alarmed is when corrections are made and we

don't live up to them, then we are in real trouble. Despite

the ups and downs of the last NEC session, where, even person-

ality clashes may have appeared, the material we had to work

with, things were accomplished. Now If the actions of the NEC

can be Implemented through-out the Party the Party as a whole

will be much better off.

After all the complaining, the main question is still

not resolved. As was stated at the last session, general
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activity is at a low point. Many of our old-timers are de-

parting from our ranks. The young, as yet, are not flocking

to our sides, but the work must go on as best we can, with

what we have to work with- Crying over spillsd milk, or the

mistakes we have made in the past will do us no good. Complain-

ing without the ability to stimulate action, is good breath

wasted* You don't have to put the real revolutionists on

fire to act, because the flame of revolutionary spirit burns

within the revolutionist. The need of the hour is more revo-

lutionists. In understanding s ocial problems, the real revo-

lutionist is duty bound to act. Lacking that understanding,

you have the half-baked revolutionist, who can only act when

special moments Inspire him. So let's stop blaming one another

and start inspiring others by setting good examples ourselves.

1 hope that this long letter will not take us Into a long

unnecessary debate on the above mentioned subjects. 1 wish

some of the matters would never have come up in the first

place.

In concluding my letter I wish to make the following

recommendations for changes in the way NEC meetings are car-

ried on;

Recommendation 1. That at all NEC Sessions, all matters

that come before the house be handled by the committee as a

whole on the floor. Eliminate the need for electing com-

mittees to the already existing NEC, The Executive committee

Is not that large a body that it has to split up Its work Into

still smaller committees. There are times in the past when
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committees of the NEC go Into their separate rooms, long and

wasteful time Is spent, when some committees get their work

done early while other committees may work many hours longer*

result Is that many memJ>ers of the NEC then have to spend

wasteful time either in coffee shops or waiting in lounges

until the session is again called to order.

With no special committees to deal with, we can dispense

with the unnecessary calling of recesses because this or that

committee has not completed its report to the session. We

should use the recess periods for coffee breaks or dinner per-

iods. This way we can hammer all problems out on the floor

of the session proper. If we wish to make the sessions inter-

esting to the visiting members who may have come long distances

to hear what is going on, then by eliminating (what to me are

unnecessary recesses} recesses^ all of these members will

really know what is going on. Behind the scene actions of

committees with the host of recesses becomes very frustrating

to those who would want to learn anything about our Party's

work. (One out of town member left to go home early one day

because he got tired of coming to the meeting on and off

again because of the many recesses that took place). If we

want to kill the interest of members in coming to these ses-

slons> as wc ran the last session, then lets continue our work

in the same manner. To expect these visiting members to attend

session after session and not let them hear what is going on,

is to discourage them from attending any future sessions.

(There may be someone who might say, well, if they are
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interested enough in the sessions they will stay until the

end, come what may.) To me, being a visitor is one thing,

and being on the NEC and being a part of the session is quite

another thing.

Hecommendatlon 2. That the reading of the lengthy Nation-

al Secretary's report be dispensed with at future NEC sessions.

In its place the National Secretary should be instructed to

submit his report to all NEC members at least 10 days before

any session that may be called. This will allow NEC member

ample time to study the secretary's report, communicate with

each other thru phone, on all matters that might call for

action, and go to sessions prepared to act both intelligently

and with efficiency and speed, (The secretary's report will

be printed in the minutes where every member will be able to

read for his or herself, )ln using this procedure, no NEC mem-

ber will henceforth have an excuse that they did not have

enough time to digest the material at hand. This alone could

cut the time of conducting NEC sessions in half, and also

would not wear the voice of the National Secretary out. To

expect NEC members to digest contents of a report that takes

t|. to 6 hours to read and took maybe one to two months to pre-

pare, is asking a Uttle bit too much*

1 personally feel, that If the above suggestions and

changes are made, the sessions can be made much shorter and

more interesting to everyone concerned. What now takes k or

5 days to do, we can end up doing the same amount of work in

two or at the most three days.
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RecommerLdatlon 3» So that we will never have to look

for last minute replacements to fill NEC member posts, 1

recommend that when NEC members nominations are called for,

we at the same time have a vote for nominations for Alter-

nates to the NEC. 1 make this recommendation because of the

statement made In the letter of Comrade Cozzlnl anent the

matter of "emergency replacement" on page one of her remarks

regarding a conversation she had with Comrade Schnur on reasons

for not being on the NEC etc*

I hope that I have covered all matters that may be of

interest to the national office and the members on the NEC

and that my recommendations will be endorsed. If I made any

remarks that may appear offensive, it was not so intended » In

which case I must make apology*

From Joseph Firlnetn. Region No, g. June 20. iqjg

Dear Comrade Harp;

This is to confirm my phone call to you of June l6 and

to acknowledge receipt of the following correspondence—

June 13—your letter to me re: M. Murphy

June 13—copy of your letter to NEC Members, enclosing

copy of Comrade G, CozjEini'a letter to you of

June 3*

June 15—copy of your letter to NEC Members, enclosing

copy of minutes of the 1975 regular session of

the NEC.

June 19>*copy of your letter to Comrade Murphy*
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June 19—copy of your letter to Comrade Vincent Lamb,

St. Louis.

June 13^^copy of your letter to Comrade P. KapSt^.

When talking with you I agreed to help Comrade Murphy as

beat 1 can when he comes to work in the Akron-Cleveland area.

Regarding Comrade CozzlnPs letter, 1 agree in substance.

But we must guard against electing or selecting anyone for any

post on the basis of age. Regardless of the age or the comp-

osition of the NEC, the need is to have and to develop fur-

ther a sense of Party responsibility on a national basis.

Above all, the need for ^f£C members to be concerned with

Party problems must not be limited to NEC meetings that last

but a few days each year, such concern should be continuous.

From Bernard Bortnlck, Region No. 7* July l ^i 1-975_e

Dear Comrade Karp;

With our 6000 mile marathon auto tour now Just a fading

memory, I have finally gotten around to reviewing the items

of NEC correspondence* My comments on each of them are as

follows:

I. Comrade Coaiinl's letter of June 9, 1975:

Her call for a "self-assessment" by each NEC member

makesme wonder whether 1 should have accented nomination for

Region 7 since I believe there are more qualified members.

However her plea is also one for development of each member

and it Is in this spirit that I accepted nomination for the

office, knowing that whatever happens and however effective
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I might function, I will benefit with a broader knowledge of
the party.

Her reference to the NEC^s "traditionalism" is, I believe,
a valid Observation, It is also understandable how it came
about eg.; relying upon the National Office and Weekly People
staff to formulate party policy while It assumed the role of
an cndoralng body. I believe to some extent members have
become accustomed to this and accordingly have sought the

^experienced" party member whose endorsement of a particular
decision carried the weight of years and not necessarily
Individual research.

There Is merit In her suggestion that a four year con-
secutive tern be set as the limit for each NEC member, al-
though this will not necessarily :«ake fcir a more aggressive
NEC. It might stimulate a greater measure of familiarity of
the membership with the various functions and needs of the
party. It would stimulate a greater study of our literature
and Marxism generally as each newly elected member would be
obligated to contribute In formulating party policy on var-
ious Issues and events. However, there may be some difficul-
ties If a region could not provide suitable nominees for

alternate four year terms-although 1 hope no region ever
becomes that weak. There might be a serious problem in con-
tinuity if k year terms were not staggered. A whole new
alate of NEC members would put a terrific strain on the smooth
functioning of the party, (m this regard I believe it would
be beneficial If the Incumbent NEC member turned over his or
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her files to the newly elected member.) If possible I believe

It might be desirable to have a majority of NEC members who

had attended the previous session, although I recognize that

such a constitutional requirement would impinge upon the demo-

cratic basis of this elected body*

Comrade Cozzlnl's concern about the health of the mem-

bers at the N.O. and particularly your health being ruined by

the burdens of the "help problem" Is I*m sure shared by all

members of the NEC* Accordingly, and In line with two Items

of unfinished business left from the last NEC session,, namely:

finding another comrade for employment in the N,0. and ascer-

taining the availability of candidates for the 1976 National

Election, X would like to submit the following motion:

I move the NEC be provided the names, addresses, and If

possible phone numbers of all members In their respective

regions for the purpose of determining, by a careful screen-

ing of each member, whether (a) another member can be found

to fill a vacancy In either the business office or on the

staff of the Weekly People, and (b) to determine the avail-

ability of qualified members to run for national office in

the 1976 Presidential Elect Ion

»

The thought has also crossed my mind re: the help pro*

blem, as to the availability of a comrade in either the SLP

of Australia, or the SLP of Canada to aid us at this particu-

lar time. I believe If such a person Were available, with

the understanding that it would be for a temporary period,

the bonds between us would be strengthened* This suggestion
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Is rot made in the spirit of attempting to raid our fraternal
parties but in recognition that a strengtherting the SLP of
America win ultimately fortify the fraternal parties.

Ore thing I have fo^,^d very puzzling since I Joined the
party, which is apparently the result of the reticence of the
NEC as a body, is how an Indlvidt^al member Judges the perform-
ance Of an NEC .e.ber a.lde fro:n the NEC sessions (that all
member, cannot attend)T In this respect I find It very useful
to have had the opportunity to read the correspondence by NEC
members on various Issues in the recent special session report
I believe, when possible, this practice should be continued.
Moreover. I believe a useful exchange could be InitUt.d if
NEC members were obligated to meet with the various sections
from their regions for the purpose of answering specific
questions and elaborating on certain important points.

Comrade Co^^ini-s remark about being "deeply disturbed"
about "not what was accomplished, but how u was accomplished"
was I believe a reference to the necessity for the frequent
interjections by the National Secretary as he attempted to
draw the attention of the various NEC members to Important
omissions in their reports. On several occasions I was deeply
apprehensive about the amount of time which the NEC set aside
to deal with various issues. Later 1 found that my fears
vere justified when the reports had to be recommitted precisely
because the committee had not deliberated long enough on the
l..ues at hand, l believe that it would be very beneficial
if in the future a one day session could be set aside for the
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NEC to organize Itself, and have the opportunity of reading

in advance the NS report, making appropriate notes and com-

ments, talKing with the NS on an informal basis to help clar-

ify issues* On the following day the NEC session would for-

mally convene. Also, would It not be more appropriate for

the Banquet to occur prior to the opening of the NEC session?

1 believe we would get more accomplished, in a more relaxed

manner. If the NEC assembled for Informal sessions on a Fri-

day morning, with the Banquet set for Friday evening, and

then had the entire weekend to deal with the Issues at hand*

2, Your letter of June l6. I97^s

I was on vacation when the draft of the minutes was sent

and didn't really have a chance to review them until I arrived

home. However since then 1 have done so and find them in

order*

3* Comrade Swlatek's letter of June 17* 1975 and your reply

of June 20, 1975.

I assume that despite the misunderstanding. Comrade

Swlatek will be there in Augtist* This Is what I understand

he is agreeing to do as per para If in his letter*

li. General letter dated June 20, 1975*

In view of the pending "concentration of efforts as out-

lined In para 5 page 2, 1 believe that an attempt should be

made to have the sub-committee absorb some of the routine

correspondence dealing with It as a committee. Is some arrange'

ment like this posaible?*MMW
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From H^ Stelner, Region No^ 8, June 2h., 197g

Dear Comrade Karp:

I have reread Comrade Cozzlni's June 3rd letter* I do

not agree with her assessment of the present NEC and the con-

cltistons drawn*

1 do not deny there Is always room for Improvement and

Innovative Ideas in every phase of Party structure and its

agitational methods. The Party has kept pace with the "chang-

ing times" or it could not have survived 81; years. This does

not mean that we can complacently accept that the Party will

muddle through no matter what. Each crisis has challenged

the memhership and they finally helped bring the organization

Into safer waters*

I sincerely believe that the NEC members are aware that

the present crisis Is one of the most crtjcial in Party history*

Suppose the NEC had been composed of "young" members.

How could they have solved the help problem that has plagued

the Party for years, and which became critical when Comrades

Blume and A* Braunstcin retired and acute when TImm walked

out. What could they have done? In the November 23, 1972

letter written to Comrade Karp, Comrade Plrincln writes "Det-

roit offers little hope for N.O. help, Chicago and Milwaukee

area are about the same as Detroit." And the same held true

for New York and adjacent areas I

The 1972 convention and the NEC at Its 1973 session made

some "radical" decisions to solve the help problem. The move

to California, the recruitment of young members for the N.O.
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the high level of generous financial support from the field,

helped ease the tensions and frustrations at National Head-

quarters* Of course, we are not out of the woods yet, but it

was a leap forward.

1 do not go along with the idea of "a constitutional rul-

ing that NEC membership cannot be held for more than four con-

secutive years at a time," Why limit this to NEC members since

State Secretaries, Section Organizers, State Committee members

are often re-elected year after year and can also fall victim

to "traditionalism" and "ritualism." I recall that several

years ago a section proposed an amendment that 6^ years be

the limit set for t^le office of National Secretary. Probably

for analogous reasons.

The Party has always stressed that the membership should

elect to the NEC those most qualified and mature in judgment.

The majority may not always be right but we must rely on their

collective wisdom to elect the person of their choice*

The "youth cult" is given great emphasis in capitalist

society, yet there is no special quality to Just being young*

Youth has its own "traditionalism" and it may or may not have

anymore ability than an older person to make correct decisions

or use proper Judgment, 1 donH consider myself an "eider

statesman" nor do I reject "new methods and procedures'*

because the "Party never did it that way,"

Finally, I do not accept the observation that "It was as

though there exists a picture of the Party and its operations

that is a Potemkln Vlllage-^a facade that hides the real con-
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ditlon.... The National Secretary prepares the report an. ,s
thoroughly familiar with It. A. NEC member reading U for
the first, .econd, or ev.n a third tl.e, .ay q^Ue .nl.t.n-
tlonaliy hy-pass a point. Thl, is why the National Secretary
».as a vole, in the proceedings ,o he can call attention to
an important 1 te. overlooked. I don-t see how the concept of
traditionalism fits Into the picture.

I regret that Co.rade Co..l„i wu not accept nomination
to the NEC next year. Sh« Is a val.aMe »e.her on the co^it-
t.. with .ou„d Judgment and her party understanding and hacK-
ground Is an asset when important decisions have to be made.

From A. A, Albauah. R^^ ,». yo^tp. j„,, ,^
^ ,,^

Dear Comrade Karp:

I have read the copy of Comrade Co^zlnP, letter to you
under date of 6/3/' 75.

In trying to analyze Comrade Cozzlnl's opinions 1 find
"myself agreeing with parts of h«r letter and questioning
Others*

In Comrade Co^zlnrs opening paragraph sh. cZalms to
have fa.en "deeply disturbed^ on "how th. worK of o.r NBC was
accompushed." i .u,t admit that I, too, was "de.piy dis-
turbed" hut with .. it was a .Hd description. I should IIH.
to attr.h.t. :„y "disturbance" to the personal realization that
I have suddenly Jumped in age r.,^ 30 to 70 without, at the
»am. time, becoming aware of the fact that my physical and
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mental Impairments have also Jumped from 30 to 70 even though

I should have wished to leave the Impairments behind.

On page 2, Comrade Cozzinl "looked around the table at

the NEC members" and found herself wondering how many of us

felt that our prime consideration for accepting nomination on

the NEC was because of "our years of experience,"

What motivations others on the NEC may have had for

accepting nominations, I can speak only for myself. Our Sec-

tion unanimously nominated a member from another Section to

serve on the NEC for 1975- The other member declined. Our

Section then placed my name in nomination. I accepted* When

the nominations we.re returned to our Section we found only my

name on the list of nominees. There was no one else to vots

for# So— I served on this committee to the best of my ability

simply because no one else chose to be nominated. But this

is the very same problem which we arc butting our heads against

In attempting to find members who are willing and able to ac-

cept employment at our National Headquarters, This lack of

willingness on the part of some of our members to serve Our

Party when nominated or volunteer to serve in other capaci-

ties, is my reason for being "deeply disturbed,"

With Comrade Coszini's opinions on "tradition" and her

expression concerning the "self-Judged elder statesmen" in

our Party, my comment would be that 1 can see neither of

these attributes as "deterrents to new methods and procedures,"

There Is certainly much to be said In favor of traditions

which Were once "new methods and procedures," When our mem-
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t.rs have decided that "traditions" have b.cce outmoded the.
X feel confident that our membership wlU weigh the advantages
of new procedures. 1 would vote for that I

I personally favor the opinions of elder statesmen pro-
viding that their laentallty hasn- 1 become fosslHeed. There.,
something which elder .tate..en have in their possession which
younger state..en lack and that i, living history. Younger
i.en.her. .ust acquaint themselves with reading NEC reports for
th. pa.t fifty y^ars to understand how and why we arrived at
our present state of organUatlon. ^»£ider Statesmen" could
give us first-hand accounts.

m line With the above paragraph I'm reminded here of
comrade Bortnick.s resolntfon with regards to WEEKLY PEOPLE
newspaper hoxes

.
His suggestions sounded excellent and his

iUustratlons were masterfully drafted. It seemed the very
Plan we wanted and needed until .embers with long experience
with various problems relating to WEEKLY PEOPLE boxes raised
so many questions that "tradition" held its own and the "new
procedure" was found wanting in several respects.

1, for one, do not bellev« that, because our membership
continues to elect the same members for various offices "we
are therefore the best our region has to offer," i a_o believe
that .ember, who accept responsibilities are the only members
Which we can depend on whatever feeling they might have to-
wards their lack of capability.

About "traditionaUsm"-Comrade Orange would probably
relinquish the post of Recording Secretary to anyone even
though his name is usually the only one placed in nomination
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year after year. Comrade Orange would probably be more than

willing to change places with Comrade Cozzlnl or any other

Comrade who believed himself or herself capable in that capa-

city. But I can^t presume to speak for C^^rade Orange. All

that can be respected Is the way the vote registers*

Comrade Coz£lnl*s last observation concern? Comrade

Karp's "restraint." Why should Comrade Karp be restrained?

At any rate, I didn't observe that Comrade Karp was much re*

strained* It Is possible, even though I must disagree with

Comrade Cozzitiit that points in Comrade Karp's report was

"not recognized, not fully understood or Ignored." These are

problems subject to correction. I'm not sure that this would

have anything to do with "POTEMKlN«S VILLAGE," I do believe

that it closely associated with the general deterioration of

our Party activities and its consequent debilitating effect

on our membership.

This is the vital point, I think, around which our organ-

ization revolves; to bring our youth into the circle of our

activities (and by "youth" 1 would suggest anyone under 601)

should be our immediate and concerted effort or else there

will be no one to pick up Our banner. If our class does not

soon see the necessity of strengthening this "head of the

lance"* l*m afraid that Comrade Cozailni wHl look around the

table and find no one there.
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To- the Members of the NEC, August I5, I97g

Dear Comrades:

SIX members of the National Executive Committee replied
to the June 3 letter of NEC member Georgia Co^zlnl. copy of
Which I sent you under date of June 12. Enclosed you will
find copies of those replies. int#9

From Bernard BorttHrh, Region Wo. 7, August PO
,

loy c

Dear Comrade Karpr

In order to more rapidly expedite the correspondence of
the various NEC members I would like to move that: Henceforth,
an members who Intend to write on i^atters destined for other
committee members submit 13 copies or whatever the N.S.
specifies as being sufficient for general distribution. I

believe duplicating can be obtained cheaply enough to n>ake

this feasible rather than burdening the N.O. with unnecessary
secretsrlai work,

I acknowledge receipt of the minutes of the N£C session
of Aug. 7 1975 dated Aug. 22, 1975;

Letter to Vincent Lamb dated Aug. 21, 1975;

Aug. 19. 1975 concerning convention arrangements;

Aug. 13, 1975 to Comrade Bloinen;

Aug* 18, 1975 to Section Lynn;

Atig. 10, 1975/froin Comrade Blomen as per instructions of

Section Lynn;

Aug. 15, 1975 on the Press Committee Vote;
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Aug* 15, 1975 to the NEC or the Cozalnl letter and the

Convention site;

Aug. I, 1975 minutes of the subcommittee meeting of July

21^, 1975

Aug, 11, 1975 letter to Michigan members,

I would like to offer the following comments to my com-

rades on the NEC in regard to Comrade Georgia Cozsini*3 let-

ter Of June 3, 1975 and their responses:

Comrade James Horvath's letter of July 12, 1975;

Although Comrade Horvath outlines a valid approach to

determining qualifications of a potential member to the NEC,

I see nothing wrong with Comrade Schnur's approach particu-

larly in view of the fact that not too long ago Comrade Cozainl

was our NEC representative covering section St. Louis.

I cannot agree that ^'the source of all of our problems

lies not in the NEC or In the National Office, but in the

general apathy or something, and in the inaction on the part

of members in the party,.." Whereas the latter might be true

the NEC is going to have a hard time living-down the period

of its silence that accompanied John Tlmm»s tenure as WP editor.

Regarding Comrade Horvath's recommendations;

(1) I am opposed to trying to resolve issues exclusively In a

committee of the whole on the session floor. Can you imagine

what might have transpired had we tried to resolve the issues

of the Akron Study class that required extensive reading of

the Study Class materials? Or what of the extensive correspon-
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dence that occassionally accompatiles certain matters? Are we
to go through these Items one at a time? Are we to expect 10

comrades to retain points of Information they might want later
to study, reflect upon, or refer back to in their commentary?
The Whole point of resolving the NEC Into coitmittees Is to

expedite the work of the session and It Is a worthy and neces-
sary division of labor Jf we are not to prolong the sessions
into real tedium that will really send spectators away. How-
ever, understanding Comrade Horvath's intent to make things
lively and Interesting for the members would it not be desir-
able instead of the committees retiring to private rooms to
do their work, to assemble in one big committee room that could
would wen be the main hall. Jn this way with open committee
sessions comrades could walk over and hear what Is transpiring
among the committee members. The practical aspects of this
would be that typists and equipment would be readily available,
members of the NEC on one committee could assist those of
another If called upon or If Inclined, the chairman would be
well apprised when the NEC was ready to convene, and there
would be U,s Inclination to retire to the coffee shop or
lounge when the committees finish their work.

(2) I am opposed to dispensing with the reading of the N.S.
report. How is the membership to understand what the NEC Is
talking about if the report Is not read In session? However,
I am very much In favor of advanced disemlnatlon of the N.S.
report to the NEC.

(3) Electing alternate, to the NEC has my support. However,
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once an alternate takes up the duties for which he or she is

elected, I assiame they would continue aa the regular NEC

member

.

Comrade Aaron 0fange»3 letter of June 28, 1975=

He raised the crucial question of what constitutes the

quallflcatlonB of an KEC member to igerve, but unfortunately

did not pursue the matter. I would be Interested in hearing

what my NEC comrades regard as qualifications beyond those

contained in Art* V, Sections 4, ^, 6 and 7 of our constitu-

tion. These tell us little about the qualifications which I

believe comrade Orange has in mind. Qualifications are synon-

ymous with abilities and capabilities to perform duties and

upon this subject I find our constitution lacks definition.

The constitution defines the duties of the NEC aa a body but

not the duties of individual NEC members. A good deal In our

party Is taken for granted and so we assume each NEC member

will be diligent. Part of the problem la that I believe that

some NEC members are overcommitted locally and tend to give

a minimal interpretation of what NEC responsibilities consist.

In this regard I believe it is well to recall the words of

Comrade Verne L. Reynolds who wrote in "The Party's Work"

(1925); "The job of organizer carries with it conducting the

correspondence with the National Office and calling all Sec-

tion meetings to order until the chairman is seated. This is

enough to REQUIRE of any one man. If he volunteers for some

other work, all right provided the Section wants him to do

it. The same may be said for the secretary. The Section that
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will permit one or two men to hold down two or three Joijs

each Is unfair to them and they will, m consequence, be un-

able to do Justice to either. The man who will, of his own

free will, assume such responsibilities is injuring the Party

by not getting the maximum of effort out of each Party member."

This Important lesson of which Arnold Petersen stated:

"Aa he correctly points out, no one man can do Justice to

two or more jobs - if there are others who can be broken in

to do some of these other Joba," has apparently been forgotten

by the NEC. We find that a number of our committee members

hold the position of organizer in the Sections they belong to.

One is running for political office. I frankly can it see

how they do it, and at the same time do Justice to the NKC

post

.

Incidentally, of the little pamphlet from which the above

quotes were drawn, I can't see how the party permitted its

withdrawal without a replacement. An outdated pamphlet bear-

ing-home certain lessons la better than no lessons at all.

It should be rewritten - and rewritten by one of the finest

organizers the party has ever had - Comrade Pirlncln, even If

he has to dictate it. Why cculdntt it be an event of the I976

campaign to be issued at the February Convention?

Comrade Steiner'a letter of June 2H, 1975:

I don't agree with the statement that the party has kept

pace with the "changing times." It may well be that even un-

der the best of Glrcumatances a revolutionary party entering

the last stages of a revolutionary period can not keep pace
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with the myriad aspects of disintegration and change. Although

thinga have Improved we are still a long way from "the best

of circumstances ,

"

The extent that we are behind the times was vividly driven

home to me while visiting the National Office in July, On

that occasion Comrade N. Karp put the question to me: What Is

the basis for the SLP's contention that China, and Chinese de-

velopment can be disposed of by lumping China together with

htuaala, and treating them the same; In other words China is

an imperialist and Bureaucratic State Despotism of the Stalinist

variety. After discussing the pros and cons of this position

Comrade Karp made the point that after the Bolshevik Revolution

In Russia the SLP took a sympathetic but critical attitude

toward Soviet eventsj and he pointed out that a similar dis-

position has not occurred even T^nough there are "compensating

features" to the negative aspects of Chinese developments.

However, our discussion of this issue underlines the neglect

of this very important development; a neglect that can't be

characterized as keeping "pace with the "changing times.'"

In the Oeneral Letter to the Subdivisions dated July 1^,

1975 the National Secretary makes the statement t "However,

we cannot continue under the makeshift operation of recent

years or return to the kind of paper and editorial operation

riulted to a decade ago," Events In the world have clearly

cjhanged more rapidly than we could write In sufficient depth

nbout them to be worthy of publication. Look at the indus-

trialization that la occurring in Afrlca> Asia> and Latin
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America, each of which has its ovm local peculiarities that

in order to make senae out of them have to be understood. Is

it not 30. as comrade N. Karp states that, "Three, four or five

people cannot alt in an office and produce a weekly Marxist

Journal of a high level." No comrade Steiner, i dontt think

^e have kept pace with the tlmea. Our lack of pamphlets on

various issues easily attests to this too.

Comrade Steiner questions what a younger NEC could do

about the "help problem" and the crisis following Tlmmts de-

parture. There is certainly no guarantee that young SLP mem-

bers could have better dealt with these problems, but I must

again wonder why the critique of John Tlmm»s editorship fell

exclusively upon the National Secretary. Was it then, as Is

it now, the obligation of the NEC, no matter what the age of

the members, to be vigilant about the contents of the party
paper? Had we been so, and again theretg no guarantee about
a different or young NEC, we may have avoided or at least

eased the problem we now have.

Since the diacugelon seems to frequently gravitate toward
the issue of where innovation lies, l believe It la important
to keep in mind that the move to the West Coast was not an idea
that sprang from the NEC, as comrade Steiner seems to imply
in para 5 of his letter.

Comrade Plrlncints letter of June 20, 1975. no comment.

Comrade Albaugh-a letter of June 18, 1975, no comment.
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To the Members of the NEC> September 26, 1975 .

Dear Comrades

:

Enclosed you will find a copy of a letter, dated August

29, from Comrade Bernard Bortnick, NEC Member from Region No,

7, commenting on the several responses to Comrade Georgia

CoEsini's letter of June 3-

From Bernard Bortnick, Region No. 7, October 13, 1975 -

Dear Comrade Karp:

Pour and one-half months have elapsed since the NEC sea-

3ion of May 31j 1975 and I must admit that as a raw initiate

and novice to its proceedings X am somewhat bewildered by

what has, and more importantly, what has not, transpired.

Specifically, I would like to ask of my fellow committee

members why it Is that when a comrade on the committee makes

a motion to be acted upon, few committee members, and some-

times none, respond to the motion either negatively, positive-

ly - or at all! Has this always been the case?

Shortly after the NEC session comrade Georgia Cosaini

wrote a letter outlining her impressions of the NEC session,

and the NEC itself. Certain suggestions and comments were

offered. Six comrades responded. Comrades Taylorj Blomen,

and Braunsteln did not.

In response to her letter 3 motions were made by com-

rade James Horvath and 1 by me . Both letters bore a July 12th

1975 date. Since then only one response has to my knowledge
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been made to either of these, m a letter dated Aug. 29th

1975 I submitted a motion regarding expediting NEC corres-

pondence. Moreover, other issues were raised that I believe
were worthy of NEC commentary. No responsesfrom any NEC men*,

ber except the National Secretary»s letter of acknowledgment,

have thus far been received to my knowledge.

Generally, the reaction to Comrade Cozainltg critique was
negative -^ that is dlsaereement with the conclusions she had

reached. In retrospect, nothing afflrma her mlaglvlnga more
forcefully than the trickle, the dearth, of correspondence

that has passed within our committee, especially m view of
the critical and weighty problems that face the party at this

time.

Considering this, plus the impending National Convention,

the inactivity of our committee is a disgrace. Yet, some of
ua solemnly discuss the inactivity of the membership ! i be-
lieve we have our own fences to mend.

From Herbert Steiner, Region No. 8, October 20. 107^

Dear Comrade Karp;

Referring to Comrade Bortnlck's letter of August 29. j

have no intention of covering all the points made by him. How
ever, there are several that require answers.

I reiterate, the Party has kept pace with the "changing
times." If it had not there would be no SLP today. It would
have been sucked into the vortex of reformism and compromise.
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As De Leon wrote; "...(the Party) is never for an instant

confused with the rush of fitful phosphorous of a lightning

bug."

We can thank our "lucky stars" that the SLP stuck fast

to its revolutionary principles and Marxian analysis of his-

torical events. It called the shots with unerring accuracy.

Just to read the pages of Party literature. The People (daily

and weekly), the NEC and Convention reports belles the claim

that the Party has not kept pace with the "changing times."

Comrade Bortnick's comment that "it may well be that even

under the beat of circumstances a revolutionary party enter-

ing the last stages of a revolutionary period can not keep

pace with the myriad aspects of disintegration and change."

(What change?)

This ia mere speculation. No one can limn the future or

foresee the part the revolutionary organization will play.

As Marx wrote in the "Holy Family": "it (the working class)

does not go through the hard but hardening school of labor

fruitlessly. It Is not a question of what this or that pro-

letariat as a vJhole, may imagine for the moment to be the aim.

It is a question of what the proletariat actually is and what

it will be compelled to do historically as a result of this

being. The aim and historical action of the proletariat are

laid down in advance. Irrevocably and obviouslyj in its own

situation In life and in the whole organization of contempor-

ary bourgeois society."

In Capital Marx wrote: "The country that is more devel-

oped industrially only shows^ to the less developed, the imag*? of
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Its own future." This vilth appropriate changes can be applied

to China. Or as the WEEKLY PEOPLE of March 26, i960 put it:

"Look at Russian Stalinism! Look at the powei* of the Russian

bureaucracy! There you will see the pattern that any other

paternaliatlc atatlsm and bureaucracy must model themselves

after."

The Chinese revolution took place In I949, 32 years after

the Russian revolution. The Chinese leaders took their cue

from the Stalinist regime,, which they hailed as the great So-

cialist country, and Stalin as a Marxist without peer,

Tne "critical attitude" the Party took toward Soviet

Russia was understandable at that time. The Stalin pact with
the bloody Nazi beast flniahed that! What "critical attitude"

Should the Party have taken toward the Chinese dictators who
embraced the "principles" of Stalinism? Does Comrade Bortnlck
believe the Party has been behind the times in its assessment
of China for 26 years!

China is a "despotic State bureaucracy that rules that

nation with an iron hand." This is the Party^s stand and In

the 1966 NEC Report it Is spelled out once again, exposing
Hass's contention that China was not an imperialist nation.

A3 Comrade Petersen observed ; "The SLP does not agree that
it is correct to differentiate between class divided imperial-
isms...." And again: "The fact of the class struggle In so-

ciety must be our guide in thought and act-the test to which
all events must be submitted..." It makes little difference
to the workers whether the chains of slavery are forged of
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iron or made of gold*

China is fishing in imperialist waters in Africa, Asia,

the Middle East, and elsewhere. And have we forgotten her

criminal invasion of TibeT; In 1962? And what should we say

about her arming of terrorist groups?

The recent revolts and strikes In China leave no doubt

that the Chinese rulers are Just as brutal when their rule is

challenged. I quote from Time magazine of Sept. 1, 1975

1

"Sabotage, strikes, production slowdowns, high living by

plant managers-the problems would be familiar in any Western

industrial nation. But in China? Yet lately the Chinese

press has been full of references to turmoil in the country^s

factories. Officials have been attacked for their 'bourgeois

style of living" and *use of materials, money, feasts, and

beautiful women. < The papers have bemoaned splits among wor-

kers and disruptive strikes.

"...some 10,500 troops were sent into the plants in

Hangchow to tparticipate in industrial labor end support so-

cial construction"—meaning to enforce party discipline and

get the factories back to work. Apparently determined to

make the Hangchow case an erample for the country, Peking

decided to publish accounts of the entire incident." "Com-

pensating features" indeed 1

What difference does it make whose idea it was to move

to California. The important thing is that the NEC made the

decision that culminated in the move.

I don"t see the relevancy of our efforts to solve the
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help problem and the National Secretaryia "orltique" of Tlmmtg
editorship. Suppose the HEC had wr-itten the "critique" the
end result would have been the same.

grpm A.A. Albaugh. Region No. lO, October 3. 1^7^ .

Dear Comrade Karp;

This will acknowledge receipt of the NEC Subcommittee
minutes of the meeting held on August 21. Also a copy of
Comrade Bortnlokta letter dated August 29 relating to NEC pro-
cedures with suggestions and other matters.

In commenting on Comrade Bortnlck^s letter it would be
my opinion that aome of hia suggeationg sound good on paper
but their implementation would be something else. For instance

1 - Even though it would lessen the work at our national
office to have each member of the NEC "submit 13 copies" of
matters concerning the other committee members, we canrt be
sure that each member has a copy machine or even the avail-
ability of a copying service. Furthermore, some members may
not be able to afford such an expense. If the three pages of
Comrade Bortnick»s letter should represent an example of what
«e might expect to write, or reply to, that one letter alone,
discounting any follow-ups, would cost approximately $8.00.
This cost assumes that each member would mall his copy direct
to every other member and not have them mailed as a "bundle"
from the national office.

However, the more I think about the above procedure the
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more I would be inclined to suspect that in times of organiza-

tional difficulties we could become so Involved with petty

issues that it might be like letting loose a bucket of grass-

hoppers *

2 - The suggestion of submitting In advance^ to the dele-

gates and alternates, copies of our national secretary's report,

is well taken and certainly would help the conmlttees to fa-

cilitate their work. But if we are considering lessening the

work at our national office and at the same time weigh the

advantages in committee work, then we can*t have the "best of

both worlds." If our national secretary la requested to pre-

pare copies In advance with which delegates and alternates

could become familiar, the mechanics Involved with such com-

pliance would be almost similar to publishing an extra copy

of the WEEKLY PEOPLE except with the heading, "National Sec-

retary's Report 1976." That would be an excellent idea but

Where's the money and labor power to implement such a procedure?

3 - Conducting the work of the committeea on the floor

of the convention Is not a new idea. Such procedures have

been in practice In Ohio, Pennsylvania and perhaps other

states. Comrades In good standing oould listen in at the

table of any committee and even furnish information on par-

ticular problems. Also, any committee member could assist

with the work of any other committee without trying to locate

room numbers or wander away until the session was called to

order, I would vote for this procedure realizing, however,

that our national conventions are larger In attendance
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and perhaps would be handicapped with commotion and disturbance.
I*

- Re: electing alternates to attend NEC raeetings

:

It 13 not to my recollectlcn that thla matter has ever come
up previously. It is understandable to me to conduct elec-
tions for both delegates and alternate3 to national conventions
Both delegates and alternates have about equal advantages in
arriving at decisions and are ready at hand in an emergency
At an HEC meeting an alternate would be at a disadvantage hav-
ing less knowledge of the internal matters that have transpired
through correspondence during the year, that is, unless It Is
intended that the alternate should receive copies of our na-
tional secretary.s reports and minutes of the NEC subcommittee
I would not be in favor of adding this work to our national
office. It would be r^ opinion under our present circumstances,m case of an emergency, that matters might Just as well be
resolved with nine members almost as well as with ten. Aside
from this, there would be additional expense of sending ten
alternates to attend NEC sessions which might be called more
times than once a year. I would vote against this procedure
unless further enlightenment could change my mind.

5 - The crucial questions about qualifications of NEC
members to serve on this important body should certainly be
resolved. BUT H0W7 We do take it for granted that members
residing In the region are best qualified to Judge the com-
patency of their comrades for whom they vote to fill offices
or serve on co«ittees. Even with IQ and lie detector testa
members with all "A-s" could be uncovered as disrupters or
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even agents provocateurs. For my part, 1 would much rather

bear a little incompetence of Comrades moving, or wilUng to

move^ fn the right direction than to suffer geniuses moving

in the wrong direction. It Is my opinion that members of the

SLP will practice vigilance and vote according to their under-

standing of the issues if put squarely before them.

It would be amusing to read Comrade Bortnlck's quotation

from '*The Party's Work" If wc were In some other than the real

world. "Serving as a Section's Organizer.. .this Is enough to

require of any one man," reads the quote from the pamphlet*

Some Sections have lost so many members through attrition and

otherwise that they arc forced to meet without a quorum. To

maintain a foothold In these localitlesi Comrades who remain

find It necessary to do double and sometimes triple duty* If

one were to ask Comrade Karp what all he does to keep the na-

tional office In operation, one would learn that he does more

"than Is required of any one man.*" And so it is in some Sec-

tions, because of the same "help" problem, we find Organisers

serving as WEEKLY PEOPLE agents, literature agents, serving

on contact^ entertainment, mailing and other committees. Some

of our members are modern Ben Franklins who find it Impossible

to move In a single groove* Of course there are other members,

due to age and health,who can no longer move, period. Other

members must then carry two knapsacks (maybe three) instead of

one. We must agree that, for some of our members, the road

gets rougher and the weight grows heavier*

There would be no objection on my part In having an yp"
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to-date pamphlet written on "The Party's Work" and dictated by

Comrade Pirincln. But there are also other pamphlets to be re-

printed being held up for lack of labor power. And to ask

Comrade Plrlncln to dictate material for a pamphlet— Isn'

t

that asking "more than Is required of any one man"? Wc could

all agree that Comrade Plrincin Is another Ben Franklin— but

enough Is enough 1

,WUh regards to the printing or re-printing of pamphlets,

I would much rather see published a pamphlet dealing with the

1976 Bicentennial to commemorate the 1976 SLP National Conven-

tion, We made good use of a World^s Fair motto "The World of

Tomorrow" in a pamphlet titled "Socialism, the World of Tomor-

row", This pamphlet was first published In 1939 and went

through seven reprints. The material Iti this pamphlet is time-

less. If we could do something like this for our 1976 Conven-

tion, I can forsee a wide acceptance with many reprints. But

we're back again to the central question-Where' s the labor for

such an undertaking?

With the widespread strikes across the nation among the

teachers (and probably more to come) we could also re-print

the pamphlet "The Economic Basis of Education." But until we

are able to fill our writing and publishing requirements with
workers skilled in those fields, we can execute only those

tasks with which we are able and capable.

This concludes my comments at this time on Comrade

Bortnick«s letter* May they prove helpful.

4
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To the Members of the NEC. November 7j 197^

Dear Comrades:

Enclosed you will find copies of letters from NEC members

Bernard Bortnick {dated October 13); Herbert Stelner (dated

October 20) and Aria A. Albaugh (dated October 3). All three

arrived while I was away from the office and this is the first

chance 1 have had to have copies made of the latter two and

arrange to send them to yoti*

These are the only three responses received to date since

I wrote you briefly on September 26 enclosing a copy of Comrade

Bortnlck's letter of August 29»

From Georgia Cozzini, Region No» 6. Nov. 10> 197g

Dear Comrade Karp;

I have received your Nov* 7 letter with Sub-Committee

minutes and letters from Comrade Albaugh (Oct. 3), Bortnick

[Oct. 13) and Stelner (Oct. 20).

1 purposely did not answer the separate replies to my

letter of comment on the past NEC, session. You may recall^ I

merely acknowledged receipt of same. It was not ny purpose to

accuse nor lay blame on anyone, nor to cause long argumentative

letters to be written. I merely wanted the NEC Individually

to reassess the session and their part In It, in order that

some ideas might come forth to make us a more effectively

functioning body.

Comrade Bortnick 's letter of August 29 answered several
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points as I would have, with only a couple of exceptions. For

one thing, 1 do not sec the need for an alternate NEC member.

Also, I am opposed to reprinting Reynold's "The Party* s Work."

Section Milwaukee (over my objections) wrote the National Office

a couple of years ago asking for a rewriting or a reprint of

this booklet, and received the reply that it was neither feas-

ible nor possible then. I was opposed becausei

1* To rewrite takes longer than to start anew. If we

don»t have the manpower, etc* to write a membership

manual now^ then we do not have the rewrltc-time for

Reynold' s book,

2» To reprint Is a waste. In these days of television

and hoodlumisjn. Section visiting committees cannot fun-

tion as in Reynold's time.

Outdoor meetings are no longer possible.

Factory gate distribution of leaflets Is obviated where

wide-spread Industrial parks necessitate workers driving

cars. Instead of travelling by busload to factory gates.

And so, on and on--times have changed so drastically, I

cannot agree that "an out-dated pamphlet bearing-hwne

certain lessons is better than no lessons at aU ."

Comrade Steiner "reiterate(s) , the Party has kept pace

with the changing times." Indeed, the Party has, but not the

NEC, In my opinion. The Party has, because its program and

principles are evermore In league with the future, as capital-

ism disintegrates and the political state trips over the

pieces—and we have had an able National Secretary to voice
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officially that Identity with the times. But the NEC has not

changed, in procedure, in methods, nor In attitudes.

That was the realization which motivated my Initial let-

ter. Obviously, since 1 was an NEC member since 1953* 1 must

accept the same responsibility as the other members for this

condition. But having come to that conclusion, I have tried

to think-forward as much as possible. I have written two let-

ters (June 9 and Oct. 2I4,) with a number of recommendations re

the coming National Convention, (The latter I sent 12 copies

of, but assume that all matters were turned over to the '76

National Campaign Committee instead of to the NEC.)

I have been searching In my mind for names of any members

who might have some of the necessary qualifications for work

at the National Headquarters. I have written to one. Have

any other NEC members likewise been thinking and working on

this vital problem? We MUST turn our thoughts to this, for the

time Is growing short until the National Convention* The cry

has been loud and clear from the National Office—-"H E L PI"

All together, let's do It.

From H. _Ste_in_er, Region No. 6. November 13« 197^

Dear Comrade Karp:

This will acknowledge receipt of copies of letters from

Comrades Albaugh and Bortnlck of October 3 and 13 respectively.

At the outset let me say that no one denies Comrade Bort-

nlck* s democratic right to make suggestions and offer what he
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considers constructive criticism. However, it Is another mat-

ter to set himself up as judge and Jury,

I cannot apeak for other NEC members, but 1 resent his

statement "....the Inactivity of our committee Is a disgrace."

I consider his language not only Injudicious but unwarranted.

Comrade Bortnlck indulges in rhetoric. When has the Par-

ty not faced "critical and weighty problems"? The NEC, the

National Conventions and the membership have dealt with them

when they surfaced, sonietlmes with success sometimes partially

so. We are confronted with them now and we will be in the

future* As De Leon put it: "Troubles In the SLP7 Lots of

theml And it will be wors« I And the SLP wlU come out on top

every time.^' Like It or not the lot of a revolutionist is not

a happy one I

1 believe Comrade Albaugh's comments essentially covers

the points raised in Comrade Bortnick-s letter of August 29.

I would Ilka to underscore one fact. His suggestion that the

National Secretary prepare his report prior to an NEC session

and/or National Convention was proposed some time ago. As I

recall this was considered Impractical for the following rea-
sons: (1) The lack of manpower for such an undertaKInp, (2)

That the report is still In the process of being written almost
up to the "last minute" of an NEC session or a National Conven-
tion. However, If this situation has now changed 1 am whole

hcartedly in favor of Comrade Karp submitting copies of his

report beforehand to all elected delegates.

ft
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From A. A. Albaugh, Region No ._ IQ^ November I
j
j, 1975

Dear Comrade Karp;

This will acknowledge receipt of the Subcommittee Minutes

of the meeting held on September 25. Enclosed with the Min-

utes was a copy of a letter written to you by Comrade Bortnlck

dated October 13.

Comrade Bortnlck asks a question; "When a Comrade on the

NEC Committee makes a motion, . . (why do) few members respond

. . etc." 1 would suggest thatj in some cases, perhaps the

reason motions are not seconded signifies that the members did

not think the motion worthy of Introduction.

Perhaps Comrade Bortnlck has reasons to declare that "the

inactivity of our Committee is a disgrace." Our Party certain-
Csic)

ly needs "new/initiates and novices'* to call our attention to

alleged neglect of the "weighty problems" and to suggest ways

and means that our Committee might Improve its actions* Some

of our members have labored half a century, and longer, to im-

prove our actions and methods of bringing the measa<je of Social'

Jsm to our working class with the further aim of inducting our

youth Into this struggle for our emancipation. Members of our

Committee are fully conscious that they do not have a corner

on longevity.

It would seem to me that Comrade Bortnlck, with his youth

and intelligence, should now enter the fray for the purpose of

doing what HE can to disseminate our program among the workers

of America. Even if he were alone and there was no NEC Commit-

tee, either active or defunct. It would be Comrade Bortnlck*

s
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drtty to do what he could to reach the minds of our class* It

would seem to me that our members ought, somehow, to save

Comrade Bortnick his feelings of discouragement and recommend

to him that It would be possible for him to overcome his tre-

pidation by assigning htm a list of duties that are in dire

need of performance such as the following;

» leaflet dlstrlbutior-

* contributing articles to the WEEKLY PEOPLE

> representing the Party as a candidate, touring his

bailiwick, Countyj State or Nation,

•St writing letters to Editors of the Capitalist Press,

« Securing lecture assignments at schools and colleges,

etc*

w arranglno radio and television broadcasts*

« writing scripts for radio and television-

# Assist with signature gathering to place our Party on

the ballot*

When Comrade Bortnick has reported an accomplishing ef-

fort on the above list of activities, I for one, will then be

disposed to consider our "Inactivities***

From James C. Horvath, Region No, U. November 15, j97;^

Dear Comrade Karp:

1 have received the following correspondence from the

national office; from A.A.Aibaugh to the N,0, date Oct* 3;

from B. Bortnick to N*0. Oct, 13: to N.O, from H. Stciner
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Oct, 20: to N,0, from G, Cozslnl Oct. 2i4.i Circular letter to

Sections Oct 31, re: N,E,C, nominations i Minutes of NEC Sub

Committee held September 25, I975j letter from N.O. to NEC

members Nov, ? ; from K.O, to G, Cozzinl Nov. 12, and belated

acknowledgement of NEC Sub Committee minutes of meeting held

August 21

•

I endorse all actions taken by our Sub Committee at both

meetings.

Commenting on Comrade B* Bortnlck's letter of October 13,

197St I wish to state that he should not be offended or dis-

couraged by the actions of the N.E,C. for not discussing any

of the motions presented before that body. In understanding

parliamentary procedure, it should be obvious that if there

is no seconder to any motion there Is no discussion to follow.

If the comrades on the N,E,C. felt that any motion merited

discussion, then one or more of its members would have seconded

the motion. Regarding the last paragraph of Comrade Bortnlck's

letter. In which he states, "the inactivity of our committee

(NEC) is a disgrace" Is unwarranted* I wish that he would

come up with something concrete and positive, like telling the

S,L,P. how to Implement things and get action, rather than the

negative statements that came from my conrade. Like Comrade

Bortnick states he is a **raw initiate and a novice", therefore

I excuse him for thinking the way he does.

Wo comments on the other correspondence.
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From A^ A. Albaugh^ Region No* 10> November 17. 197^

Dear Comrade Karp!

Comrade Co5;zlnl*s suggestions, contained in her letter to

yoti dated October 21; in which she believes will save the time

of the Convention, seems to me, like the farmer who expressed

deep concern about his barn door slamming In the wind while his

house was blowing away*

Comrade Coizini must remember that time lost during a

Convention had very little to do with the committees work on

credentials and mileage compared to the enormous loss of time

by committees endeavoring to work out resolutions from the

National Secretary's report from which said committees have

had no advance knowledge prior to its reading* Committees

elected by the Convention must again ponder over parts of the

report assigned to them, compose suggested resolutions and

have them triple-typed for presentation to the Convention.

Here's where the recesses begin and perhaps another and another

loss of time,

I don't suppose that we could expect this to happen but

If the National Secretary's report, at least that portion re-

quiring action, could find its way Into the hands of the conven-

tion delegates, say a week before convening, all of the dele-

gates could become familiar with all parts of the report. Re-

gardless on what committee a delegate may be elected to serve,

said delegate would have had an opportunity to form opinions

on any part of the report in advance of the Convention* Even

If a delegate was not elected to a specific committee for which
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he or she had prepared opinions, such opinions. In writing,

could be handed to the proper committee. This is somewhat in

line with Comrade Bortnick's suggestion.

Also, at our last National Convention, much time was lost

in trying to locate qualified members who would agree to serve

as our Presidential candidates. Unlike the capitalist parties,

we don't have a barn full of potentials standing In the loft

anxious to Jump at the chance* But it seems to mc that we

could try to get some advance expressions of willingness of

our few capable Comrades who would serve our Party as its 1976

standard bearers.

To A. A, Albaugh, November 26, 1975. from the >Jatipnal Secretary

Dear Comrade Albaugh:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letters of Novem-

ber 13 (In response to Comrade Bortnlck's of October 13) and

November 17 tin response to Comrade Cozzlni's of October 2i;)»

When circumstances here permit, copies of those letters will

be made in sufficient quantities to supply copies to all NEC

members. When that may be, I cannot say at this writing.

Until now, I have refrained from commenting on any of the

letters that have passed among the NEC members since they re-

ceived copies of Comrade Cozzlni's letter of June 3* That is

not because I have had no comments to make, but rather because

I felt that there would be a more appropriate time for me to

make them. If no one else made them before that time arrived^
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However, I cannot refrain from commenting on the last

paragraph of your Nov. 17 letter. That paragraph reads:

"Also, at our last National Convention, much time was

lost In trying to locate qualified members who would agree to

serve as our Presidential candidates* Unlike the capitalist

parties^ we don't have a barn full of potentials standing in

the loft anxious to jump at the chance. But It seems to me

that we could try to get some advance cKpressions of willing"

ness of our few capable Comrades who would serve our Party as

Its 1976 standard bearers*"

I refer you. Comrade Albaugh^ to page 20 of the proceed-

ings of the Hay 31-June 1, 1975 session of the Katlonal Execu-

tive Committee. There^ as part of m^ report to that session,

you will find the following:

"There are,, .specific problems and/or needs that confront

us as far as the 1976 national campaign Ss concerned. These

may be broken down Into the following major headings:

A •

£ » * •

"3. The availability of national candidates*

p • . * •

"These problems are not listed in any special order of

Importance. Each In Its way Is very Important, ,•
»"

Yet, the NEC did absolutely nothing about the matter. It

did not even discuss it. There was not a single word said on

the subject on the floor during three days of NEC sessions,
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If It was discussed by any of the committees, I do not know

iince I was not privy to the deliberations of the committees.

There Is nothing, however, in any committee report to the last

NEC session to indicate that it was considered or discussed.

There is more that could—and I believe should—be said*

iiut of necessity 1 must leave saying It to another occasion.

There arc also a few things to be said about the repeated

references to the lack of "advanced knowledge" about the"Natlon-

al Secretary's report" to the convention and the difficulties

iittrlbuted to that, but that, too, will have to wait*

rrom Jack_Braunsteln, Region Ho, 9* November 26j 197g

Dear Comrade Karp:

This will acknowledge copy of your Nov* 12 letter reply-

ing to Comrade Cozzlnl's letter of Oct, 10, in which she makes

certain recommendations to reduce socalled "wasted time" at the

tart of national conventions. I agree with the comments you

make in your reply as to the impractical ity of her proposals.

1 might add that I personally never minded the organizing

recesses at the start of the many NEC sessions and national

lonventions 1 attended as a spectator. Indeed, they furnished

ina an opportunity to meet or renew acquaintances. However, 1

have always felt that many of the time-consuming later recesses,

<;ftlled because unacceptable or deficient reports had to be re-

rommitted, could have been avoided if more committees had

token advantage of the National Secretary's offer to consult
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with them during deliberations, I am confident better reports

would have resulted, with the need for fewer recommittals and

recesses. If that had been done.

In this connection 1 would like to state that In my opin-

ion too much stress Is being placed on making proceedings at

NEC sessions "more interesting" for the spectators, some NEC

members proposing that committees all meet in one large room

with any members who want to listening in, I will mention

only one of several objections 1 would have to that: Occasion-

ally a committee consults with, or interviews someone who would •

be willing to speak frankly with the 3 or Ij. members of the

committee, but not before a larger audience, for while every-

thing is above board in the SLP some matters are regarded as

being of a personal nature; also sometimes a committee must

discuss at some length a member whose name is best withheld

until contacted.

There have been a number of other recojnraendatlons as to

procedures at future NEC sessions. Outside of a constitutional

provision, 1 don't see how any decision re agenda or procedure

that is made by the members of the current NEC can be binding

on the succeeding Watlonal Executive Committee, Therefore, 1

think such recommendations are practical only at the NEC ses-

sion itself or Just prior to a scheduled session.

With reference to Comrade Bortnlck^s statement in his

Oct* 13 letter that I did not respond to Comrade Cozzlni's

June 3 letter: 1 acknowledged receipt of that letter by post-

card on June 21, stating that 1 agreed with some of the things
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she said, but not with others. I made no copy for myself so

can*t quote my exact words, 1 was reluctant then, and am

still reluctant, to get involved in a discussion of youth vs.

age as a qualification for NEC membership. As 1 saw It, Com-

rade Cozzlnl had expressed some of her personal thoughts fol-

lowing the last NEC session and asked each of the present NEC

members to make a self-appraisal before accepting renomination

If tendered* It seemed to me she was Inviting thought and re-

flection on what she had to say, and not a lot of correspondence,

1 do not believe debate or discussion is mandatory on

every thought expressed, nor on every proposal or recommend-

ation made by an NEC member; nor Is a vote required on a mo-

tion unless it has been seconded (except for those motions

specified in the Party»s constitution). If every NEC member

were to coiwnent on every thought expressed by another member

we would find ourselves Innundated under a sea of cross-

correspondence .

I wish the Party's immediate problem—getting a qualified

member to serve as Editor or National Secretary (and whatever

additional help is needed), and finding qualified national

candidates—could be solved simply by making changes In the

composition of the NEC. But 1 know that the help problem has

been with us over the years not because of something the NEC

has done or left undone, but because the members the Party

believes are qualified and who have been approached would not

accept, or whan accepting were found wanting after trial. We

are constricted both by the lack of membership growth and the
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specific abilities required for the posts to be filled.

Obviously, others must be sought out—whether by the NEC mem-

bers, the National Office, or the membership generally* Those

who get around as speakers or organisers, or are In close

touch with a large memberahlp, of course have the best oppor-

tunities for sounding out the potentials. In the face of the

National Secretary's statement In his Sept. 30 letter to the

membership perhaps one of those previously approached will re-

consider.

Obtaining someone with the capabilities to serve as Editor I

or National Secretary must be our first priority. I believe it

13 unrealistic to expect solutions to the Party's other prob-

lems until that has been done*

In closing, I wish to register my disapproval of Comrade

Bortnick's lecture to the NEC members in his Oct. 13 letter,

particularly his closing paragraph.

From B. Bortnlck, Region Mo. 7i Dec, k, 197^

Dear Comrade Karp!

In Comrade Stcincr's letter of June 2^.^ 1975 he stated

"The Party has kept pace with the 'changing times' or It could

not have survived 8i+ years." In his letter of Oct, 20, 1975

writing In a similar vein he remarked: ".*.the SLP stuck fast

to its revolutionary principles and Marxian analysis of histor-

ical events. It called the shots with unerring accuracy.

Just to read the pages of Party literature, the People (Daily

I

and Weekly), the NEC and Convention reports belles the claim

that the Party has not kept pace with the '^changing timss"*

In stating this, 1 assume among other things Comrade

Stelner had in mind the NEC position in answer to section St,

Louis's contention that attempted to challenge, faulty as that

challenge was, the article that appeared in the Weekly PeopXe

entitled "The Vietnamese Victory" In the May 10, 1975 edition.

Yet, during the discussion of that Issue on the session floor

St was clearly revealed that there had been past Party state-

ments that had not "called the shots with unerring accuracy."

As a matter of fact the article cited by the National Secret-

ary as a case In point, written and published In the WP a few

years ago, and written by Comrade Karp, made a claim not dis-

Imllar to the contention of Section St, Louis, eg., that "the

class struggle and the three-way imperialist struggle between

the U.S., U*$,S.R. and China" were the primary issues in that

conflict. This conclusion was cited as erroneous, contentions

to the contrary having been effectively parried by the National

Secretary, and the findings of the report of the NEC committee

on Party Press and Literature* s report was unanimously endorsed,

To make the claim that the Party has been unerringly

accurate la one that not even Marx and Engels would have made

for Marxism in their day. For were not they always ready to

admit past inaccuracies and faulty analyses? For example In

Engels^ introduction to the Class Struggles in France he

emphasizes: "Vulgar Democracy expected a renewed outbreak from

one day to another; we already in autumn of l850, declared
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that the first phase of the revolutionary psrlod had closed

and that nothing could be looked forward to untU the advent

of a new economic world crisis. Wherefore we were banned with

bell, book and candle as traitors to the revolution by the

same people whOj later on^ almost without exception made their

peace with Bismarck - in so far as Bismarck considered them

worthwhile*

"But history also proved us in the wrong, and revealed

our opinion of that day as an Illusion, History went further;

not only did it destroy our former error, but also It trans-

formed completely the conditions uder which the proletariat

will have to do battle," (p. 6 NYLN, 1967) Had Marx and

Engels assumed the Intransigent posture that their past record

had been unerringly accurate scientific socialism would have

ended then and there*

I agree with Comrade Stelner that we have an exceptional

record in having correctly analyzed past events but certainly

not one that has been unerringly accurate, nor one that has

been comprehensive and all Inclusive as he suggests*

The vitality of Marxism is maintained by constantly test-

ing its tenets; constantly arraigning the current events of

the day before the standards of Marxian Science and not Just

clinging to broad conclusions, summary points or synoptic

statements; valuable as they are, they remain to be constantly

validated through the necessary research. Hence, the passages

Comrade Steiner quoted from the Weekly People, and those from

Marx are effective prefatory statements advancing a hypothesis
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which then requires exposition. Or they may also be conclu-

sions following a lengthy exposition. But it is the exposi-

tion that is lafcklng. It Is the arduous research, study, fer-

reting out of facts, figures and statistics, that we lack and

that has been to some extent concealed under the general appel-

lation of "the help problem" in party reports. This is what

puts us behind the times.

Comrade Stelner asks if I "believe the Party has been

behind the times in its assessment of China for 26 years." To

the extent that we have been unable to do the necessary research,

to supply raw material for analysis, to summon the heads and

hands to make the analysis and put it Into literate form on

this topic, I believe we have been behind the times. Nor is

China the only subject. An agronlmist by the name of Rene'

DuMont has written a book entitled l_s_ Cuba Socialist? Having

read the book 1 early concluded Mr. Dumont had no business

writing it since he really hasn* t the qualifications to address

the subjectf it^s a good title, and a good subject. By now

we should have had a pamphlet on Cuba. However, the material

that has appeared in the Weekly People over the past ten years

Is apparently not of the caliber that we would want bound in

permanent form* The same might be said of the long period of

combat and strife In Southeast Asia, or the Middle East, How

long we have been behind the times on China, or any other sub-

ject, I prefer not to speculate. For me it Is sufficient to

recognize that there is a problem and a Job to be done*

Comrade Stelner asks what difference It makes whose Idea
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it was to move to California and falls to see the connection

between the "help problem" and the critique of John Timm»s

editorship. Both technically were acts of the NEC since the

initiator of the actions Is a member of the NEC and the Issues

received the endorsement of his comrades on the committee*

However my understanding of the constitutional requirements of

OUT committee calls upon this body to make a more positive

commitment to their duties then merely passing judgement on

items set before it. Inasmuch as such Judgements arc also a

part of NEC functions. The membership has placed a trust In

certain comrades because they have demonstrated among other

important attributes, their resourcefulness and dedication*

Yet, at a time when the "help problem" was growing more and

more accute, an already overworked National Secretary was com-

pelled to undertake the difficult, extremely time consuming,

and solitary, task of drawing to our attention the shortcomings

of the former editor. Had the NEC been a participant In this

we would all have been In better shape even If wc had lost the

former editor. Had commentary and corrective action been

initiated by at least the NEC as the Inconsistencies and short-

comings pointed out in the National Secretary's report were

made, the party could have braced itself for the worst, while

there may even have been a remote chance Tlmm could have been

saved and continued to be of use to the Party. As it turned

out we all had a rude awakening, with no offense meant to the

National Secretary* That Is the connection between the "help

problem" and the critique,
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From Kerbart Stelner
, R^f^ion wo. 3. Movember 21, iqjr

Deai' Comrade Karp

:

I have read and re-read the November 15 Weekly People
article "On the Transition to SoolaliBn" and am disturbed by
its vagueness where it should be "plunb and clear" on the
unlquenesa of the Party program, which in my opinion oan
lead to wrong interpretations and conclusions.

The opening paragraph states "Por a Marxlst-De Leonlst
party like the 3LP, which must shape its tactics to meet pr^
vailing conditions rather than set fornmlas, the examination
and re-examlnation of tactical questions la of ongoing Im-
portance." This has always been the Party-s stand though !,>

ferentially the Impression Is created that «e must begin to
do it now.

In Aa to Politics De leon makes the point that "The SLF
Is not nailed to any special .means;. It Is bent upon a .goal..
The SLP Will hall any -means' that «ill stand the test of
reason and experience, at^ would give Justifiable promise of
reaching the goal more swiftly than the means of combined
political and economic action, to which the Party now holds."

In the conclusion of his neport to the 1968 Convention
Comrade Petersen wrote. "And the Party since De Leon's day
has been equally flexible, (if that's the word for It) when-
ever the occasion and circumstances called for it. But in res-
pect of basic policies and tactics inseparably associated
v-lth, and flowing from basic principles, the Party has stood,
and stands firm, despite changing tides around It." This
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certainly does not smack of "formula." Nor ha,.e "prevailing

conditlans" changed that «ould "shape its tactlca." If any-

thing, the Party la prograra is more applicable today than «hen

It was first haromered out.

Throughout the article the phrase "peaceful and legal

methods" IS frequently used. In As to Politics, an.v.erlng

Giovannittl (P. 51) De Leon «rites : "The continuous itera-

tion and re^iteratio., of the terms negal,' .legality,' -law-

ful' betray a mlscc ir.eptlon of the People's posture. Gio-

vannittl will not find the words used once by the People in

this discussion. The People is not troubled «lth the thought

of 'legality.' The People planted Itself upon the principle

of <elvillzation'...Glovannltti«3 confusion of thought In

the matter is such that he has read 'legal' for 'civilized,'

.legality' for 'civilization.' and that has Interfered «lth

his understanding of the People's arguments in this discus-

sion..." This essential feature of the Party program was not

set forth in the article on tactics.

TO state "While this viev. (political and economic organ-

ization) recognises that today revolutionary progress advances

most effectively with the peaceful and legal methods available

to it, tomorrow it may be forced as Daniel De I^on said in

AS to Politics, 'to resort to the last resort and physically

MOP the earth with the barbarian capitalist class'" may leave

the distorted impression that De teon meant this literally.

My concern is that it may be construed as an incitement to

Violence by those unfamiliar with the Party's industrial union

program.
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That It was uaed only in a symbolic sense la borne out

by the following from As to Politics, "Moi?e likely is the

event of SLP triumph at the polls j but defeat by the election

inspectors, or resistance, as the Souther-n slaveholders did

at the election of Lincoln. In that case also the SLP would

forthwith dissolve into its economic organigatlon . That body,

having had the opportunity to recruit and organize Its forces

j

and the civlll2ed methods of peaceful trial of strength hav-

ing been abandoned, the Might of the proletariat will then

be there, free to resort to the last resortj and phyaically

mop the earth with the^barbarian Capitalist Class /' (P. 6o)

Again on page 74 1 "The ballot of the SLP. . .demands and

will demand plump and plain the unconditional surrender of the

capitalist class; that ballot does, and will, place the rev-

olution on the clvlliaed plane of a peaceful trial of strength;

last but not least, and above all, that ballot, equipped with

all the experience of our Age, will school the proletariat

in the absolute necessity of organizing the physical force--

the integrally industrial Union of the working claas--which it

may and in all probability will need in order to enforce its

program In case the capitalist class resorts to the brute

measures of the barbarian. There is no "double sense" or

'dissimulation* in that posture,"

Continuing, "if they (the proletariat) find themselves

in ao weak a degree of integrally industrial organization as

they are now in, or in a stronger one, yet not possessed of

the minimum of strength needed for resistance^ cohesion and
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attraction, then the armed force of the capitalist class will

mop the earth with them. Then there will be born an 'Under-

ground America^ ' as there has long been an "Underground Russia.*

The handful of revolutionists will be forced Into surreptitious

propaganda a and the Revolution will have to raise itself above

ground by its own boot-straps."

Summing up De Leon writes; "The Labor Movement must, on

the contrary, place Itself upon the highest plane civiliza-

tion has reached. It must insist upon the enforcement of civ-

ilized methods, and it must do so in the way that civilized

man does. Civilized man acts equipped with experience. Ex-

perience teaches that Right is a toy unless backed by Might

j

experience teaches also that the capitalist class Is a bri-

gand class bearing the mask of civilization, and that it is

helped in the cheat by the undoubted circumstance that it has

been a promoter of civilization. Equipped with this experience

and knowledge, the civilized man will take up political action

as the only means that> theoretically, promiaea a peaceful

trial of strength; and he will simultaneously organize the in-

tegrally industrial union as the only available and the all -

sufficient Might to enforce the RlKht that hia ballot pro -

claims. " (P. 90) (underscoring mine).

Admiration for Engela' grasp and Insight into working

class tactics aside from military studies is his incisive

statement in Landmarks in Scientific Socialism: "In a word,

the triumph of force depends upon the production of weapons,

therefore upon economic power, on economic conditions, on the
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ability to organize actual material instruments. . .economic

force is the control of the great Industry." De Leon wrote

of modern tactics In a time far in advance of the period In

which the founders of socialist theory worked and is even

more "relevant."

In the light of the foregoing I strongly urge that De

Leonts "Supplementary" In As to Politics be published to follow

up "On the Transition to Socialism" and that this be done aa

soon as possible.

Statement by the Weekly People Staff
fie H. Stelner's Criticism of the Article,
On the Transition to Socialism."

Weekly People, Nov. 15, 1975

We have carefully reviewed Comrade Herbert Stelner's

letter of November 21 to the National Secretary in which he

takes exception to the article, "On the Transition to Social-

ism," Which appeared in the Weekly People of November I5,

X975.

Comrade Stelner states that he is "disturbed" by the

"vagueness" of the article. If the article were one-tenth
as vague as Comrade Steiner<3 letter. It would indeed be flawed.
As it is, we believe the article accurately reflects the SLP
position, particularly since it sought not to exhaust all
aides of the question, but to "restate the standpoint from
Which Marxists view the questions of legality and violence."

That standpoint is Mar:cist dialectics and materialism, a

method Which must be applied to the examination of all polit-

ical questions, and which, unfortunately. Is absent from
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Comrade Stelner'a letter.

The major shortcoming of the criticism Is Its failure

to present specific argument, develop it fully and connect

it to the article under discusalon. Approximately two-thirds

of a letter of slightly more than four pages ia made up of

quotes with which we are all familiar. Pages three and four,

for example, consist entirely of quotes except for one para-

graph in which Comrade Steiner makes a reference to Engels

.

That reference is unintelligible, grammatically or otherwise.

Moreover, the quotes throughout Comrade Steiner'a letter are

cited without any indication that they have application to

specific passages in the Weekly People article, without any

explanation of the points he wishes to make with them, and

without any conclusions drawn from them.

Quotes should be used to support an argument, not in place

of one. Comrade Steiner, instead of examining the teachings

of Marxists and applying their method, simply invokes passages

from Marxist works as a substitute for a aerlous discussion

of his objections.

This is not an objection to the use of quotes. We have

no disagreement with the quotes at all. But Comrade Steiner^

does not show how they contradict the points made in the

"Transition" article. In fact, we believe the quotes substan-

tiate the article.

In What way are De Leon's remarks at variance with the

article in question? This Inability to relate the quotes

Comrade Steiner chose to the article he finds vague is evi-
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denced by the paucity of references to the Weekly People

article itself. Prom a nearly 45-inch article, there are just

two sentences quoted, and Comrade Steiner's objections to them

are based on his own assertions*

In our opinion, the substitution of quotes for the appli-

cation of Marxist analysis to a current situation is charac-

teristic of a dogmatic approach which answers questions not

hy systematic, dialectical clarification, analysis and summa-

tion, but by the mere quotation of authorities. If dogmatism

is the mechanical recitation of passages instead of the sys-

tematic application of Marxism-De Leonism, then Comrade Steiner

has presented a dogmatic criticism that neither addresses

the question at hand nor contributes to a clarification of

the issue. This failure is at the heart of Comrade Steiner's

crltlciara and prevents him from getting to the point.

Since we have no desire to make Comrade Steiner's argu-

ment for him or guess which passages in the article the quotes

are intended to refer to, we have no comment on pages three

and four of his letter, except to say again that we think

they could easily be used to support the major points made

in "The Transition to Socialism.

As for the other parts of the letter containing Com-

rade Steiner's own observations: He quotes from the first

paragraph (omitting the opening sentence) and though he admits,

"This has always been the Party's stand," he complains that

'*inferentlally the impression is created that we must begin

to do it now,"
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We refuse to be held responsible for Comrade Stelner's

Inferences. The paragraph aaya tactical questions "are al-

ways a critical concern," and their "examination and re-exam-

lnatlon...is of ongoing importance." This is a simple state-

ment of Party position and fact. If Comrade Stelner takes it

to imply that auch consideration haa not been given in the

past J this is his own defensive inference.

Hia two following quotes about the SLP«s approach to

tactics only prove that the sentiments expressed in the arti-

cle are consistent with Party policy.

Comrade Stelner states on page two that "throughout

the article the phrase 'peaceful and legal methods' ia fre-

quently used." To be precise, this exact phrase appears

once. Similar phrases appear two or three other times, de-

pending on what similar phrases are included.

Comrade Stelner then quotes De Leon's rebuttal to the

anarchist aiovanltti who saw all peaceful and parliamentary

methods as counterrevolutionary. If Comrade Steiner suggests

that the same error has been made in the article he should

point out where. Fully half the article, if not more, waa de-

voted to the point that the democratic and peaceful methods

available to the working class should be used to the utmost

and that it would be wrong to abandon them. There 1b no con-

fusion of "legal" with "civilized." In fact, De Leon is quoted

in the article as pointing out that the revolutionary move-

ment is not concerned with legality as such. Nor is there

anywhere in the article the suggestion of using "uncivilized
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methods." The democratic heritage of the U.S. and its re-

lation to socialist revolution are clearly expressed.

Comrade Stelner follows this quotation with the state-

ment, "This essential feature of the Party^s program was not

set forth in the article on tactics." What essential feature?

That the "People is not troubled with the thought of legality?"

That The People advocates the use of the "civilized" politi-

cal means now available? These are exactly the polni^s made

in the article.

(At the risk of digressing, it Is pertinent to point

out that there ia nothing "uncivilized" about the armed strug-

gle of an oppressed class which haa no other means of winning

its emancipation. As De Leon put it, "The civilized man

answers force with force." Or as the NEC put it at Its most

recent session: "in all cases it is the prevailing circum-

stances at the time, and the reaction of a defeated ruling

class that determines tne nature of the revolution that is

In the process of being completed.")

In the next paragraphj Comrade Stelner makes his second

and final quotation from the article. That sentence reads,

"While this view {political and economic organisation) rec-

ognizes that today revolutionary progress advances most effec-

tively with the peaceful and legal methods available to it,

tomorrow it may be forced as Daniel De Leon said In As To

Politics, *to resort to the last resort and physically mop

the earth with the barbarian capitalist class.'"

Comrade Steiner raises two objections to this sentence:
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1) it "may leave the distorted impreiaaion that De Leon meant

this literally," 2) "it may be construed as an Incitement

to violence by those iinfamlliar with the Party's industrial

union program."

As to 1: Comrade Stelner argues that De Leon did not

mean the proletariat would literally resort to physical force

if a peaceful aettlement of the social question was blocked.

Comrade Stelner aays "it was used only in a symbolic sense."

His only argument here is to quote and Tjnderllne the passage

in which the statement appears. Again, the mere quoting of

the passage even with underlining does not support Comrade

Stelner *s "symbolic" interpretation.

De Leon was no pacifist and in many cases made it clear

that if a peaceful political settlement of the class struggle

was not possible, the proletariat would have to change its

tactics and resort to armed force if necessary. We believe

De Leon meant what he said and that his own teachings on tac-

tics are consistent with the article in question*

As to 2: Anything may be misinterpreted. But to read

a sentence which says in part that '^today revolutionary pro-

gress advances moat effectively with the peaceful and legal

methods available to it" and contend it constitutes an "in-

citement to violence" is ridiculous.

The Party's position on tactics and specifically the use

of physical force has been seriously misrepresented recently

(e.g., the Schoppa-Miles incident) and the mistake has been

to err on the side of pacifism. By contrast the article
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clearly expressed the dialectical materialist viewpoint that

must be atres3ed--not a one-sided position.

In listing hia quotes^ Comrade Stelner ends by saying,

"De Leon wrote of modern tactics in a time far in advance of

the period in which the founders of socialist theory worked

and is even more ^relevant.'" Well, today we are at least

as "far In advance" of even De Leon's time, and must use the

analytical tools he left us to examine the problems our move-

ment confronts. The question of tactics la a case In point.

We believe the Party«s position as we understand lt--that po-

litical and economic organization is paramount at this time-

is correct and can be defended. But it can be defended only

by relating it to today<s conditions, not by throwing quotes

at the question. When Marx and De Leon wrote, there was no

standing army in the U.S., there was no FBI, no CIA, no na-

tionally coordinated police force, no comparable magnltitude

of arms and resources in the hands of the state, no massive

state bureaucracy, no fully developed world imperialist sys-

tem. These may be developments that strengthen the Party *s

arguments, but by no stretch of the imagination can they be

analyzed simply by quotations or reprints.

We think It also necessary to add that the kind of crit-

icism Comrade Stelner raises, coming as it does from an NEC

member, is also reflective of the serious Party problems the

National Secretary has been speaking of in recent years.

If this response appears emphatic it is because we feel

strongly about the matter at hand- -including what we believe
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to be Its Implications. Mechanistic and dogmatic thinking,

In our opinion, has harmed the Party severely in recent years,

the clearest example being the degeneration of the Weekly Peo-

ple imder the last-elected Editor, John Tlmm, and the falliire

to correct it. Dogmatism has often been a false charge, a

amokescreen raised by those who rejected the Partyis princi-

ples, but this should not blind us to the Tact that dogmatism

is a problem that has plagued every revolutionary movement In

every period and that it can only be countered If we are alert

to It.

December 8, 1975

To Herbert Steiner. Region No. 8. Dec. 8, ^QJ^^ r^
, HatU. Sec^v.

Dear Oomrade Steiner:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of November

21, in which you raise objections to the article '*0n the Tran-

sition to Socialism" that appeared in the Weekly People of

November 15.

I do not agree that the article is vague; or that it

gives any wrong Impression "inferentlally"; or that It charges

the Party with "set formulas"; or that it falls to set forth

an "essential feature of the Party Program" (the one specifi--

cally referring to tne question of "legality," etc.); or that

there are in the article statements that could be responsible

for readers getting a "distorted impression"; or that it pro-

vides Justification for readers "construing" any part of it
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as "an incitement to violence."

On the contraryj I fully concur in the enclosed state-

ment prepared by the Weekly People staff in response to your

letter, the extra copy of which I had turned over to it for

its comments. If I thought it necessary, I could add to that

statement, further demonstrating that the article In question

is in harmony with sound Marxist teachings and reasoning and

thus in harmony with the Party's principles and program.

As for your urging that we publish the "Supplement" from

De Leon's As To Politics "as soon as possible." the clear im-

plication la that in your view the "Supplement" would serve

to correct what you contend waa wrong with the "Transition"

article. I do not agree that any such corrective action is

called for. Aside from that the "Supplement" has no direct

relevance to the subject matter of the article. The former

deals specifically with whether, under all circumstance Sj it

would be better to devote energy and effort to organizing a

military force instead of economic power. The article did

not even touch on that question. It made it absolutely clear

that "in the U,S. In 1975* the political and economic organi-

zation of the working class must be the basis for any revo-

lutionary advance, and that the building of these organiaa-

tions,. ...is paramount." Party material we believed rele--

vanfc to the subject of the article in question—the excerpt

from the JlEC statement to the Senate Judiciary committee--

was printed on page five of the Nov. 22 Issue. Surprisingly

enough, you made absolutely no reference to that.
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To Herbert Stelner, Reg. No. 8, Dec. 11^ 1975 f^- Wat'l, Sec'y.

Dear Comrade Stelner

:

At Its regular meeting held last night, the NEC Sub-

committee carefully considered your letter of November 21j

on the Weekly People article "On the Transition to Socialism"

(Nov, 15 issue) my reply of December 8 and the Weekly Peo-

ple staff's statement of the same date- It then unanimous-

ly endorsed my letter and the statement by the staff.

From Herbert Steiner> Region Ho. 8, December 28, 197^.

Dear Comrade Karp:

I received yours of December 11 with the information

that the NEC Sub-Committee "unanimously" endorsed your letter

of December 8 and the reply of the staff to my criticism of

th$ article "On the Transition to Socialism."

I am at a loss to understand why you presented the crlt-

icism, the staff reply and your concurrence to the Sub-Committee

before receiving my rebuttal. This Is discourteous. The is-

sue is too serious to be disposed of in a hasty endorsement.

I use the word hasty advisedly since the Sub-Commlttee could

not possibly have had enough time during a meeting to review

the article in question and "carefully" analyze both sides.

I desire that my rebuttal be submitted immediately to

the NEC as a follow up to the correspondence they have receiv-

ed, and request their comments and decision in this matter.
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From Herbert Stelner, Region No. 8, December S8j__l^^_^

Dear Comrade Karp:

This will acknowledge your December 3 letter and your

endorsement of the Weekly People staff reply to my expressed

opinion that there exists the possibility of an Incorrect

impression created by the De Leon phrase that was used out
[November]

of context In the DecemberAlS article On the Transition to

Socialism."

The staff's response was amazing. In ray more than forty

years of SLP membership I have never encountered such arro-

gance and hostility over a presumably fraternal discussion

on party tactics. Xn report after report, also letters, the

national office has stressed its appeal for membership par-

ticipation in the Weekly People performance.

When the request is complied with in behalf of party

concern over the serious matter of tactics there suddenly

follows the suspension of the fraternallsm that ordinarily

helps to cement party relationships.

Why should this occur? Is this the proper way for the
People

WeeklyAStaff to meet a difference of opinion on somethine

printed in the official organ of the party? Instead of dis-

cussing the merits of the points Involved the typical invec-

tives of "mechanist Ic and dogmatic thinking" "mechanical rec-

itation of passages" and "throwing quotes" Is resorted to.

No four members who work on the Weekly People suddenly

become expert beyond anyone else in the party on the subject
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of "Marxist dialectics ant} materialism."

If a member believes there is an error In an article in

the party newspaper and writes in he expects to be treated

with respect not talked at by the staff or anyone else, and

the discussion kept within the Issue at hand and nothlns more.

2) I did not read Incitement to violence into "today

revolutionary progress advances most effectively with the

peaceful and legal methods available to it." What I was con-

cerned with, was the tacking on at this point of three short

lines from a De Leon quotation that unless fully covered

could leave the wrong Impression since it was used out of

context

,

What possible reason would anyone have for arguing that

such a possibility did not exist, or that this should be avoid-

ed at all cost

.

What Is the staff reference for their opinion, that De

Leon thought "that if a peaceful political settlement of the

class struggle was not possible^ the proletariat would have

to change its tactics and resort to armed force if necessary"

and where Is this written in party literature, and what are

the conditions and circumstances when it was said? It is ray

conviction that the article In question does Invite this in-

terpretation though this is denied by the staff in their reply.

There is nothing siirprislng In the fact that I made no

reference to the "excerpt from the MEC statement to the Sen-

ate Judiciary committee..." in the November 15 issue. There

was nothing in the statement that would lead to the conclu-
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slon that the Party's tactics of political and economic action

for social change in the U.S. was brought into question.

It actually pointed up what Marxists have always said,

'^As for general revolutionary tactics and methods we have

no creed" or as Marx and Engels wrote "The proletariat of

each country must, of course, first of all settle matters with

Its own bourgeoisie."

Since the staff says the reference to Engels la "unintel-

ligible, grammatically or otherwise..." I refer them to Com-

rade Petersen's: "Daniel De Leon: Contribution to Marxian

Science (Volume I, Social Architect, page 96, headed "Bloody

or Peaceful Revolution) "Engels in his ^Landmarks of Scien-

tific Socialism* observes that the revolver triumphs over the

sword, and that "superior force Is no mere act of the will

but requires very real preliminary conditions for the carry-

ing out of its purposes, especially mechanical Instrumenta,

the more highly developed of which have the superiority over

the less highly developed. Furthermore (he continues) these

tools must be produced, whence it appears that the producer of

the more highly developed tool of force, commonly called

weapons, triumphs over the producer of the less highly devel-

oped tool. In a word, the triumph of force depends upon the

production of weapons, therefore upon economic power, on

economic conditions, on the ability to organize actual mater -

ial instruments. . .economic force is the control of the great

industries. "

Petersen then continues saying De Leon put it this way

"...the 'physical force^ called for by the revolutionary act
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lies Inherent In the economic organizationj the element

of "force* consists not in military or other organization

implying violence but on the STRUCTURE of the economic or-

ganization, a structure of auch nature that it parries vio-

lence against itself, shatters it, and thereby renders the

exercise of violence in return unnecessary, at least secon-

dary, or only incidental*..'^

Comrade Petersen thought it of sufficient importance

to clinch the point at issue by quoting De Leon's Supplemen-

tary in "As to Politics" and he concluded: "There should

be no doubt in the minds of reasonable men that here, once

and for all, De Leon disposed of that particular question/'

De Leon stated In Socialist Reconstruction of Society,

"The might, implied in the industrial organization of the

workinf^ class of the land, will be in a position to mop the

earth with the rebellious usurper in short order and safe-

guard the right that the ballot proclaims/' (underscoring

mine

)

The staff maintains that "«e are 'far in advance
»
of

even De Leon<s time..." yet the same yardstick is not applied

to Engela who is quoted at length on two occasions and we

are told that "his grasp of tactics (is) still relevant to-

day." It seems odd that De Leon's grasp of tactics aa ap-

plied to U.S. social and economic conditions did not get

the same treatment. Surely his contributions are far in

advance of Engela but only two short sentences of his appear

in the entire article.
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Continuing, the staff writes "When Marx and De Leon

wrote, there was no standing army in the U.S., there was no

FBI, no CIA, no nationally coordinated police force, no com-

parable magnitude of arms and resources in the hands of the

state, no massive state bureaucracy, no fully developed world

Imperialist system." How does this negate De Leon's repeat-

ed msistence that only the workers organized into revolu-

tionary industrial unions can meet, and defeat the combined

forces of the capitalist class? As the great social scien-

tist De Leon foresaw the drift toward plutocratic feudalism

with all that this implies and fought the pure and simplers

and the anarchists on the question of correct revolutionary

tactics. What other power but Industrial might does the

working class have with which to repel this tremendous cap-

italist display of force?

By what authority does the Weekly People staff Impu^

the KEC aa "reflective of the serious Party problems the

National Secretary has been speaking of In recent years" and

why is this brought Into a dlsouasion on Party tactics?

This is an affront to the entire membership who have

democratically aleuted their representatives as well aa a

reversal of roles in which four members lecture the highest

elective body. It is out of order, presumptuous, and should

be censured

.

A a NEC member I have done everything in my power to

live up to the signed pledge "that in the event of my elec-

tion to that office, I shall loyally represent the Party
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and faithfully carry out Its principles, tactics and reso-

lutions, as determined upon In National Convention and by

referendum vote."

I shall continue to do so, NEC member or not.

To Herbert Stelner, Reg. No. 8> Jan^_5>_,1976 fr. NatU. Sec'y.

Dear Comrade Stelner:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letters (2) of

December 28, replying to mine of Decembei* S and 11,

Aa soon as time and circumstances here permit, I shall

(a) have copies of your letters made and sent to the members

of the NEC, and (b) reply to your letters.

Your letters m111> of course, be presented to the NEC

Subcommittee at its next meeting, the exact date of which is

in doubt at the moment.

To Herbert Steiner, Reg. Mo. 9, Jan. 9, 1976 fr . Nat'l. Sec'y.

Dear comrade Stelner

;

This is with further reference to your letters {2) of

December 28, receipt of which I briefly acknowledged under

date of January 5.

Commenting on your "covering^' letter first, your charge

that it was discourteous of me to have presented the matter as

I did to the NEC Subcommittee, I reject as totally unwarrant-

ed and, in fact, insulting. You wrote a letter of criticism,
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the staff and I answered it. Both your criticism and our

answer were presented together to the Subcommittee, There

was nothing discourteous or even unusual in my doing that.

During my more than 33 years of association with the NEC

Subcommittee, as a Subcommittee member, as assistant to the

former National Secretary and aa National Secretary that has

always been the procedure for handling such matters. Sub-

sequent correspondence has always been presented as received.

As a member of the NEC who has received Subcommittee minutes

for many years you should know that.

Your contention that the Subcommittee "could not possibly

have had enough time to review the article in question and

'carefully' analyze both sides" is a gratuitous assumption in

more than one respect . How could you know how much time was

spent? The Subcommittee members, you know, could have taken

all the time they needed.

As for your "rebuttal" to the staff's reply, I find it

Inadequate to say the least. It is faulty on any number of

counts only some of which I can take the time to discuss here.

1. Your rebuttal misrepresents your first letter (Nov.

21) which initiated the exchange. The staff and I did not,

as you contend in your opening paragraph, reply simply to

your "expressed opinion that there exists the possibility of

an Incorrect impression created by the De Leon phrase that

was used out of context in the December 15 article 'On the

Transition to Socialism,'"

In fact you did not even start to discuss that De Leon
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phrase until the bottom of the second page of your Nov. 21

letter, which raised a number of othei* points to which the

staff addressed itaelf . These points you subsequently ignore

and instead Incorrectly characterize your first letter as

dealing exclusively with "the De Leon phrase."

2. There was no "suspension of fraternallsm" in the

staff *3 reply. (If that designation can be applied to any-

thlngj it can be applied to your rebuttal.) The staff res-

ponded to an official criticism lodged with the National

Secretary by an NEC member. And while It did so in direct

and specific terms and with strong and emphatic reasoning

and argument. It was neither arrogant nor hostile. Aside

from saying that^ l leave it to the contents of the staff's

statement ard my concurring letter to further substantiate

that,

3. You use a number of irrelevant arguments and straw

men, and go far beyond the staff's reply in abandoning fra-

ternal discussion. You write "No four members who work on

the Weekly People suddenly become expert beyond anyone else

In the Party on the subject of 'Marxist dialectics and mater-

ialism.'"

Whatever satisfaction you find in making such pronounce-

mentsj they are Irrelevant and misleading. Where did the

staff claim to have "become expert beyond anyone else in the

Party"? Do you consider yourself "the Party"? The staff

responded to your criticism^ your letter^ and your conten-

tions and not to anyone else in the Party^ since no one else
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1^

raised any criticism about the article.

4. Your rebuttal completely Ignores the central point

of the staff's reply, which was that by relying almost exclu-

sively on quotes, you had not presented a legitimate criticism

of the article in question^ nor clearly argued your positionj

nor helped to clarify the issue.

The staff wrote a five-page statement giving its views

on your criticism and explaining its disagreement wxth both

Its content and manner. It explained what it considered to

be characteristic of a dogmatic approach and why it believed

yours was a "dogmatic criticism," It concluded that "Dogma-

tism has often been a false charge^ a smokescreen raised by

those who rejected the Party's principles, but this should

not blind us to the fact that dogmatism is a problem that

has plagued every revolutionary movement in every period and

that it can only be countered If we are alert to it."

Yet, you do not respond to any of this. You neither ar-

gue that your letter was not dogmatic, nor that the staff's

definition of dogmatism was incorrect. You merely dismiss

the staff's contention as "typical Invectives" and complain

that the "merits" weren't discussed. It was precisely the

nature of your criticism, however, that the staff responded

to, contending that such an approach made It impossible to

get to any "merits." A charge of dogmatism is "invective"

only if it la inaccurate, unsubstantiated and misapplied.

5, Your position as developed in your second letter is

inconsistent and unclear. You apparently equate a position
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that allows for the possible necessity of physical force under

certain conditions with "incitement to violence." These are

hardly equivalent.

However the heart of the confusion stems from your ap-

parent Inclination to cling to an essentially pacifist posi-

tion namely that the 3LP and De Leon rule out the use of phys-

ical force at all times under all conditions. This is incor-

rect. Though vie have already expressed our opinions on the

limitations of argument by quotation we refer you to the

June 28 Weekly People and the De Leon editorial reprinted

there . In It De Leon states :

"Physical force Is not a batch of revolution, as anarchy

pretends. Physical force is equally the batch of reaction

and revolution. Revolutions must first be accomplished in

the heads, before the seal can be set upon them. But that

seal--physical force--haa never yet been ab3ent--and hard it

is to conceive the day when It will be absent so long as class

rule endures.

"it is as idiotic to deny the function of physical force

as it is to impute to physical force sole and creative pow-

ers. The latter lc31ocy is the perverse idiocy of anarchy^

the former is the resistant idiocy that anarch-idiocy in^

cites." (Sept. 15, 1912 Daily People.)

6, On page 3 of your rebuttal you write: "Since the

staff says the reference to Engels is "unintelligible, gram-

matically or otherwise..." I refer them to "page 96 of Com-

rade Petersen's Social Architect, Vol. I. This is an exam-

ple of your failure to understand the criticism made of your
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initial letter. If you look at the last paragraph on page

four of your first letter, you will find the following: "Ad-

miration for Engels' grasp and insight into working class tac

tics aside from military studies is his Incisive statement

in Landmarks of Scientific Socialism;" Engels" quote follows

It is youp introductory sentence that is unintelligible

grammatically or otherwise. Your refusal to concede this

is amasing. Engels makes perfect sense. It Is Stelner who

is unintelligible

.

7- It is also amaaing that you, who complain that De

Leon was quoted out of context in the article, should quote

Comrade Petersen as you do on page 3 of your Dec. 2Q letter.

You leave out the opening sentences Comrade Petersen used to

introduce his discussion under the sub-head "Bloody or Peace-

ful Revolution." They read: "in discussing the change from

capitalism the question is Invariably posed: Can it be done

peacefully? There are two superstitions prevalent in this

connection; one is that the revolution must necessarily be

peacefulj the other, that it must necessarily be bloody.

Neither is inevitable, but as De Leon so eloquently pointed

out, with the working class organized polltioally and Indus-

trially, the chances are in favor of a peaceful revolution."

Mot only have you quoted Petersen out of context, you

have done so in support of one of the "superstitions" that

Petersen expressly rejected

.

8. Much more could be said on the tactical question,

particularly as it relates to the current growth of state
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power. This subject needs further development, which can be

done only after we have clarified the Party" s basic premises

For example, the "might" with which Da Leon said a revolution-

ary proletariat could "mop the earth" with the boureeoisie

la "implied in the industrial organization." You seem to

think the "might" and the "industrial organiaiatlon" are com-

pletely equivalent. Is not De Leon saying precisely that an

industrially organized proletariat would be In a position to

muater armed force if needed, Juat as a capitalist organiza-

tion of industry gives the ruling class that power?

Even in the quote you cite at the bottom page 3 of your

December 28 letter, in which De Leon describes the structure

of the economic organization as being of "such nature that it

parries violence against Itself" and "renders the exercise of

violence in return unnecessary," De Leon promptly qualifies

the last phrase by adding, "at least secondary, or only Inci-

dental/' Where do you imagine the means for this "secondary"

or "incidental" "exercise of violence in return" will eman-

ate from? Furthermore, do you mean to contend that the mili-

tary and police agencies of the state will disappear the

moment the industrial organization moves to take control?

Such a position is downright dangerous and a disservice to

the proletariat whom socialist revolutionaries must not lull

into such pacifist illusions.

9, Your first two paragraphs on page 5 a^f© little short

of outrageous. You write:

"By What authority does the Weekly People staff Impugn
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the HEC as 'reflective of the serioua Party problems the Na-

tional Secretary has been speaking of in recent years" and

why Is this brought into a discussion on Party tactics?

"This Is an affront to the entire membership "

For some reason, you, who quote so extensively from

other sources, are unable to quote accurately from the staff«s

reply. The staff did not "impugn the NEC." It said that

"the kind of criticism Comrade Stelner raises, coming as It

does from an NEC member, is also reflective of the serious

Party problems " (Underscoring added here.)

As earlier, you now conveniently equate yourself with

the NEC, and then with another huge leap, say "This is an

affront to the entire membership."

How can a response to your criticism be an affront to

anyone but yourself, if you insist on taking it as an affront?

It is you. Comrade Stelner, who is "out of order" and "pre-

sumptuous," here. It ill befits you in those circumstances

to call for anyone to "be censured." "Pour members" have not

"leGture[d] the highest elective body,'* they have taken issue

with you on a question which you alone raised.

Copies of your letters and this reply are being sent to

the members or the NEC.

Prom Jack Braunatein, Region Ho, 9j January 5, 1976,

Dear Comrade Karp:

This will acknowledge receipt of your Dec, 22 letter

and the enclosures Hated therein. Thank you.
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I read all the correspondence carefully^ and particu-

larly Comrade Steiner»s Nov, 21 letter criticizing the Nov.

15, 1975 WEEKLY PEOPLE article entitled "On the Transition

to Socialism," and the W.P, staff's and your reply to that

criticism* I agree with both replies to the criticism and

want to add that in my opinion the article in question was

excel lent, and contrary to Comrade Steiner's claim the essen-

tial features of the Party's program were properly outlined.

1 also want to take this opportunity to congratulate

you, the WEEKLY PEOPLE staff (as well as the contributors to

the VfF) for the fine articles and editorials appearing in

the WEEKLY PEOPLE.

From Georgia Co^z_zl_n_ij_ Region No. 6. Dec^ 29. 1975

Dear Comrade Karp:

I have received your letter of December 22 with the ten

enclosures« As 1 read those pertaining to the NEC and the

coming convention, I thought back to the sectional "confer-

ence" you addressed in Chicago October 5* A question was

asked as to why the NEC had done nothing upon the crisis of the

resignation of Tlmm as editor. 1 was called upon to answer. Even

upon hindsight 1 know of nothing the NEC at that session could
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have done to resolve the problem. It was left in the hands

of _thc Party as a whole personified of course by the Nation-

al Secretary, The membership as a whole has been apprised

ever since of the intolerable drain on the National Secretary

this has presented. But no name has come forth either from

the members or from their NEC representatives who has the

qualifications and is willing to accept the Party's terms.

My fear is that the "76 National Convention will likewise not

find the answer* Therefore I earnestly hope that each of us

will give our concentrated attention to this problem, rather

than to continue discussion on what the ^EC has or has not

done in the past.

Regarding Comrade Stelner's letter of November 21, I was

bewildered by It. I got the Nov. 15 W.P. out and reread the

article because I had been so Impressed by Its clarity when

I first read It. The second reading Improved my opinion of

It. One of my favorite quotes of Engels, substantiating the

article. Is the following:

"The irony of history turns everything upside down. We

the ^revolutionists' , the 'upsetters', we thrive much

better with legal than with illegal means, in forcing an

overthrow. The parties of order, as they call themselves,

perish because of the legal conditions set up by them-

selves.,,And if we are not insane enough to favor them

by letting them drive us Into street battles, nothing

will in the end be left to them but themselves to break

through the legality that is so fatal to them." (1 don't
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know the source of the quote-— I got it from a W.P. some

years back*

}

Therefore, I wish to go on record endorsing the Weekly

People staff statement of Dec* S, and the Dec. 8 letter of

the National Secretary,

From Joseph Plrlncin, Region No. g , Dec, 31. 1975

D.C. Karp:

I received the copies of letters from various members

of the NEC, copy of your letter to Comrade Stelncr and copy

of the Weekly People Staff's letter on the "Transition" art-

icle crltlciaed by Comrade H, Stelner.

My reaction to the criticism of the "Transition" article

is a case of a mechanical "understanding" of the materialist

conception of history and an Intelligent application of that

Marxian principle- It is a case of falling to understand

what the poet said so well

—

New occasions

Teach new duties

Time

makes ancient good uncouth.

The lines are from memory and I cannot vouch for their

exactness*

1 hope that our 1976 national convention will result in

the kind of updating that will be a turn for the better In

our Party* s fortunes*
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From James C, Horvath, Region No. jj., January 7, 1976

Dear Comrade Karp;

I have received the following letters from the National

Office;

Dec. l, 197? to all Sections re: NEC Session and Expense

and Mileage.

Dec* 1, To National Members at Large on payment of

NEC Assessment*

Dec, ij.. To Frank Glrard, Section Or. Rapids re:

editorial "The threat to Free Elections*"

Dec* 1^, To J. Sim, Section V/ayne Co., re; sales and

displays of Party Liter.

Dec. i;. To J . Sim, Section Wayne Co,, re: State Com-

mittees and jurisdictions.

Dec, 12, To J, Sim, Section Wayne Co., re: "new for-

mat for literature". ,."in bookstores and

libraries,"

Dec. 12, To J* Sim, Section Wayne County, re: further

reference" »., "regarding E, Lansing Comm."

Dec. 16, To L. Miller, Michigan State Comm* re:

"arrest of Tom Glrard in Battle Creek".

Dec. 17, To J, Sim, Section Wayne Co*, re;"Pre-

Convention publicity" and work In Detroit

area.

Dec, 19, To all Sections re: payment for the banquet

reservations.
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Dec* 31, To all Sections re: k points In connection

with attending the 197^ convention.

Minutes of the Nov. 6, 1975 Sub Committee meeting that

was adopted Dec. 19. I approve all actions taken by the

Sub Committee at that meeting.

1 have also received Dec. 22 letter listing 12 letters

with copies of all letters enclosed*

All of the above mentioned letters have been carcftiliy

read and contents noted*

In regards to the Statement of the Weekly People Staff,

1 Wish to state that 1 am In ftiU accord with the way In which

the problem was handled by this committee, relative to the "H»

Stelner Criticism of the article on ^The Transition to

Socialism.*" The Staff gave an excellent analytical appraisal

of the subject matter at hand* Our youngsters (Staff) show

good promise. Please tell these members to keep up their good

work.

As to the letters of G. Cozeinl and B. Bortnick, I have

noted very carefully that both have consulted past Party His-

tory and cited what to them appeared as errors committed by

the Party, but In neither letter did 1 find any constructive

criticism to remedy to the wrongs that may have been committed

If and when any member comes up with what will be determined

as positive action to generate new activity in the Party as

a whole, I am sure the NEC, the National Office the Weekly

People staff and the membership as a whole will immediately

accept and endorse the new ideas. If our foresight was as
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good as our 20-20 hindsight we would be sailing smoothly*

The Ills and apathetic conditions that prevail In the
Party today can be traced back to years past where they were
bred and nurtured. We keep telling the workers of America
that they must depend, not upon leaders to do their thinking
and acting for them but to rely upon themselves to do the

work* In the Socialist Labor Party as far back as I can ro-
cail, the Party membership has much too often relied upon its

elected officials to carry the load and work that should have
been carried out by the entire membership* The sooner the

membership of the Socialist Labor Party recognizes the simple
fact, that the Socialist Labor Party is every member of the
Party and not Just some of the members, when this is done the
Party will once again do what is expected of it* At this

late dats, blaming each other for our past mistakes will get
us nowhere. We can only achieve positive action by having

100^ unity in all of our Party work.

For 1976 and until th^ socialist revolution is accomplish-
ed let us all put our shoulders to the wheel and push our

principles and program as we have never done It before.

From Bernard Bortnlck . Region Nn. ?> Jan. i^ igyA

Dear Comrade Karp:

This will acknowledge receipt of the following and

appropriate comments accompanying each are appended***

3. Letter of Nov 10 197$ from Georgia Co«lnlr
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1 woi'^'J f^av« liked to have done more as an NEC member

to try to locate members who would be capable of filling the

vacancies at the N.O. and Identifying potential Party stand-

ard bearers. Outside of offering my services as a possibility

1 know of no other way then to systematically poll the mem-

bership in each section and region and to some extent this Is

what the National Secretary has implemented In the membership

meetings that have been held, and those proposed.

One of the things I feel limited by is not only not know-

mg as many members as 1 would like to know, but not having

any way to directly contact them. •-•

1+.. Letter from A.A. Albatigh to N.S, dated Nov. ll;, 1975- This

will be answered or comment sent under separate heading.

5. H. Stelner»s letter of Nov. li;> 1975. his letter of Nov.

13, 1975* to the N.S. will be answered under separate cover.

6. Letter from A.A. Albaugh to W,S. dated Nov. 19, 1975. This

will be commented on under separate heading.

7. Comrade H. Steiner's Utter of Nov. 21, 1975 re: W,P.

article «0n the Transition to Socialism," When I first read

this article 1 felt It was an outstanding restatement of the

Partyts position on violence and legality. 1 remember how

the so-called historian Seretan warped De Leon's position on

this subject, and wished I had had an article of that sort

which tied tactics to the prevailing material conditions.

When 1 was preparing that article against Seretan several

years ago* I haven- t had time to reread the prefaces to our

pamphlets - "Peaceful v/s Violent Revolution" - Engels^
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statement taken from The Class Struggles in France , or As to

Politics but it could well serve as a prefatory statement to

either of these pamphlets. If not there then perhaps in our

contemplated "Yearbook." In any case, I concur in the reason-

ing of the Weekly People Staff of Dec. 11, 1975. ...

P.S* This will also acknowledge receipt of your reply

to H. Stelner dated Dec, 6, 1975, and Dec. 11, I affirm yowr

stand on this issue.

From Bernard Bortnlck, Region No. J, Jan. 19, 1976

Dear Comrade Karp:

1 hesitate to respond to the comments I have received

from some of my comrades on the NEC becatise I donU wart to

simply prolong a fruitless discussion. At this risk, and

lest my silence be understood as concurrence in their reason-

ing I would like to offer the following points;

Regarding Comrade Albaugh's letter of Nov. ll^., 1975, hia

explanation of why motions submitted by ^EC members need not

be answered, "that the members did not think the motion

worthy of introduction" would be altogether reasonable If the

issues which they concerned were of a less urgent nature.

But what could be more urgent than the possible collapse of

the organization? Yet only one motion was made to deal with

the primary problem we ate charged with seeking a solution

to* This refers to the motion I made In my letter of July

12, 1975 In which 1 moved that the "NEC be provided the names,
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addresses, and If possible, phone numbers of all members in

their respective regions for the purpose of determining, by

a careful screening of each member, whether, (a) another mem-

ber can be found to fill a vacancy In either the business of-

fice or on the staff of the Weekly Peopl_e ...". Maybe this

was a motion unworthy of introduction. Good. Should not

others then be forthcoming? Moreover, If the work of our

committee does not consist of deliberation and study of our

problems and correspondence In seeking answers to them, then

In what does it consist?

Perhaps it was presumptuous of me to declare our com-

mittee's inactivity a disgrace. Yet our constitution defines

our obligations, and among the several recent references In

Party reports we are reminded of those obligations In the

following terms: "In large measure, and by every constitu-

tional and organizational precept, between National Conven-

tions the responsibility for taking steps, or at least con-

sidering ways to take steps, toward achieving such a situa-

tion, devolves upon the NEC." (NEC Special Session Minutes

of Mar 7-11, 1975 P- 12* The "situation" the N.S. refers

to here is alleviating the "holding action" now in force at

the N.O.)

Since when are all of the activities listed by Comrade

Albaugh considered the work of NEC members? Does one run

for political office as an NEC member? Does one distribute

leaflets as an WEC member? Further, it is news to me that

there is a "pecking order" among committee members based upon
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years committed to agitational, educational, and organizing
work in various capacities, and that those with the least
should hold their silence in deference to those with the
most. This begs the question, for the issue is not what
Bortnlck is doing as a member of. party subdivl.lnn outside
Of his NEC duties, but What we are doing as members of the
NEC.

Similarly, Comrade Steiner In his letter of Nov. 13, 1975
evades the Issue in stating "The NEC, the National Conventions
and the membership have dealt with themrcrltical and weighty
problems") when they surfaced sometimes with success sometimes
partially so." My comrade well knows that these problems
surfaced long ago, yet what have we done to deal with them as
B body? (Perhaps in a moment of weakness I have made rhet-
orical statements, but Judging from the above statement who
doesn't?)

For the sake of accuracy the motion attributed to me by
Comrade Steiner, re: advanced dissemination to o«r Con^lttee
of the National Secretary's report; this was a proposal made
by comrade Horvath In his letter of July 12, 197S. 1 merely
commented In terms of offering qualified support for his pro-
posal m my letter of Aug. 29. 1975. Comrade Albaugh riakes
a Similar allusion in his letter of No,r. 17. 1975 3rd para,
last line.

When Comrade Braunsteln stated "I do not believe debate
or discission is mndatory on every thought expressed, nor
on every proposal or recommendation made by an NEC member; ...
If every NEC member were to comment on every thought expres-



sed by another member we would find ourselves innundated

under a sea of cross-correspondence." The fact Is that since

our May 31, 1975 regular NEC session 2 comrades have made 6

motions (discounting Comrade CozzinPs proposal for a review

of the NEC Session agenda) and as of Oct 13, 1975 only one

response to these was received. This Is hardly Inundation.

It too evades the issue, for no member Is suggesting what

Comrade Braunstein seems to fear* Our difficulties stem from

too little communication not too much.

As a case in point Comrade Braunstein wrote: "those who

get around as speakers or organizers or are In close touch

with a large membership, of course have the best opportunities

for sounding out the potentials*" This Is certainly a very

reasonable Idea and had It been proposed as a motion months

ago I believe I would have supported it. Obviously, our pro-

blems are not going to be solved by keeping our thoughts and

opinions to ourselves. Solutions can only come out of a fer-

ment of discussion and commentary - and 1 suppose this is

what a committee Is for*

From Aaron M. Orange. Region No . 3. January l4. 1976.

Dear Comrade Karp

:

Thi3 will acknoviledge receipt of your letter of Decem-

ber 22, 1975 enclosing copies of eleven (11) letters from mem-

bers of the N.E.C. and a statement by the WEEKLY PEOPLE staff

in reply to Con^ade H. Stelner»s November 21, 1975 letter of

criticism.
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I have carefully reread the article in the WEEKLY PttOPLB

of November 15, 1975 ("On the Transition to Socialism"), tht

criticism of H. Stelner, the refutation by the WEEKLY FEOPLK

staff and the remarks of the National Secretary In hia Deoam-

ber 5^ 1975 letter,

I have also noted that the N.E.C. Sub-Committee unani-

mously endorsed your letter of December 8th and the Statement

of the WEEKLY FEOPLS staff dated December 8th.

The discussion on the question of tactics in the WEEKLY

PEOPLE article necessarily covered the possibilities in the

event the reactionary ruling Glass abandons "the civilized

plane of a peaceful trial of strength" and "resorts to the

brute measures of the barbarian."

I agree that the article, and the replies by the Editor-

ial Staff and the National Secretary to Comrade H. Steiner's

criticism are consistent with the Party's position.

Fr<Mtt Aaron M. Orange, Region No. 2, January l6^ 1976,

Dear Comrade Karp :

This will acknowledge receipt of the NEC Sub-Committee

minutes of the meeting of December 10, 1975...

Receipt is also acknowledged of two letters from Com-

rade Herbert Stelner dated December 28, 1975--letters of crit-

icism of the NEC Sub-Committee action and further criticism

of your reply of December 8th and the WEEKLY PEOPLE staff's

reply to the original letter of criticism of the WEEKLY PEOPLE
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article entitled "On the Transition to SoclallBin" In the Nov-

ember 15, 1975 issue.

Pinally, I acknoi^ledge receipt of copies of your letters

of January 5th and gth to Comrade Steiner.

Copies of replies by Comrade Joseph Plrlncln (December

31i 1975)> by Comrade Georgia Cozalnl (December 29, 1975) and

by Comrade Jack Braunatein (January 5, 1976) ave alao hereby

acknowledged.

I have re-read discussions of tactics by De Leon and

Petersen (particularly the chapter in "Proletarian Democracy..."

entitled: "Bloody or Peaceful Revolution,") and I can see no

reason for changing the conclusion in my January l4th letter

to you that the article: "On the Transition to Socialism" is

"consistent with the Party's position."

Excerpt from letter written by A. A. Albaugh as organiser of
Section Greater Mlaml> Pla., dated January 19, 1976.

Correspondence relating to questions raised concerning

Comrade Stelner's criticism of the WEEKIiY PEOPLE Dec. [Nov.]

15 article "On The Transition to Socialism" has been received

I should like to comment on this matter at a time when I can

get my thoughts directed into that channel.
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From Hennlng Blomen, Rep:lon No. 1^ January 18^ 1976.

Dear Comrade Karp;

Regarding Comrade Steiner 's criticism of the November I5,

1975 article on tactics in the Weekly People^ I make the fol-

lowing remarks;

There is always a certain danger of misinterpretation of

a quotation taken out of the context of a logically presented

argument, especially when the argument is in itself all In-

clusive. For a correct understanding its presentation In toto

is mandatory.

This certainly applies to the oft-quoted statement by

Marx: "Religion Is the opium of the people.'' How effective-

ly that statement has been used by the enemies of Marxism In

an attempt to discredit the latter is well known. The "curse"

[?] is only successfully challenged by reading the entire ar-

gument presented by Marx.

Neither Marx nor Dg Leon can be charged with having to

want to destroy religion and hence the Socialist Labor Party*

s

position is simply put that religion Is a private matter to

be settled by Indlviauals without interference in a Socialist

society.

What la the Socialist Labor Party »s view with regard to

violent, bloody or peaceful revolution? The question has been

amply answered by De Leon, particularly in "Socialist Recon-

struction of Society," "As To Politics" and numerous other

of his writings. Likewise Petersen answers this question,

basing his argument on Marx, Engela, Lenin and De Leon, very
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adequately in Part III, entitled, "Bloody or Peaceful Rev-

olution," In his pamphlet, "Proletarian Democracy vs* Dic-

tatorships and Despotism."

In the latter, Petersen says

:

"in discussing the change from capitalism the question

is Invariably posed: can it be done peacefully? There are

two superstitions prevalent in this connection; one -that the

revolution must necessarily be peaceful; the other, that it

must necessarily be bloody. Neither is Inevitable, but as

De Leon so eloquently pointed out, with the working class or-

ganized politically and industrially, the chances are in fav*

or of a peaceful revolution."

In "As To Politics," under the heading, "Fifth Letter

by H.B. Hoffman, New York," De Leon says:

"The S,L.P. ballot demands the unconditional surrender

of the Capitalist Glass, The S.L.P. accordingly preaches the

Revolution, teaches the Revolutlonj and thereby enables the

recruiting and organizing of the physical force element requi-

site to enforce the Revolution. The S.L.P. does all this, in-

cluding the latter, because it strikes the posture of holding

the Ruling Class to the civilized method of a peaceful trial

of strength.

"May be the S.L.P. will triumph at the hustings, that Is,

win out and be rightly counted. In this case the S.L.P. would

forthwith dissolve; the political State would be ipso facto

abolished; the industrially and Integrally organized proletar-

iat will without hindrance assume the administration of the
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productive powers of the land. Is this impossible? Wt- m\

mit it is highly Improbable.

"More likely is the event of S.L.P. triumph at the poUn,

but defeat by the election inspectors, or resistance, aa l\m

Southern slaveholders did at the election of Lincoln. In

that case also the S.L,F, would forthwith dissolve Into Itts

economic organization. That body, having had the opportunity

to recruit and organize its forces, and the peaceful trial of

strength having been abandoned, the Misht of the proletariat

Will then be there, free to res^ort to the last resort, and

physically mop the earth with the barbarian Capitalist Class.

"Most likely, however, the political expression of the

I.W.W. [read Socialist Industrial Union] will not be afford-

ed the time for triumph at the polls. Most likely the neces-

alties of capitalism will, before then, drive it to some law-

less act that will call forth resistance. A strike will break

out; capitalist brutality will cause the strike to spread;

physical, bealdes moral support, will pour in from other and

not immediately concerned branches of the Working Class. A

condition of things --economic, political, social-atmospheric--

will set in, akin to the condition of things in 1902 at the

time of the great coal miners' strike, or in I894, at the

time of the Pullman-A.R.U. strike. What then? The issue will

then depend wholly upon the degree, in point of quality and

in point of quantity, that the organization of the I.W.W. [read

Socialist Industrial Union] will have reached. If it has reach-

ed the requisite minimum, then, that class-instinct of the pro-
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letarlat that Marx teaches the Socialist to rely upon, anc3

the chord of which the Capitalist Class instinctively seeks,

through Its labor fakirs, to keep the Socialist from touch-

ing, will readily crystalize around that requisite X.W.W. [So-

cialist Industrial Union] minimum of organization* The Work-

ing Class would then be organically consolidated . Further ef-

forts for a peaceful measuring of strength would then have

been rendered superfluous by Capitalist barbarism. Capitalism

would be swept aside forthwith. For this consummation, how-

ever. In the eventuality under consideration, be it remember-

ed, the I.W.W. [Socialist Industrial Union] must have reached

the requisite quantitative and qualitative minimum of per-

fection, and that in turn will depend upon the.freeness of Its

previous agitational work, a freedom It never could enjoy ex-

cept it plants itself upon the principle that recognizes the

civilized method of peaceful trial of strength--the political

ballot .

"

I hope making use of this long quotation will be forgiven.

S.L.P, people don*t require that sort of thing provided they

have done their homework thoroughly. However, my reason for

so quoting in this Instance should be obvious.

In the first place, to fight for our political freedom

is of great Importance in this day when they are in process

of being nibbled away. Should they disappear our agitation

would be confined to the rat pit.

Secondly, the designation of the capitalist class as

BARBARIAN Is not invective nor an expression of emotional hat-
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red. It is used by De Leon in an extremely accurate aenitj

historically, politically and socially. Under the clroumBtflnooB

cited by De Leon the capitalist class will have denied the vury

essence of the right to Revolution and that the people have

the right to use the ballot and be counted in a civilized way

and, moreover, their decision—If for Revolution—must be ac-

cepted as the will of the people. If the capitalist class re-

fuses to accept the decision of the people and organizes for

counterrevolution it then becomes a BARBARIAN CLASS having

read Itself outside of the pale of civilization. Thirdly, to

combat counterrevolution, the working class, through the In-

tegrally organizea Socialist Industrial Union and the Social-

ist Industrial Union Administration and being in possession

and control of the industries of the land, will have the nec-

essary might to organize whatever military power as will prove

necessary "to resort to the last resort and physically mop

the earth with the barbarian capitalist class,"

Many quotations by the founders of Socialism are useful,

provided they are complete In themselves. But if a quotation

such as, "Religion is the opium of the people," is made by it-

self, it certainly requires amplification, lest It create the

wrong Impression.

I have nothing but praise for the excellent articles that

have appeared in the Weekly People since the committee of four

young Comrades has taken over and that applies also to the

November 15, 1975 Weekly People article on tactics.

However, I have one objection. Is not the quotation by
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De Leon out of context? I have underlined It In the long

quotation by De Leon presented above- Doubt and speculation

certainly can be aroused by the quotation as used. What or-

ganizatiOHj political or Industrlalj or both^ would be res-

ponsible for the mopping up and what villi be used in the pro-

cess? What would make it necessary? Why the designation:

BARBARIAN? How will the new reader interpret It?

I want to apoloelze for not using a typewriter--! don»t

now own one nor did I have easy access to one.

200th birthday of liberty and the pending congressional bill

S-1 as was so strikingly brought out in the Weekly People

article on "Reaction and Revolution at the Bicentennial" in

the Jan. 1?, 1976 issue.

If those who are planning the coming National Convention

have worked out the Idea of seminars for those attending but

who are not delegates, I would appreciate some idea of their

thinking. I would also appreciate receiving a list of names

of all the delegates to the convention.

Prom Georse S. Taylor^ Region No. 3^ January 52, 1976 .

Dear Comrade Karp:

I hereby acknowledge receipt of a large number- of copies

of letters between the National Office and various N.E.C. mem-

bers. Also the minutes of Sub-Committee meetings.

After a careful reading and re-reading of correspondenoe

dealing with the W.P, article "On the Transition to Socialiam"

I find myself in full agreement with the statement of the

Weekly People Staff and your letter of January 9th.

I have also carefully read all of the correspondence from

various N.E.C. members dealing with various S.L.P. problems

and have nothing to add of my own to the discussion at this

time

.

I would like to suggest that a leaflet on the Bicentennial

be brought out based on the hypocritical contrast between our

present-day capitalist governments reveling in glory of our
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I
Prom Bernard^ Bortnlckj Region No. 7j January 26, 1976 .

Dear Comrade Karp:

****

Receipt acknowledged for the following:

Letter to N.3. from K. Steiner dated Jan, 5^ 1976;

Letter from J, Braunstein to N.S. dated Jan. 5j I976;

Letter from N.S. to the NEC with enclosures dated 23,

Jan. 1975 all enclosed correspondence acknowledged.

Regarding the letter from the N*3. to H. Steiner dated

Jan. 9, 1976, I have read the letters with great interest and

the references as well. I concur in your reasoning and ans-

wer to comrade Steiner.

De Leon<s discussion of "syndicalism" in Industrial Union -

^Jj^j^-S^^.^p"^^j__g^ ^^ oria Is bears on this issue. Therein De Leon

described the relationship of the "retarded" industrial dev-

elopment prevailing in Europe at the time and the prevalence
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of military conscription and how this combination gave rise

In France, in particular, to the concept of Syndicalism. He

goes on to point out how the economic organlaatlonj the union

was seen as having the primary purpose of organizing the work-

ing class into a military force because industry had not reach-

ed that degree of concentration to offer the working class,

and to rank it, a non-military means of physical force. Of

course, when De I>eon wrote, militarlsra had not made the in-

roads that it has today in the U.S. Essentially our present

working class, figuratively speaking, "knows how to handle a

gun." This does not at all argue for a change of tactics but

would seem to only augment the non-military force.

It seems to me it is important to separate what we advo-

cate as a political party, and what we recognize, may be,

necessary on the part of the Industrial Union in order to es-

tablish a new society. By recognizing the possible need for

military action or armed force by the working class organized

as a Socialist Industrial Union does not impair or affect our

insistence upon a "peaceful trial of strength" at the ballot

box. It would be foolish for us to insist upon that which is

properly the pierogative of the Industrial Union.

Letter from James Horvath to N.S. dated Jan* 7j 197^: I

agree with Comrade Horvath' s statement to the effect that mem-

bership cannot continue to rely upon the elected officials

and a few others to carry the load of our work. Indeed, our

party is too small to afford the luxury of non-active membera

except for those who by impairment of health or other dire
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circumstances cannot contribute to our activities. However,

when Comrade Horvath states "blaming each other for our past

mistakes will get us nowhere," though this is a true state-

ment, I trust he does not mean those questions raised by Com-

rade Coaaini and I about the NEC are attempts to fix the blame

on individuals, I submit that the "constructive criticism"

that he would like to see can only follow an honest appraisal

of our- past efforts, an examination of our record. I regret

that during the past months, very few of my comrades on the

committee have been inclined to review the record since they

are in a much better position to do so than I.

Comrade Horvath's remark regarding "constructive criti-

cism" reminds me of the response we so often get from some

in presenting criticisms of capitalism - that we should offer

something more constructive. But just as we insist in our

agitational work that one must first understand and concur in

our criticism of class-ruled society before we can go on to

demonstrate the logic of the Socialist solution, so must we

conduct ourselves in our own affairs.

Prom Jack Braunstein, Region No^ 9, January 26, 1976 .

Dear Comrade Karp:

I received the minutes of the NEC Sub-Committee meeting

of Dec, 10, 1975^ enclosed copies of letters from NEC mem-

bera and the rebuttal by Comrade H» Stelner to the WP staff"

a

reply to his criticisms of the article, "On the Transition to
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Socialism," and youi* reply to that rebuttal.

I agree entirely with your reply to Comrade Steiner's

"covering" letter as well as your reply to his rebuttal. I

am in hopes that Comrade Stelner after a careful re-reading

of the WF staff's reply as well as your replies to his criti-

cisms will come to realize that he is in error in his conten-

tions .

Prom Herbert Stelner, Region No. 8, January 37. 1976 .

Dear Comrade Karp;

This will acknowledge yours of January 9th. I have no

c3eslre to continue what began as an honest criticism of a

Weekly People article and subsequently turned into an unpleas-

ant and unseemly polemic

.

The facts will have to speak for themselves and the final

decision made by the membership. In this letter I simply want

to place several points on record

.

(l) I am aware that correspondence as received is pre-

sented to the Sub-Committee. I am also aware that every rule

offers room for the exception. The reply to my November 21

letter of criticism of "The Transition to Socialism" article

was answered by the staff on December 8 and your covering let-

ter of the same date was presented to the Sub-Gommlttee on

December 10. It is still my opinion that the courteous thing

to do was to delay action until I was given the opportunity

to answer yours and the staff's letter and then present the
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entire correspondence to the Sub-Committee. Why the word

"discourteous" used In this context is considered an insult

I do not understand.

(2) I have no quarrel with the term "dogmatism" but what

I reject is the labeling of my criticism as dogmatic. I cor>

sider the charge "inaccurate, unsubstantiated and misapplied."

A conflict of views should not degenerate into name calling.

(3) If I was under the mistaken Impression that the staff

meant that the Engels quote was unintelligible why should it

be "amazing" that I did not use the opening sentences of Com-

rade Petersen's introduction under the sub-head "Bloody or

Peaceful Revolution?" 1 was primarily Interested In giving

the entire Engels quote followed by De Leon and ending with

Petersen's concluding remarks. Had I intended to quote out

of context I would not have given the source to be checked

out, and why dldn<t the Weekly People article give the entire

quote from De Leon ending with "to resort to the last resort

and phyaically mop the earth with the capitalist class?"

Weekly People readers would not have been left In doubt as to

the meaning of the phrase, and to check the source for them-

selves If they so desired,

I know De Leon was not a pacifist. I repeat, where In

party literature does De Leon categorically state that "if a

peaceful settlement of the class struggle was not possible,

the proletariat would have to change its tactics and resort

to armed force if necessary." I read the Sept. 15, 1912 Dally

People De Leon editorial to which you refer. It does not sub-
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stantiate the unqualified statement made by the staff.

(4) In Webster's Third International dictionary reflec-

tion is defined as "to give back or exhibit an Image, or out-

line." Let me ask who Is responsible for the "serious Party

problems the National Secretary has been speaking of in recent

years" that I am reflective of? If it Is not the NEC who as

some claim has not responded to Party needs and the "changing

tlmea/' is it perhaps the apathy of the membership that is res-

ponsible? Surely J no one member can be held responsible for

the "serious party problems." Your claim that it was meant

only for me does not mitigate the affront by the staff, and

it was out of orderj presumptuous, and censurable for them

to "impugn" an NEC member.

(5) I am not so naive as to contend "that the military

and police agencies of the state will disappear the moment

the industrial organisation moves to take control." I have

always answered this question in line with the Party's stand,

that m all probability the armed forces composed of the sons

of the working class would come over to the side of their own

class who have taken over the industries and services. And

as stated in Party literature, "The source of all power is

economic power. Armies, particularly modern armies, cannot

operate unless they are constantly supplied with a multitude

of items which flow uninterruptedly from industry. Although,

an army is a military power ^ it is dependent on industry, hence

on the workers who operate them ." (underscoring in the orig-

inal). If any "violence" is necessary it would be "incidental."
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De Leon stressed over and over again that the real "physical

force" is the industrial might of the working class. I have

no "pacifist Illusions" so I don<t have to be told we must not

"lull the proletariat" into such a trap.

No, Comrade Karp, I do not consider myself the "Party"

nor do I "equate" myself witn the NEC or the entire member-

ship except in so far as every member is part of the whole.

I resent your Judgmental remarks. My long record of activl-

ty in the Party and my association with the members can speak

for Itself.

On a number of occasions I, as well as others, have fav-

orably commented on the excellence of articles and the over-

all Improvement of the Weekly People. But if criticism is to

be treated In the manner accorded my letters then something

13 seriously "out-of-joint" and needs re-evaluation.

IZ ^fr^??^^
Stoiner, Region No. 8, February U, 1976, fromthe National Secretary

Dear Comrade Stelner;

Thl» will acknowledge receipt of your letter of Jan. 27,

There are many things in your letter to which I take excep

tion. Your persistence in calling for the censure of the

Weekly People staff, your refusal to concede the slightest ei-

ror on your part, and your failure to reconsider your views

on the proper handling of such correspondence, convinces me

that no constructive purpose can be served by prolonging this

exchange. Nothing in the staff's reply, nor in my letters,
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or the fact that at least seven NEC members expressed agree-

ment with those replies has apparently had any effect.

Accordingly the matter will be submitted to the national

convention when it convenes on Febrxiary 7-
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